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More to life
Amid the mass chaos Tuesday, coaches realized the
spirit of competition is heavily outweighed by the spirit of
humanity and patriotism. See Sports, page 9.
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No way to prepare
One student explains the terror Americans faced Tuesday.
For Melissa Deloach, however, the mayhem was a mere
20 miles away. See Opinion, page 3.
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UNDER ATTACK
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(Above) Smoke and people filter out of the damaged Pentagon bulding following a terrorist attack Tuesday.
(Left) New York City citizens flee the wreckage of the World Trade Center Towers, which were each attacked
by hijacked commercial jets.

Bush vows to avenge victims
of terrorist hits on Pentagon,
World Trade Center Towers
By Sandra Sobieraj, David Crary and
Jerry Schwartz
ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — A grim-laced
President Bush mourned the deaths of
thousands of Americans in Tuesday's
atrocities and vowed to avenge their
killings. "Today, our nation saw evil,"
he said.
In his first prime-time Oval Office
address. Bush said the United Slates
would retaliate against "those behind
these evil acts," and any country that
harbors them.
Bush spoke from the Oval Office
just hours after bouncing between
Florida and ait bases in Louisiana and
Nebraska for security reasons. Fighter

jets and decoy helicopters accompanied his evening flight to Washington
and the White House.
In the most devastating terrorist onslaught ever waged against the United
States, hijackers crashed two airliners
into the World Trade Center on Tuesday, toppling its twin 110-story towers. The deadly calamity was
witnessed on televisions across the
world as another plane slammed into
the Pentagon, and a fourth crashed
outside Pittsburgh.
Adm. Robert J. Natter, commander
of the U.S. Atlantic Fleet, said, "We
have been attacked like we haven't
since Pearl Harbor."
Determining the VS. death toll

could take weeks, hul it was expected
casualties would be in the thousands.
The four airliners alone had 266 people aboard and there were no known
survivors. The dead and the diximed
plummeted from the skyscrapers,
among them a man and woman holding hands.
"Freedom itself was attacked this
morning and I assure you freedom
will be defended." said Bush, who
was in Florida at the lime of the catastrophe. As a security measure, he
was shuttled to a Strategic Air Command bunker in Nebraska before leaving for Washington
SEE

ATTACK,
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Students react with multitude of emotions
Terrorist attacks lead to shock, fear, disbelief among students
By Sarah McClellan
STAFF REPORTER

Students gathered from all over
campus Tuesday and stared in
shock at the Student Center
Lounge television as events that
will change the world unfolded in
New York City and Washington,
DC.
At least half of the more than
100 students in the lounge had
tears in their eyes as they watched
hijacked planes destroy the World
Trade Center and The Pentagon in
possible terrorist attacks that
caused numerous American fatalities.
Steve Witt, a sophomore premajor, compared the terrorist attacks
to some other memorable events in
history.
"Last time (something like) this
happened, we had World War II,"
Witt said. "And I don't want to be
a soldier."
Some students projected thai the

Inside today
TCU students studying in
Washington and London
explain the effects of Tuesday's
attack on their cities.

See page 5.

United States may go to war as a
result of the incidents.
"I think war is a good possibility," Kenny Thompson, a junior political science major, said. "I know
we'll retaliate somehow. I'd go (to
war) if I had to."
Some students demonstrate fear.
"I found out (about the attack) in
my car on the way to school,"
Kelly Cowdery, a senior early
childhood education major, said.
"It was a revisiting of old bombings, like Oklahoma (City). I didn't quite know what happened. 1
was a little shocked and frankly, a
little scared."
Tom Sullivan, coordinator of
fraternity and sorority affairs, said
faculty and staff members share in
the students' fear.
"1 don't know if I realized the
magnitude of it at the initial onset,"
he said. "By the time I got to work
it was a pretty scary feeling."
Stephen Gose, a junior graphics

design major, said the events
seemed surreal.
"I can't believe this really happened," Gose said. "You always
hear about terrorism, but you don't
think it'll really happen. I saw the
New York skyline collapse on TV
this morning when I was trying to
study for a test."
Jonathan Kohn. a junior biology
major and president of Hillel, a
Jewish student organization, said it
was eerie to hear about Tuesday's
attacks after meeting Morris Dees
Monday night during the Gates of
Chai Lectureship series. Dees, who
spoke on the TCU campus Monday
night, is chief trial counsel for the
Southern Poverty Law Center.
"He spoke about terrorism,"
Kohn said. "He said we've taken
two steps forward and one step
back in tolerance, and I think this
is just another step back. But people are going to come together because of the magnitude of this."

Students did come together at
noon Tuesday on Sadler lawn,
where a prayer vigil was held.
Many students prayed aloud as
hundreds more stood or sat with
heads bowed.
One student prayed to "lift up
President Bush to God. I can't
imagine what he's going through."
Several students read Bible
scriptures into a microphone. At
the end of the vigil, Kristin Holt, a
junior political science and Spanish major, led the crowd in "The
Star Spangled Banner." after which
the crowd sang religious hymns.
Another student prayed to "help
each and every one of us to stand
strong in this time of trouble. As
TCU, we need to come together as
one mind, one body and one soul,
because that's the only way we can
get through this."
Sarah McClellan
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Chelsea Hudson, an Student Government Association member, prays during
the prayer assembly for the tragedy inflicted on the United Sates, Tuesday.

This isn't over yet.
In tomorrow's Skiff, learn how professors choose to address their students upon returning
to class. Will the bigger issue be what TCU and Fort Worth police have to deal with involving
copycat crimes in the aftermath of the terrorist attacks on the Eastern seaboard?
>

Inside today
Provost William Koehler is in
stable condition at a local hospital as a result of convulsions
suffered Tuesday.
See page 4.
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WORLD DIGEST
incursion, Israeli Defense Ministry
spokesman Yarden Vatikay said: "I
have no answer because all we care
about is ensuring that terrorists do
not come out of Jenin."
Some of the tanks drove toward
the first line of houses in Jenin,
Palestinian witnesses said. Before
dawn, Israeli tank fire knocked out
power for several hours. The army
confirmed troops were operating in
Palestinian territory and that a tank
shell was fired toward Jenin in response to Palestinian fire.
After daybreak, the streets of
Jenin were deserted, with storefronts
shuttered and residents remaining in
their homes. Small groups of gunmen moved around, sporadically firing at Israeli positions.
Ali Mothqal, a Jenin taxi driver,
said when there were first signs of
Israeli troop movements late Monday, he rushed outside to stock up
on flour, bread and canned goods.
"I haven't left my home since then,"
he said.
The Israeli government said
Tuesday that dozens of suicide and
car bombings as well as shooting attacks on Israelis have been
launched from Jenin.
On Sunday, an Israeli Arab man
blew himself up near a train station
in the northern Israeli town of Nahariya, killing himself and three Israeli Jews. The Islamic militant
group Hamas in Jenin announced
Monday that it had sent the assailant.
Israeli officials have said they
had demanded that the Palestinian
Authority arrest the bomber while
he was still in Jenin, but to no avail.
Since the violence erupted nearly

West Bank town of Jenin
sealed by Israeli tanks
JENIN, West Bank — Israeli
tanks encircled this West Bank town
early Tuesday in an open-ended
foray into Palestinian territory that
came in response to a string of attacks by Palestinian militants. Amid
the rising tensions, high-level truce
talks were postponed once more.
Also Tuesday, two Israeli troops
were killed in a Palestinian shooting attack on their base, and an Israeli man was wounded by
Palestinian fire in the West Bank.
Israel said it sealed Jenin because
the town of 30,000 in the northern
West Bank has turned into a staging
ground for dozens of attacks by
Palestinian militants, including a
weekend suicide bombing that
killed three Israeli civilians.
After midnight Monday, some
two dozen tanks set up positions in
Palestinian territory, on the outskirts of Jenin and an adjacent
refugee camp. Palestinian witnesses
said. Dozens of local gunmen fired
al the Israeli troops, drawing return
lire that wounded seven Palestinians, one seriously.
In nearly a year of fighting, Israeli troops have repeatedly entered
Palestinian territory, but usually
pulled out quickly. The incursion
near Jenin marked the fourth time
that Israeli forces remained in position for more than just a few hours.
Israeli military commentator
Zeev Schiff, writing in the Haaretz
daily, suggested that the incursion
"won't be so quick to end," as Israel is intensifying its response to
attacks by Palestinian militants.
Asked about the duration of the
V Dally
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Young, healthy, non-smoking women neeeded for
egg donation program.
Excellent compensation
for time.
Call 817-540-1157
Extended Care Teacher
Needed Small private
school. Monday through
Friday. 2:45-6:00p.m. 1215 students, ages 5-12
years. No lesson planning
reuired. Must enjoy playing
and being with children.
Call tor interview. 817-5342189. Ask for Dian.
Runner-clerk needed for law
firm. Call 817-924-9000.
Part-time at Aquamassage
•in hulen Mall. 20-25 hours
including Sunday.
Call Joe 817-423-3855.
Entry and Executive level
Managment Positions Part
or full time. Flexible
schedule. Excellent opportunity for advancement.
Pay $12-$19/hr. Fulltime
benefits.Call 888-621-7195.
Models Needed. Model
call, go by Bestwestern at I20. Artec Systems Group
needs haircut, color, highlight models. Contact
Walter Miller
806-790-1683.
Applebee's Now Hiring
Servers and Bartenders.
Great pay. benefits, and
flexible schedules available.
6600 W. Freeway Green
Oaks 1-30
Ridgmar Mall.
SHORTS MINDED IS
HIRING 15-20 enthusiastic
individuals. Part-time flexi-

(KI7| 257-742H
(R17l 257-71.13
(817| 257-7426
(817) 257-6274
(HI?) 257-6556
skiffletters(t*tco edu
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ble hours, $15-$ 18/hour.
Near campus. Voted #1
College job across the country. Call John
817- 207-0999
UBSki is looking for sales
reps to post flyers for college ski week. Call 1-800SKI-WORLD.

WEB DESIGN
SandoteWebsites.com
"eBusiness solutions that
bring Business" Designl
Strategy + Consultingl
Hostingl Maintenance!
Marketingl Publicityl
Contact Chris Diggs
817-257-3401
www.sandotewebsites.com

CHILDCARE
Part-time church childcare
provider. Sunday mornings
and some evenings.
817-926-2513.
CHILDCARE WORKER NEEDED 2:30-6 p.m.
Monday-Friday. To care for
children ages 2-4. Supervise
and ensure safety. Sign out
children. Must love children, and playing outside.
Call for interview. 817-5342189. Ask for Dian.
Child Care Wanted Live
in or out. Tuesday,
Wednesday off. Weekends
required. Call for details
817-714-4514.
After school Nanny needed
to care for child in home. 34 hours daily. Pick up at
school and help with homework. Call 817-921-3072
Babysitter needed
Thursday 2-6 p.m. for four

a year ago, 783 people have been
killed.
Commenting on the Jenin incursion, Palestinian leader Yasser
Arafat said that "despite the continuous military escalation, the siege,
our people are steadfast ... and we
will not kneel before anyone, except
before God in prayer."
European Union officials have
been trying for the past three weeks
to arrange high-level truce talks.
Peres and Arafat have agreed in
principle to a series of three meetings, but disagreements over the
agenda and the venue, as well as
persistent Mideast violence, have
kept the two men apart.

Baghdad claims it has
downed second spy plane
BAGHDAD, Iraq — A second
unmanned U.S. spy plane has been
downed by Iraq in less than a month,
Baghdad said Tuesday, following
American reports that Iraq was beefing up its ability to strike U.S. and
British aircraft patrolling no-fly
zones over Iraq's north and south.
A U.S. military spokesman said a
plane was missing and its loss was
being investigated.
The official Iraqi News Agency
reported that wreckage of the
downed aircraft — carrying "highly
advanced equipment" — had been
found. It did not mention any pilots.
Maj. Brett Morris, spokesman for
a U.S.-British military task force in
the Gulf, said coalition forces had
lost a Predator aircraft Tuesday similar to the reconnaissance plane lost
last month.
"We have lost contact with our
unmanned observation aircraft,"
Morris told The Associated Press in
Manama, Bahrain.
"There is an investigation going
on ... with regard to the Predator's
disappearance," he said. "We are
working with the assumption that
the plane has gone and are trying to
figure out why it went down and
how it went down."
U.S. officials have noted that Iraq
seems to have been improving its
targeting ability and missile defense
systems, while also adopting a strategy to attack slow-moving Ameri-

can surveillance aircraft rather than
high-performance fighter jets.
Morris said the Predator plane
took off early Tuesday for southeastern Iraq. The unmanned aircraft, which is controlled from land,
disappeared later Tuesday morning
while patrolling in the area, he said.
"The plane was coming from
Kuwaiti territory and it was used to
provide the American enemy with
information concerning our installations; vital sites and our air-defense formations," the news agency
said, quoting an unidentified
spokesman from the Iraqi Air Defense Command.
The Iraqi spokesman said the
plane was "shot down in revenge
for the martyrs of great Iraq and
free Palestine," according to the
agency's report.
Last month, Iraq claimed to have
shot down a Predator reconnaissance plane in the Basra area. The
U.S. Defense Department acknowledged losing a plane in that area,
but said it was unsure whether it had
been hit by hostile fire or had
crashed on its own.
The United States and Britain
have been patrolling Iraqi skies to
protect Shiite Muslim rebels in the
south and Kurdish insurgents in the
north from government forces. The
southern patrols also provide early
warning of potential Iraqi military
moves toward Kuwait.
Iraq considers the no-fly zones
violations of its sovereignty and has
stepped up its efforts to shoot down
allied planes. In 1998, President
Saddam Hussein offered cash rewards to any Iraqi military unit that
shoots down an enemy warplane or
captures a U.S. or British pilot.

OAS adopts charter, Powell returns from Colombia
LIMA, Peru — Secretary of State
Colin Powell cut short his first official visit to South America to return home to deal with devastating
terrorist explosions in New York
City and Washington. DC, on
Tuesday.
Before leaving, Powell, urged
foreign ministers from the Organization of American States to

children. Reliable transportation a must. Call Kathi
817-922-0823
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The eight workers — two Americans, four Germans and two Australians — selected a lawyer.
Donahue wouldn't identify him either by nationality or religion, citing privacy privileges, but said he
was not an Afghan.
The eight agreed to appear before
the Taliban's Supreme Court as a
group defended by the one lawyer.
He could be in Afghanistan within
days, Donahue said.
Meanwhile. Heather Mercer, 24,
was reunited with her mother, Deborah Oddy of Lewiston, N.Y., for
the first time since her arrest. Oddy
arrived in Kabul with her husband,
Delmer, earlier Tuesday.
Mercer's father, John Mercer of
Vienna, Va., has been in the Afghan
capital for more than two weeks.
During his daughter's first court appearance Saturday, he held her hand
through most of the one-hour proceeding and gave her a hug and a
kiss as she was escorted away.
Dayna Curry, 29, the other American being held, was also visited
Tuesday by her mother, Nancy Cassell, of Thompson's Station. Tenn.
The foreign aid workers, employees of Shelter Now International,
a
Christian
aid
organization based in Germany,
were arrested early last month,
along with 16 Afghan workers, on
proselytizing charges.
The Afghan staff are to be tried
separately. No date for their trial
has been set.
The other detained aid workers
are Germans George Taubmann,
Margrit Stebnar, Kati Jelinek and
Silke Duerrkopf, and Australians
Peter Bunch and Diana Thomas.
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KABUL, Afghanistan — Eight
foreign aid workers being tried on
charges of preaching Christianity
chose a lawyer Tuesday to defend
them at their Supreme Court trial,
now in its second week.
"Today was a good day," said
David Donahue, consul-general at
the U.S. Embassy in neighboring
Pakistan.
After weeks of trying to see their
detained nationals, Donahue and
fellow diplomats from Australia
and Germany spent two hours with
them at the school where they have
been held since their arrest in early
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Queen size mattress set.
Brand new in plastic, retail
$500. Will sell for $160.
(817)907-3600

Call to Advertise

Foreign aid workers
select lawyer, see family
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FOR SALE

Now Available 2733
Sandage Huge 3000 sq ft.
house for rent for 3-6 people; 4bdr, 2bath. Jacuzzi
tub, all appliances, central
air, alarm, gas grill, deck.
Hurry andCall
817-797-6803.
Arkatents Outdoor Gear
www.arkatents.com
Eureka! Camp Trails 501394-7893
For Lease Two Terrific
Houses. Visit www.geocities.com/reiventurecorp/rent
als.html For details call
817-926-8943.
Nice TCU Area duplex. 2
Bedroom, plus loft. W/D
connection, $900/mo„ $500
security deposit. Call
(817)528-9004.

quickly pass a democracy pact as
a clear collective message against
terrorism.
The charter was adopted unanimously, and Powell immediately
left for Lima's military airport to
fly back to Washington.
Peru had been the first stop on a
trip that was to take Powell to
Colombia on Tuesday and today to
show support for President Andres
Pastrana's U.S.-backed counternarcotics initiative, Plan Colombia.
"A terrible, terrible tragedy has
befallen my nation, but it has befallen all those who believe in
democracy," Powell told the OAS
assembly.
"I hope we can move the order of
business to the adoption of the charter, because I very much want to be
here to express the United States'
commitment to democracy in this
hemisphere," he said.
The session opened with a moment of silence before representatives of Venezuela, Colombia, El
Salvador and Canada all made
statements condemning the terrorists who earlier in the day crashed
two planes into the World Trade
Center. Explosions also rocked the
Pentagon and the State Department
and spread fear across the nation.
"I will bring to President Bush
your expressions of sorrow and your
words of support," Powell said.
"You can be sure that America will
deal with this tragedy in a way that
brings those responsible to justice."
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FOSTERING FEAR
Political apathy no longer valid
Ladies and gentlemen, the bubble has burst. Our nation's
seeurity and our own security are no longer guaranteed.
Many campus personalities, including the Skiff, often
chastise students for living their lives inside the notorious
"TCU Bubble."
Now, we all must realize that, as a nation, we have been
living inside a much larger bubble. We can no longer hide
beneath the shelter of the world's greatest republic with the
world's most dominant military. In all its glory, the nation
could not prevent the atrocity of Tuesday's terrorist attacks.
Similar to Americans' reactions following the Dec. 7,
1941, Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, the people of this nation are angry, scared and bewildered. World War II created
changes in the national mindset that are still being felt. No
doubt, after the smoke clears and questions are answered,
America will again be drastically changed.
But a large time span separates us from the Greatest Generation. Unlike Pearl Harbor, these attacks are directed toward civilians at a time when peace reigns over the
developed world. Unlike Pearl Harbor, the enemies are unknown, prohibiting us from directing our anger at those responsible for the mayhem. These feelings of uncertainty are
cultivating more and more fear.
For a generation drowning in cynicism toward the federal
government, this attack brings a unique threshold. The only
hope to ease our fears and calm the national panic is to cling
to our government and our military — the very institutions
we have been raised to question, to doubt, to distrust.
Now is the time for those institutions to prove their worth
to this disillusioned generation by taking swift and appropriate actions to identify the offenders and impose the proper
punishments.
Now is the time for this generation to realize the impact
a government's actions have on each citizen. Students can
no longer be apathetic toward political issues.
Our bubble has burst, eliminating the boundaries we once
assumed were firm. But by removing those limits, a new
freedom of awareness has come over the nation. As a nation
we must support our leaders as they search for answers.
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Nothing can prepare people for tragedy
Attack leaves Washington intern feeling like a prisoner in campus dorm room
What started out as a normal
day, Tuesday was far from
While I rushed to finish drying my
hair
while
drinking
orCommentary
ange juice, my
Melissa
eye caught a
DeLoach
glimpse on the
news of the
worst thing I' think I've ever seen in
my life. A plane crashed into the side
of the World Trade Center in New
York City.
Watching the scenes of Manhattan,
my mouth dropped as 1 learned what
had just happened. As if I was in a
trance, my body froze and my hair
dryer was left blowing my Washington Post through the room.
I couldn't believe it. It looked like
a movie. It's like "Independence
Day" and Will Smith had not yet
made his entrance, or like one of
those A&E documentaries on people
who demolish buildings. But it was
real.
Oblivious to the fact that my roommate was still asleep, I turned up the
volume and didn't blink. From afar,
she asked me what was going on.
1 snapped back at her that a plane

just crashed in the World Trade CenSee, I look out my window and
ter and word is it's a terrorist attack.
it looks like a normal sunny day.
"Where at'.'" she asked, as if from From 8:45 a.m. when the first plane
Mars. I told her New York City, crashed in the World Trade Center
quickly learning that there is more to l):43 a.m. when the Pentagon
than one office.
was hit. the scenery outside my
A few minutes later one of my window remained the same. It still
classmates barged in. asking me if I does.
wanted to join him at the National
Yet. I look on TV and it looks like
Mall and see how things were going. a war zone of sons. I can't leave beWas he crazy,'
cause the school
Of course not.
and the Secret
Watching the scenes of ManWhy would I go
Ser\icehave adhattan, my mouth dropped as I
out to the Mall
vised us to relearned what had just happened.
when I didn't
main on campus.
As if I was in a trance, my body
know what was
We have to
froze
and
my
hair
dryer
was
left
going on at the
show our student
blowing my Washington Post
White House, a
identification
through the room.
few miles away,
cards whenever
nor at the Pentawe enter a differgon, where moent building.
ments before NBC reported the
Security is so highthal my resident
ground had shook'.'
assistant is continually doing head
We had class in 30 minutes and counts.
were scheduled to visit the Newseum
Things of this nature just don't
in Arlington, W.Va.. not far from the happen in America. I've listened to
Pentagon.
my parents tell me through the years
I wasn't scared. The events were what it was like to live through the
just scary.
Vietnam War and in fear of a nuclear
My phone was ringing off the hook
war. My grandpa has told me about
and I hadn't a moments peace until
Pearl Harbor.
now to evaluate the days events.
Oklahoma City.
Columbine.

Wedgwood.
Nothing prepares you for tragedies
like these.
Most, like me, resisted and repeated that things like that don't really happen because they didn't occur
in my backyard.
Today, though. I am in the midst
of a national tragedy.
I feel like a prisoner
Since before noon I have been
"quarantined." 1 cannot leave. And although 1 don't want to leave, I'm
feeling a bit uneasy because 1 just
don't know what is going on and my
window and television are playing
mind games with me.
What is scary is that in less than
a month thousands of people will
gather in Washington, to protest the
International
Monetary
Fund/World Bank meeting. With
the feel of uneasiness and fear
across this campus, city and nation,
the protest will just heighten the
current situation.
Melissa DeLoach o a senior tun ^-editorial
majorfiom Waco nudying at American Univcrsm us {mil i>l the Washing/on Semester
program in journalism. She can be contacted HI <m.J.dclouch(e stuJeni.tcii.edu).

America's detachment comes to an end America is much more than
Patience and prayers are necessary as government offices search for answers
I remember being little and learning about
history. And I couldn't help but wonder,
with a fearful mix of awe and jealousy,
what life-altering events would occur during
my adult lifetime.
I figured that, given the predictably unpredictable machinations of history, something monumental was bound to happen.
Our parents had the
Cuban Missile Crisis,
Commentary
JFK's assassination,
Vietnam, Watergate —
any number of traumas
in which to situate
themselves in history.
And I wondered
with a great deal of unease and anxiety just
what portentous occurrences 1 and my generation would have to
live through.
It was a strange
thing for a little kid to be worrying about,
but after the terrifying events in New York
and Washington Tuesday, I can't help but
feel as if that worried little kid possessed a
disheartening amount of prescience.
Perhaps a great deal of my childhood fascination with this was fixated upon how 1
would react in such a traumatic situation.
And if I could somehow go back in time and
talk to that little kid. I could say to him.
truthfully, that I have absolutely no idea how
to react.
I've been flabbergasted ever since 1 woke
up this morning and turned on the radio to
find that the usual morning show banter had
been replaced by deadly serious news reporting that seemed to become more grave
with each passing minute.
I dragged myself to campus only to find
fellow students comforting their parents and
friends on their cell phones and signs that

read "Yes, class has been canceled."
I have been on the phone with my parents
back home in Missouri and with my sister
at University of North Texas. 1 played my
radio and my TV at the same time.
Even if I'd left only one on. it'd all still
make very little sense.
New York and Washington are a long way
from this campus, but the effects of the suffering and tragedy are no doubt felt by
everyone here.
Skyscrapers, which once elicited feelings
of grandeur and commercial excess within
me, now just seem like helplessly gaudy targets.
This inexplicably horrifying act is made
even more sickening when one considers the
terrifying clockwork with which the attack
was executed, and the extent to which it
worked, certainly not flawlessly, but still
with severe devastation.
It is even more soirowful to consider that,
somewhere, crowds were cheering as those
two huge towers crumbled.
We live in a new world, where the parameters of war have become increasingly
ill-defined.
Bereavement begets vengeance, and now
much of the talk on television and radio has
turned to theories about who could've done
it and how they should be punished.
But how do you punish someone who, as
has been proven without a doubt today,
would willingly die for their cause anyway'.'
Questions outnumber answers. But as
painful as it sounds, we need to be patient.
It's all right to be sick, angry and sad But
our government, intelligence services and
military are more than well-equipped to get
to the bottom of this and probably have a
much better idea of how to go about it than
an irate radio station caller with a wild theory.
Right now, all we can and should do is

concentrate our energy into hope and
prayers for those affected by this disaster.
One last thing has become abundantly
clear to me. As jaded and cynical as some
of us can get about what we may perceive
as outmoded American ideals (and I readily
admit that I am guilty of this), we have to
admit that we live in a pretty good country.
where we have the freedom to do as we
wish, to conduct our lives in a manner that
pleases ourselves.
More than freedom, though, we have been
provided with safely and security that have
allowed us to cultivate a blissful, unassailable sense of detachment from the horror
that occurs in the rest of the world.
This detachment, however, lies crumbled
in a heap of rubble.
Jock bullion is o senior English major train Columbia. Mo. He can be contacted at fj.w.bullion<@ studcnl.tcu.edu).
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The TCU community gathers for a prayer
vigil just a few hours after the attack.

Q Collection of material itCOlS
Citizens must strive to retain optimism, patriotism
I woke up to the news of the World
Trade Center burning! am shocked
and horrified. How can someone
claiming to be an objective optimist hanCommentary
dle this, when the
country she loves
seems to be falling
apart
before her
eyes?
It is time to remind myself of what
I know in order to
stay sane.
First of all, optiMorgan
mism and objectivLandry
ity are acts of will.
Believe it or not. I
was not born optimistic and objective.
I chose to stay that way through my
own choice, even when it seems impossible.
Second, as human beings, we have a
choice in how to react in tragedy. We
can shut ourselves in or reach out. We
can hide in fear or step out in courage.
True courage, after all. is being
afraid yet doing what you have to do
anyway. In case you can't tell, 1 am
very afraid right now.
Finally. I believe that as a nation, we
can get through this crisis if we stand
strong together.
This is a tragedy. As I type this editorial, the World Trade Center, the
Washington Mall, and the Pentagon are
all in flames. The White House has
been evacuated, and no one seems to
know what is going on.
How can someone be objectively optimistic in a time like this?
I still have reason for my optimism.

The United States is more than the most
powerful nation in the world. It is more
than the nation in the world with the
most freedom.
It is the first country whose goals for
every person are life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness. It is a country
where anyone, no matter who they are,
can make dreams come true. People
fleeing oppression in other parts of the
world flock to the United States because of our immense freedoms.
Americans can freely say what they
believe. Americans can choose what religion they practice. Americans have
freedom of the press. Americans can be
whatever they want to be.
Since Americans are free to reach
their highest potential, it is little wonder the most free nation in the world
happens to be the most powerful. These
are a few of the many reasons why I am
optimistic we can get through this.
Whoever planned this must have
thought America could be destroyed if
its buildings were destroyed. However.
America is more than a nation of buildings. America truly is more than the
sum of its parts.
As long as freedom exists in the
world, as long as the idea of individual
rights exists, America will exist.
Those that have struck at our buildings have only strengthened our hearts.
Americans will come together as they
have in other tragedies, and they will
come together in tragedies to come.
Our nation will move on.
Morgan Landrv is a junior cotn/tuter information
science and business major fmm Fort Worth. She
con hi contacted at fiii.c.lantlnWstntient.tcu.edui.
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Provost listed in stable condition at local hospital
By Jaime Walker
SKIFF STAFF

Vice Chancellor for Academic
Affairs William Koehler was laken
to an area hospital after he began
convulsing while he drove College
of Communications dean candidate
William Slater down Forest Park
Boulevard toward TCU.
Koehler was listed in stable condition Tuesday night at Harris
Methodisl Port Worth Hospital in
the cardiac sub-acute intensive care

unit. The cause of the episode was
unclear, a hospital spokeswoman
said. Slater said he and Koehler
were driving down the road "having
a chat." when Koehler slopped talk
ing, slowed the car and began convulsing. Slater said he put the car in
park and called Koehler's office to
get help.
As soon as faculty and stall heard
Koehler had been hospitalized, they
began arriving at the hospital to
show support.

Rhonda Keen-Payne, dean of the
College of Health and Human Services, said the outpour of support is
to be expected.
"Bill Koehler inspires loyalty,"
she said from the hospital waiting
room. "If the roles were reversed, he
would be here for any of us."
Keen-Payne said Koehler was
awake and alert by the time he arrived at the hospital.
"He wants a (television! something awful," she said.

Donna Johnson, Koehler's executive assistant, said her phone has
been ringing off the hook.
"(Men's Basketball Coach) Billy
Tubbs just called and said, T am
heartbroken about what is going on
in this country today but I am really
worried about Bill Koehler,'" Johnson said. "He has been here a long
time. Everyone at this university
knows him and they all respect
him."
Chancellor Michael Ferrari said

Igleheart aims to expand concepts of service

Koehler was planning trips to meet
with alumni in a number of cities regarding the University Curriculum
Requirements. Those engagement!
have been canceled and not
rescheduled.
Ferrari said all deans have been
mobilized, and the university is prepared for Koehler's absence. TCU is
accustomed to operating without
people around, he said.
"I do suggest people send cards,
call and pray for him," Ferrari said.

Slater said in light of Tuesday's
events his trip to TCU has been a
memorable one for a number of reasons.
"This is one of the most caring
places I have ever seen," Slater said.
"I think it says a lot that classes
were canceled to allow students the
opportunity to react to this situation
and share in it."
Jaime Walker
j.Lwalkei@stttdent.tcu.edu

BOOT SCOOTIN' BOOGIE

New community service director plans to get students excited about volunteering
By Erin LaMourie
STAFF REPORTER

From soup kitchens to paperwork. TCU's new community
service coordinator wants to get
involved in everything inbetween.
Rohm Igleheart the new university community service coordinator, said her first goal is to make
students, faculty and staff aware of
community service opportunities
for students, faculty and staff. Volunteering provides pays dividends
for all members of the community.
she said.
"I feel very strongly about the
role community service plays in
character development for all people, not just college students," she
said. "I think volunteering and
serving others certainly helps peo-

ple develop into better people."
people don't feel comfortable in
Igleheart said she found infor- those roles, there are other things
mation about Ihe position from the they can do to help, such as enveTCU Web site
lope-stuffing.
and applied for
People don't always think of
the
position
"I feel very strongly about
that as commubecause
she
the role community service
wanted to work
nity service, but
plays in character developwith students
the agency you
ment for all people, not just
and organizaare helping cercollege students. I think voltions. She said
tainly appreciunteering and serving others
ates it."
she would like
certainly helps people deJohn Butler,
to help stuvelop into better people."
dents get conminister to the
— Robin Igleheart.
university, said
nected
to
community service director
opportunities
Igleheart
has
they are interexperience with
community service and student afested in or may not know about.
"Many people think of commu- fairs.
nity service as tutoring kids or goIgleheart previously worked as
ing to a soup kitchen." she said. "If an area and leadership coordinator
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Dne Real God...
^ Real Experience...
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and St. Paul Lutheran
Church, 1800 West Freeway

Sunday Morning Worship Services
800am & 10 50 a m
Traditional Service in our Sanctuary
11 00 a m
Contemporary Worship in out Fellowship Hall
Sunday Morning College Bible Study
9 30 ■ i m in the DOCK - the Student Ministry Building
Wednesday Night College Bible Study
8 45 p m in the DOCK (sing. chat, eat homemade cookies)

20%% Offftny Service
3309 Winthrap
Suite 67
Tort Worth, TX 76116
(817) 738-3605

®S
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Chris Ahrens, a junior music education major; Becca Grammar, a senior music education major; and Chris Bohon, a senior music major debut their
band. Unwound, at the Thirsty Armadillo last Thursday.

Jftmendw, a//wa auentf, Mat mta&med am to
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Just Across The Street at 3401 Bellaire Dr. South
(Stadium and Bellaire Dr. S., across
from the TCU soccer fields)
Sunday Services:
8:00 AM
Rite I
9:30 AM
Family Service Rite II
11:30AM
Comtemporary Music Rite II
6:00PM
Rite II (in the chapel)
Weekday Services:
Tuesday 9:30 AM Rite I, Wednesday 7 AM
Rite II followed by breakfast, Thursday 12
Noon followed by 12:30 Bible Study
Trinity Episcopal Church
We're on the Web!
Visit us at www.fortworthtrinity.org

Go North on University to 1-30 East tot 1 /2 mile and
take the Summit Exit - left at the light, left onto
frontage road
(to get to the DOCK, turn right on 11th Street)
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Erin LaMourie
e.m.laniourie@ student, ten. edit

TRINITY EPISCOPAL CHURCH

Find out more1!!
Call Peter Couser at 817-810 9352 ot email him at petet.cousef@stplctw.otg
Ditections (torn TCU

for Case Western Reserve University in Cleveland, Ohio, and served
as a residence hall director at Marquette University in Milwaukee,
Wis.
Igleheart said she plans to make
newsletters for the campus and
agencies she will be working with
to help be a liaison between them.
Heather Patriacca, a senior religion major and member of the
student interview committee, said
Igleheart could energize other
students.
"She is a big dreamer, and I
knew if she could get me excited
about service, she could get others excited." Patriacca said.
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Tel:926-4631 Fax:920-9043
E-mail:fortworthtrinity@msn.com

United States Marines
4
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"WHAT EXACTLY IS THE MARINE OFFICER PROGRAM!"

V. jj
\"

• I he Marine t MYicer Program a designed allow men & women the opportunity
to mend (Hiker I uidkka School at Qu :tiit. VA and MV if hc/slie has what it
lakes to become .in t HSoSf Oi Marines.
• I he program i* open to those who are either working toward, oi have already tamed their degree & U
open in .ill nUfOn. There is BO twining during the school year, & the summer training works ninth like a
p.ud, summer iiikii^hip.
• Solaria range from $32,000'$37(OGO with annual promotions & pay increase;.,
• Guaranteed aviation and law position*.!
The Marine M.B.A.
"W liai KCt the [Marine Corps] .ipjn from olhei training imiituliom - jud in |>aitimljr. troin a
M IV A pmgrajn ■ is thai ii unabashedly favon bfteding generic, liigh-spa-d, chaos-proof leadership."
Int. Higmar. April, 1999

MODELS NEEDED
For Hair Show in Ft. Worth
REE Makeovers hy Top Industry Stylists!
Friday, Sept 28th 6 p.m. - Post Oak Room

CHALLENGE
I he challenge of leading in the Marine Carpi requires a strong rente ot duty, l dedication to honor and
the courage to race adversity. It you think you have what it takes to try out for our team, you can apply tor
acceptance as a Marine Officer Candidate by contacting Captain Smith via below listed inhumation:
207 S. Hoiuton, Ste 144, Dallas, TX 75202 (214) 615-3471 or 1-800-858-8762, then «t. 1307
iirt it hktiVS incd.usnu.mil.
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The Pulliam Journalism Fellowship
Jump-start your newspaper journalism career with a solid program that boasts
lout Pulitzer PriM winners among its alumni the Pulliam Journalism
I ellowship The fellowship offers myriad career opportunities; in fact, a Pulliam
fellow from out first class of 1^74. Barbara Henry, now serves as president and
publisher of Thi ItuHanapoHs Star.
Now entering its 2Wl year, the 2002 Pulliam Journalism fellowship helps build a
bridge from the elassroom to the newsroom. Fellows are assigned to The
tndfanapoth Star or The An:nna Rqnihik in Phoenix for 1(1 weeks each summer
as stall'reporters. We award 20 fellowships annually. The stipend is Sn.lMHI.

45th Annual

PIONEER DAYS
September 14 & 15
FRIDAY -

Russell B. Pulliam, Director
I he Pulliam Journalism Fellowship
P.O. Box 145
Indianapolis, IN 46206-0145

ELEVEN HUNDRED SPRINGS

RECKLESS KELLY

CORY MORROW

SATURDAY NIGHT

Iradiiionally. our fellowships hflVC been open only to graduating college seniors
In 2<K)I. we expanded eligibility to include college sophomores and juniors as
well as seniors pursuing a career in newspaper journalism. We will be accepting
■replications loi our Summer 2002 program as of September 2001.
ViMt our Web site at http: www.iiHlystar.com.pjf ore-mai! Fellowship director
Kussell 11. Pulliam at nissell pulliamwmdystar.com for an application packet
Yoe also may request a packet by writing:

W I I!

Kevin Fowler

Morris Price

Friday $5.00 Saturday $5.00 Saturday Night After 5:00 pm $8.00 .
Hall price admission with Star-Telegram Press Pass (t^JL
Locaied on the brick lot across from Stockyards Station Mall'
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Terrorist attack will scar American psyche forever
By Jaime Walker
SKIFF STAFF

It is the kind of terrorism you
might see in the movies. But when
two planes crashed into the World
Trade Center and another took an
entire section
out of the PenAnalysis
tagon Tuesday
Jaime
morning, the
Walker
reality of the
attack
was
more horrifying than any movie
script.
The real-life images of what happened to the United States of America on Sept. II, 2001, will be
etched into the international consciousness forever. Tuesday's date

Veterans call
attack 'more
hopeless'

will top the list of America's historically tragic moments.
Our nation will never be the
same.
We will never view terrorism as
something that happens in other,
perhaps less civilized, countries.
From this point forward, it will
be harder to question military
spending, and even easier to doubt
the efforts of the FBI and CIA.
In an instant America went from
being the world's most powerful
and theoretically well-protected
nation, to a country running scared.
The World Trade Center, New
York City's pillar of economic
dominance, crumbled before our
eyes.

A wing of the Pentagon, America's symbol of military strength,
was destroyed.
Some of our nation's greatest
icons have been reduced to rubble.
And we didn't see it coming. We're
not even sure we saw it at all.
President George W. Bush, who
was on a trip to Florida when the
attack occurred, did not return to
the White House until late Tuesday
evening. His absence, although
mandated, holds great significance.
As long as Bush could not return to
Washington, it's as if we as a nation admitted we'd been caught off
guard.
Terrorism of this magnitude isn't
supposed to happen in America.

But it has.
And now America is on alert.
During the Cold War, we prided
ourselves on a Department of Defense able to track the evils of
communism around the world and
in our back yard. When the Iron
Curtain fell, we got complacent.
We no longer have that luxury.
Officials don't know who to
blame lor the attack. But what they
do know is whoever orchestrated it
must have had access to the moil
sophisticated aspects of aviation intelligence. They understood more
about our government than we
want to admit. And they had a really big ax to grind.
At this time the top suspect is

Osama bin Laden, a Saudi millionaire, believed to be the mastermind
behind other terrorist attacks on the
United States. One of bin Laden's
associates was to be sentenced
Tuesday for his role in the 199X
bombing of a U.S. Embassy in Tanzania.
Officials with the government of
Afghanistan have denied bin
Laden's involvement and said they
have nothing to do with it. But The
New York Times reported this week
that officials with bin Laden's organization were ready to declare a
holy war on those who spread lies.
The American people have a
whole lot of questions. Officials
don't have a whole lot of answers.

"It's scary that this is happening right outside about 20 miles away.
The whole experience has been surreal. I can't believe this is happening."
— Melissa DeLoach, TCU student studying in Washington

By Steven Baker

But we need to use caution when
assigning blame.
We should not let our grief, our
shock, our anger or our desire for
revenge cloud our judgment as we
deal with this attack.
We should, however, be swift
and accurate in our assessment of
this tragedy.
We owe it to the dead and the injured. We owe it to ourselves to rebuild America with renewed
passion and a greater sense of the
importance of security.
We are a nation who wants to
feel safe again.
Jaime Walker
I I walkciip ttttdtnt. hit. edit

London Centre
removes TCU
identification
By Kristin Campbell

SPECIAL TO THE SKIFF

Second class motor machinist Lee
Brown was sweeping for mines on an
auxiliary ship when he looked a
Japanese pilot in the eye as he flew
over the channel at Pearl Harbor Dec.
7, 1941.
"He was peering out the cockpit."
said Brown, now a World War II veteran living in Nevada. "I could have
hit him with a slingshot."
The three planes that smashed into
the World Trade Center twin towers
and the Pentagon Tuesday were not as
identifiable as the red circle of attacking planes at Pearl Harbor. TCU
associate journalism professor Jack
Raskopf was 15 years old at the time
of the Pearl Harbor attack. He said
this incident is more of a hopeless situation because of the unknown aggressors.
"Pearl Harbor was a tixable problem," said Raskopf, who joined the
Navy in 1943. "And then the atomic
bomb dropped and we were ecstatically happy. Now we don't have a
clear-cut enemy."
History professor Mark Gilderhus
said he didn't know anything sensible
to say after the attacks Tuesday.
"This is astounding and terrifying,"
Gilderhus said. "One thing is obvious
— our world has changed for the
worse. We might have to give up some
of our civil rights for security."
Gilderhus said air travel or even
driving between states could become
much more restrictive.
Just last year 17 people were killed
when the USS Cole was attacked on
Oct. 12 in Yemen. Terrorists also attacked two U.S. embassies in Africa
in 1998.
"When we try to retaliate against
terrorists there is an obvious enemy
but there isn't an obvious country,"
Gilderhus said. "Traditional war
methods become obsolete."
Gilderhus said he remembers
standing outside his childhood home
in Minnesota with his father during
blackouts in World War II. The blackouts were cautionary tactics used by
the United States in case of bombing
raids. They would look up at the sky
for the German air force, the Luftwaffe.
"Today we have a whole array of
weapons," Gilderhus said. "One of the
truly maddening things about terrorism is that all of us are vulnerable."
Copy Desk Chief Krishna lodice
contributed to this report.
Steven Baker
latUvos9aoLcom

BLOOD WANTED

Erin Munger/PHOTO EDITOR

With a blood shortage in the
New York area, Texas' Carter
BloodCare has set up an emergency
blood center for people who volunteer to donate.
Blood may be donated from 11
a.m. to 8 p.m. today in the East Texas
Room of the Will Rogers Memorial
Center. Donors may also go to
Carter's other donor centers near
campus, located at 5429 S. Hulen St.
and 2473 Forest Park Drive from 8
a.m. to 8 p.m. today.
For more information, contact
Carter BloodCare at (817) 3354935.

STAFF REPORTER

Courtesy o' KRT Campus

An ambulance burns in the streets of New York City following the collapse of the World Trade Towers Tuesday morning.

TCU interns unhurt in D.C. attack
By Angie Chang
FEATURES EDITOR

Eleven TCU students participating in internship programs in the Washington D.C.
area are safe and accounted for following
Tuesday's attack.
The Skiff confirmed TCU had 10 students
at The Washington Center and one at American University. Officials at Campus Life
would not say whether TCU had more interns in Washington, nor would they confirm
or deny if there were any interns in the New
York City area.
Gene Alpert, senior vice president of The
Washington Center, said all 10 TCU students had returned to their housing in Randolph Towers in Arlington, Va.
At approximately 9:30 EDT. a hijacked
American Airlines 757 crashed into the Pentagon, less than one hour after similar attacks rocked the World Trade Center Towers
in New York City.
Following the attack, Alpert said evacuation notices were sent to interns urging a return to their apartments. Rix>m checks and
head counts were also performed by resident
assistants throughout the day, he said.

Alpert confirmed that TCU Washington
Center students Hemi Ahluwalia. Anita
Boeninger. Brian Casebolt, Kanako
Hayakawa, Laura Hunter, Rebecca Johannsen, Lauren Melhart. Courtney Miller.
Sally Spencer and Emily Wann were accounted for.
Melissa DeLoach. a senior news-editorial
journalism major, contacted the TCU Doily
Skiff early Tuesday to contirm her safety.
DeLoach. an intent with American University in Washington, said she was in her dorm
room at the time of the attacks. Officials
have told her not to leave campus, she said
Alpert said the Washington Center interns
will return to their internships Wednesday.
If they choose they may resume on Monday. DeLoach said American University officials gave her the option of returning today
or Monday.
Ahluwalia, a senior news-editorial journalism major, said after the Pentagon attack
at approximately 9 a.m. she was told not to
evacuate her building near the Capitol even
though surrounding federal buildings had
been cleared.
Both Ahluwalia and DeLoach said they

were unsure when they would return.
"I have to take the Metro to get there, and
right now it just doesn't feel safe."
Ahluwalia said.
Casebolt. a junior political science and
advertising/public relations major, said with
all the crowds on the street, he felt safer to
stay in his office in Lafayette Center, three
blocks from the White House.
"Washington is locked down mid the
fastest way of getting around is by foot."
Casebolt said. "People feel safer sitting in
their office for now. We're just hanging loose
and watching (the news)."
DeLoach said students at American University initially had trouble contacting then
families as phone lines were busy and the
Internet was not working.
"It's scary that this is happening right outside about 20 miles away," DeLoach said. "1
can't see smoke from my window, and outside it's such a pretty day. The whole experience has been surreal. I can't believe this
is happening."
Angie Chang

(i.(>.tlunii>(fl student.tcu.tdu

Tragedy brings together families separated by miles
By Kristin Delorantis
STAFF REPORTER

Brandon Smith's family was
staying at a hotel across from the
White House when they were
forced without explanation to
evacuate and relocate to another
hotel away from Tuesday's terrorist attacks at the the Pentagon.
Smith, a junior pre-major,
said his mother and brother
were accompanying his father,
who is a director of the National
Automobile Dealers Association, on a business trip to meet
with some senators at The White
House.
Although the attacks in New
York City and Washington happened half-way across the nation, the impact is very close to
home for some TCU students
with family ties in the northeast.
Freshman religion and philosophy major Jeff Sebo's family lives in Basking Ridge, N.J.,
and his father commutes into
New York City everyday. The
building his dad works in is not
near the World Trade Center, but
Sebo said his dad walks by the
buildings every day.
"When 1 woke up this morning and turned on the TV, the
first thing I saw was a picture of
a plane hitting the Trade Center," Sebo said. "At that moment,
it was surreal. I had no idea, at
the time that it was a terrorist attack."
Sebo said that when he finally

pieced together what was happening, he tried to get in touch
with his father in New York City
and mother at home in Basking
Ridge. He was unable to confirm his family's safety until
hours later.
Susan Hutchison, a senior
political science major, said her
family lives 10 minutes from
the Pentagon, and they could
probably see the smoke from
her house.
Hutchison said her mother
works for Delta Air Lines, right
outside of Washington and her
father works for a private company that frequently meets at
The Pentagon.
"I just lost it when my mom
called and woke me up with the
news," she said.
Jared Mapes, a junior fashion
merchandising major, said he
has an uncle in New Jersey who
takes the subway into New York
City every day. Mapes said he is
confident that his uncle is safe.
"New York City is a huge city
and it is not like they can cover
the whole thing," Mapes said.
"Our government security is
pretty safe, and there are no
planes allowed in the area so
they cannot bomb it like Hiroshima. Unless they bomb the
subway, (my uncle) is pretty
safe."

Kristin Campbell
k.a.campbellQstudtnt.tcu.tQu

ATTACKS ON

america

1993 — At approximately noon on Feb. 26 a massive explosion rocked the World Trade Center
in New York City, causing millions of dollars in
damage. The terrorists who bombed the World
Trade Center murdered six people, injured over
1,000 others and left terrified school children
trapped for hours in a smoke-filled elevator.
1995 — The explosion that ripped through the
Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City shortly after 9 a.m. on April 19 killed
168 people, injured more than 500 and damaged
more than 300 buildings.
1996 — Suspected terrorists exploded a fuel
truck outside an apartment building in Dhahran,
Saudi Arabia, killing 19 and leaving 80 seriously
wounded. The blast destroyed the building that
housed American Air Force personnel.
1998 —The U.S. embassies in Kenya and Tanzania were both bombed on Aug. 7 in attacks
which the United States blamed on Islamic militant Osama bin Laden. More than 220 people,
mostly Kenyans, were killed in the explosions and
more than 5,000 wounded.

Courtesy of KRT Campus

Kristin Delorantis
lia.dtlonnlut9snidftU.tCU.edu

TCU London Centre students were advised
Tuesday evening to stay home and to not wear
clothing that might identify them as Americans
following the attacks on the United States Tuesday morning.
Susan Layne. London Centre coordinator, said
Lisa Atkins, London Centre director, confirmed
that a TCU sign on the London Centre building
was removed. Florida State University, which
shares facilities with TCU has also removed all
American identifications.
Layne said this is not the first time the London
Centre has removed American identifications. She
said it is a standard damage control procedure.
Erica Lindell. a junior psychology major, said
Atkins and Karen Steele. TCU English professor
and faculty-in-residence. informed the IX London
Centre students on the attack and instructed them
to keep a low profile and to not advertise that they
are Americans.
Lindell said she was not concerned about her
own safety but said she was more worried about
friends and family at home.
Rickey Smith, father of Shana Smith, a sophomore psychology major, said he was not any more
worried about his daughter now than when she was
at home.
"She did not seem the least bit upset or worried
about her safety." he said after a phone conversation with his daughter.
Holly Carless, a sophomore premajor, said she
noticed a distinct change in British attitudes toward Americans. She said many of the London locals that she found typically unfriendly, were
surprisingly compassionate, outgoing and concerned. However, she said she is homesick and uneasy.
"It sounds silly, hut I'm still slightly paranoid."
Carless said. "I'm trying to stay out of the spotlight."
Reagan Duplisea. a senior news-editorial journalism major, said she and co-workers watched
coverage of the events on BBC while working at
her internship with the l.eighton House Museum.
She said the reality of the attack still seemed unbelievable and surreal.
"Everyone said it seems like a movie." Duplisea
said.
As reported by CNN. British Prime Minister
Tony Blair announced a number of precautionary
measures, which included the closing of the London Stock Exchange and other key buildings. All
civilian flights over London were stopped and UK
defense facilities around the world were put on the
highest alert. CNN also reported that U.S. troops
in Europe were put on the highest level security
alert.

Emergency vehicles stand by to assist victims who survived the
terrorist attack on Tuesday on the Pentagon in Washington.

2000 — The USS Cole suffered severe damage
Oct. 12 in a terrorist bombing attack when the
ship was in the port of Aden, Yemen, for a routine
fuel stop. Seventeen sailors were killed and 39 others were injured in the blast which blew a hole in
the port side of the destroyer.
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"Make no mistake." he said.
"The United Slates will hunt down
and pursue those responsible lor
these cowardly actions."
Roger Cooper, chairman of the
radio-TV-film department at TCU.
said there are many great parts of
freedom but it comes with a price.
"I think when you are in an open
society you are somewhat susceptible to these things." Cooper said.
Cooper, an expert in media coverage of crisis and tragedy, said he
ihinks it will take days, weeks or
maybe even months before a resolution is reached.
"This is going to be a long
process with the damage of the
World Trade Center and the psyche
of American people." Cooper said.
No one look responsibility for
the audacious events lhat rocked
the seats of finance and government, but federal authorities identified Osama bin Laden — who has
been
given
asylum
by
Afghanistan's Taliban rulers — as
the prime suspect.
At about X:45 a.m.. a hijacked
airliner crashed into the north
lower of the trade center, the 25>ear-old. glass-and-steel complex
that was once the world's tallest.
The worse was to come. At 9:50
.i.iii.. one tower collapsed, sending
debrii and dust cascading to the
ground. Al 10:30 a.m.. the other
lower crumbled.
Budges and tunnels were closed
lo all but pedestrians. Subways
were shut down: commuter trains
were not running.

Meanwhile, at about 9:30 a.m.,
an airliner hit the Pentagon
dative-sided headquarters of the
American military.
"There was screaming and pandemonium." said Terry Yonkers, an
Air Force civilian employee at
work inside the building.
The military boosted security
acrotl the country to the highest
levels, sending Navy ships lo New
York Cily and Washington. D.C..
lo assist with air defense and medical needs.
A half-hour after the Pentagon
attack, a United Airlines Flight 93,
a Boeing 757 jetliner en route from
Newark. N.J.. to San Francisco,
crashed about X0 miles southeast
of Pittsburgh. A congressman said
the hijackers intended to send the
plane to crash into Camp David,
the presidential retreat in Maryland.
Minutes before the crash, a passenger told an emergency dispatcher in a cell phone call: "We
are being hijacked, we are being
hijacked!"
Airline officials said the other
three planes lhat crashed were
American Airlines Flight II. a
Boeing 767 from Boston to Los
Angeles, apparently the first lo hit
the trade center; United Airlines
Flight 175. also a Boeing 7h7 from
Boston to Los Angeles, which an
eyewitness said was the second to
hit the skyscrapers: and American
Airlines Flight 77. a Boeing 757 en
route from Washington Dulles to
Los Angeles thai a source said hit

the Pentagon.
The Federal Reserve, seeking to
provide assurances that the nation's
banking system would be protected.

said it would provide additional
money to banks if needed.
The Department of Health and
Human Services said 7,000 doctors
and other health professionals
were ready to help if needed.
"We're at war," said Gaillard
Pinckney, an employee at the
Housing and Urban Development
office in Columbia, S.C. "We just
don't know with who."
Felix Novelli. who lives in
Southampton.
N.Y..
was
in
Nashville with his wife for a World
War II reunion. He was trying lo
fly home to New York when the attacks occurred.
"I feel like going to war again.
No mercy." he said. "This is Dec.
7th happening all over again. We
have to come together likein 1941
(and) go after them."
The attack on Pearl Harbor
claimed the lives of 2,390 Americans, most of them servicemen.
With smoke still pouring out of
rubble in Washington and New
York. Bush said, "These acts shattered steel, but they cannot dent the
steel of American resolve."
Bush spoke for less than five
minutes from the desk thai Bill
Clinton and John F. Kennedy used
before him. Beside the door, a
TelePromTer operator fed Bush the
words that he and his speechwriters hastened to pen just an hour
earlier. He stumbled a couple of
times even as he strove to maintain
a commanding air.
Bush said the government offices deserted after the bombings
Tuesday would open today.
Bush asked the nation lo pray for
the families of the victims and
quoted the Book of Psalms. "And I
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pray they will be comforted by a
power greater than any of us spoken
through the ages in Psalm 23. 'Even
though I walk through ihe valley of
the shadow of death, I fear no evil
for you are with me.'"
James Mick, senior music education major, said he thought the
scripture was the strongest part of
Bush's speech.
"I think it is very profound in
moments of crisis when you see
leaders of the worlds recognize
(the Bible)." Mick said. "It shows
a sense of spirituality and belief in
God as one nation under God.
Ashley Schwab, junior history
major, said she was also encouraged
by the scripture Bush quoted and by

him asking the nation to pray.
"The only thing I am worried
about is l hope the investigations
are thorough and we don't just retaliate because we think someone
has done it," Schwab said.
Cooper said he found Bush's
words firm and reassuring.
"It is such an emotional time for
all of us," Cooper said. "I think
such a wide range of emotions
come up but I am confident thai the
U.S. government will have Ihey
eyes of a tiger lo gel this resolved."
The United States received no
warning of the attacks on the Pentagon and New York's World Trade
Center towers, White House press
secretary Ari Fleischer said.

U.S. officials privately said they
suspected terrorism Osama bin
Laden, protected by Afghan government, was behind the tragedies.
The Afghan government has rejected the accusations.
"We will make no distinction between Ihe terrorists who committed these acts and those who harbor
them." Bush said.
"Today, our fellow citizens, our
way of life, our very freedom,
came under attack in a series of deliberate and deadly terrorist acts,"
he said. Thousands of lives were
"suddenly ended by evil, despicable acts of terror," Bush said.
Staff reporter Erin LtiMourie
contributed to this report.
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FAA orders planes to ground;
security heightened at airports
By Chrissy Braden
SENIOR REPORTER

Passengers
were
crowded
around airline counters, using their
luggage as chairs and pillows,
while they waited at the
Dallas/Fort Worth International
Airport after departing (lights were
halted as of 10:03 a.m. Tuesday.
The Federal Aviation Administration closed all of the nation's

David Dunai/SENIOR PHOTOGRAPHER

Cary Utter receives a hug from a
Delta flight attendant for offering
her home to stranded passengers
at D/FW airport Tuesday.

airports for the first time until at
least I I a.m. today after four
planes were hijacked Tuesday. Two
of the hijacked planes crashed into
the World Trade Center towers in
New York City and another into
The Pentagon in Washington.
Two of the planes helong to
American Airlines, which is based
in Fort Worth. American Airlines
officials declined to comment.
David Arnold, a Delta passenger
from Jackson, Miss., flying to Las
Vegas, said he knew airport security was diligent, but he still doesn't understand how the hijacking
took place.
"It worries me," he said. "It
seems like the FBI or some intelligence agency should have known."
James Crites, executive vice
president of operations of D/FW.
said contingency plans for security
and safety will remain in effect until further notice, even though there
is no information about threats to
D/FW.
"Due to the sensitive nature of
these plans. I won't discuss any of
the specifics related to security and
safety," he said in a press conference Tuesday.
He said security teams will continue to sweep terminal areas, but
gate and concession areas will remain closed indefinitely.
Anne O'Mara, a Delta passenger
from Houston on her way to Salt

Lake City, said she was notified to offer her home to stranded pasduring her flight that the plane sengers.
would land at D/FW, the nearest
"My husband said he knew what
airport, due to a national incident. it was like to be stranded out-of"We were all confused," she state and have all of the hotels fill
said. "I got up and went to the up," she said. "We knew we had to
bathroom in the back of the plane go to the airport and do someand found a (light attendant who thing."
told me what had happened."
D/FW had 150 planes on the
Airlines
ground Tuesday
rescheduled
afternoon, Cox
"We were all confused. I got
flights
and
said. D/FW has
up
and
went
to
the
bathroom
made
hotel
about
2,300
in the back of the plane and
reservations for
flight operafound a (light attendant who
stranded pastions each day
told me what had happened."
sengers,
like
and
grosses
O'Mara.
about $11 mil—
Anne
O'Mara.
Kevin Cox,
lion a year.
a Delta passenger sta//ed at Dallassenior executive
Crites said
Fort Worth International Airport
vice president
taxis and buses
of D/FW, said
can continue to
passengers will
operate at the
be assisted as long as they need to airport. Legally parked cars at the
be. He didn't have an estimate of airport will not be ticketed, but no
the total number of passengers the unattended vehicles can be parked
airport relocated.
at the terminal curbs.
In another effort to help, two
Cox said airports will resume
regulated American Airlines planes business when the FAA, airlines
departed D/FW Tuesday carrying and the airport agree to reopen.
only airline personnel to assist in
"We at D/FW are working
the tragedy, according to ABC closely w
World News.
The airlines have also been conith those partners and will be
tacted from numerous individuals ready to go when they're ready to
interested in doing whatever they fly," he said.
can to help those in need.
Carry Utter, a resident of Valley
Chrissy Braden
Ranch, waited by the Delta counter
I.e.hrudcn(& studenl.leu.edu

Dav.d Dunai SENIOR PHOTOGRAPHER

Delta ticket counter workers strive to reschedule those passengers delayed
by the mass hault of air traffic.

Fort Worth, TCU prepared to deal with crisis, officials say
By Jordan Blum

but the city will continue to operate and more cautious but won't affect their protokeep everyone on ready to respond." Ban col plans because they already have plans
said. "I think that our community is pre- in place.
pared to respond when disaster strikes. It
"TCU has two police command centers on
hasn't hit our city, but it has hit the nation." opposite ends of the campus." McGee said.
Fort Worth Police Chief Ralph Mendoza "So, even if something happens (on one side
said the city must send a message to pre- of campus), we can still fully operate."
vent potential threats the city could face.
Marsha Anderson, spokeswoman for the
"We want to project a physical appear- city of Forl Worth, said the city is as preance across the city, with a full police pres- pared as possible for any potential subence throughout the area." Mendoza said. stantiated attack.
TCU Police also have an emergency re
"The city has an incident command team
sponse plan set in place to curb any po- composed of a variety of city employees
tential threat to students and faculty, TCU across the city who are trained yearly," AnPolice Chief Steve McGee said.
derson said. "Plus, we've had experience
McGee said the terrorist attacks in New with emergencies in the past when you
York and Washington have made them consider the tornado and (he shooting at

SKIFF REPORTER

Following terrorist attacks in New York
City and Washington, Fort Worth and TCU
officials said they feel confident in their
abilities to deal with a crisis situation.
Both Fort Worth and TCU Police Departments have contingency plans for reacting to a potential attack and stress the
quality of its personnel.
The city of Fort Worth is on full alert
and every member of the Fort Worth Police Department and Fire Department is on
standby, said Fort Worth Mayor Kenneth
Barr at a press conference Tuesday morning at City Hall.
"Every call is being taken very seriously.

Wedgewood (Baptist Church)."
Ronald Burns, criminal justice professor,
said there is not any way to prevent terrorism.
"There are many things that we could do
in the city, but people may see these options as invasions of privacy." Burns said.
"We can put metal detectors in movie theaters, but do people actually want that? If
someone is willing to give up their life to
hijack a plane, they can't always be
stopped."
Following the attack several buildings
and schools in Fort Worth were voluntarily evacuated.
Jeff Tucker. TCU police officer and a
trained bomb technician, said the campus

Media organizations plan ahead to
provide accurate crisis coverage
By Piper Huddleston

Om SPECIAL REPORT

STAFF REPORTER

Gordon Keith normally serves
as comic relief during the his
morning sports show on 1310 AM
The Ticket, and all-sports radio
station. Tuesday he was reporting
the news. When disaster strikes,
the public has come to expect
around-the-clock coverage. To coordinate this coverage, it takes
quick planning and natural curiosity, said Paul Harral, vice president and editorial director for the
Fort Worth Star-Telegram.
"Generally it's not rocket science." Harral said. "The most important thing is to figure out what
you would want to know if you
were a reader and then answer
those questions."
The Star-Telegram has a special
crisis team that is experienced in
handling emergency situations,
Harral said. He said the team is
prepared to fly to New York City
as soon as airports reopen.
When disasters break, Harral
said editors generally get together
to brainstorm general story topics.
From there, reporters are broken
up into teams to cover these topics.
Newspapers across the country,
including the Fort Worth StarTelegram and The Dallas Morning
News put out special editions.
Information during a catastrophe comes from wire services.
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Several online media outlets contiually updated their Web sites as
information became available.

people calling in information, reporters calling contacts and live
coverage, Harral said. The challenge of a reporter is to sort
through that information for what

is reliable.
The Star-Telegram has a fact
board, where they list everything
they know to be true and all reporters verify their information
with the board. Harral said.
"You get real cautious," Harral
said. "You try not to overstep anything."
John Miller, adjunct journalism
professor and former news director at WFAA Channel 8, said reporters frequently make mistakes
when covering an event with speculation (lying around.
When the Oklahoma City bombing occurred, reporters assumed
Middle East terrorists were responsible, although it was actually
Timothy McVeigh. Credibility is
lost when reporters speculate.
Miller said.
Miller said stakes can be big
when covering events like those on
Tuesday.
"This is the first time in history
that people have actually witnessed an airplane crash into the
second largest building in the
United States," he said. "This is
the biggest event to be on TV since
the assassination of (President
John F. Kennedy), and it may be
bigger."
Sports editor Brandon Ortiz
contributed to this report
Piper Huddleston
(.p.huddleston@student.ten.edu

For continuous local coverage of the terrorist
attacks, check out www.skiff.tcu.edu.

is as secure as possible, but it is impossible to prevent everything when people have
enough determination and resources.
"When I worked with the bomb squad in
Fort Worth we had about five to eight
(bomb) devices reported a month." Tucker
said. "It's best if these situations aren't always reported, because if there was a public alert with every device or bomb threat
that would create pandemonium and hinder us. We've got some very good professionals on this campus that are highly
trained police officers who aren't just
ticket writers." Tucker said.
Jordan Blum
J.d.hltuiiUi sliidenihn.edu

Officials ask U.S.citizens
not to make assumptions
culprits are never caught." he said.
"In this case, they're dead."
Although television news netJim Wright, former speaker nl
works pointed to the attacks Tues- the U.S. House of Representaday as terrorist-related, political tive!, compared the attack to forscience professor Manochehr Dor- mer attacks on the World Trade
raj said Americans must be care- Center and in Oklahoma City, but
ful to nol |ump to conclusions.
on a larger scale.
"It could take years to find out
"(This is) the largest act of ter(who is responsible)." Dorraj said. rorism that has been inflicted on
"Or it could take days."
the United States, or possibly anyThe World Trade Center twin where." Wright said. "It was extowers collapsed after two hi- tremely well planned."
jacked
airDorraj said
planes crashed
the
attacks
"This
is
not
the
work
of
a
into them Tueslooked highly
deranged madman. (It looks
day. The Pentaorchestrated
like) an extensive terrorist
gon was also
and not like the
network with domestic
heavily damact of an indioperatives. This is going to
aged by another
vidual
have
profound
political
hijacked
air"This is not
fallout."
craft.
the work of a
— Manochehr Dorraj.
CNN and The
deranged madpolitical science professor
Associated
man." Dorraj
Press reports
said. "(It looks
attributed the
like) an extenattacks to terrorist Osama bin sive terrorist network with domes
Laden Tuesday.
tic operatives. This is going to
"There are good indications thai have profound political fallout.''
persons linked to Osama bin
Any terrorist attack is a call for
Laden may be responsible for attention. Rohan Gunaratna ol Ihe
these attacks." U.S. intelligence Center for the Study of Terrorism
officials told CNN.
and Political Violence told the AP.
Today was the scheduled day
"The whole idea - - the only
for the sentencing of a bin Laden idea, in some sense — is to bring
associate for his role in the attention to the cause." Gunaralna
199Xbomhmg of the U.S. embassy said.
in Tanzania that killed 213 people.
Wright said when dealing with
AP reported. The sentencing was terrorists it is important for the nato be held at the federal court- tion to resume daily activities.
house near the World Trade Cen"There can be no disruption in
ter.
daily business." he said. "To do
Dorraj said even if the attacks that would be to let the terrorists
are terrorist-related, it may be im- have their way."
possible to ever know the reasons
for them.
John-Mark Day
"In some terrorist instances, the
j.ni.duxZtg student.letiedu
By John-Mark Day

STAFF REPORTER

David Dunai'S6NIOR PHOTOGRAPHER

Flags lowered to half-staff in honor
of the fallen victims provide a
backdrop for Dallas residents
standing in line to donate blood

TEXAN

reflections

"I urge all Texans to pray for our
country, to pray for our president in this most unprecedented
time in our country's history. I
also want to urge calm among
citizens in this state."
— Cov. Rick Perry

"These despicable acts of terrorism will be avenged. The primary
duty of our government is the
defense of our nation and we
will do our duty. America is the
shining light of freedom in the
world. That light cannot be extinguished by acts of cowardice."
— Sen. Kay Bailey Hutchison
"We are horrified by these
tragic events. Our thoughts and
prayers go out to the families of
all involved."
— Amencon Airlines chief executive
Don Carry

"It looks like a country at war, like a country being bombed. You expect these kinds of things, these
pictures, to come from another country, not from a country like this.This is scary. It's very scary."
— Texas state Rep. Solomon Ortiz, D-San Antonio.
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Communication intercept leads government to bin Laden
By Karen Gullo and John Solomon
ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — U.S. officials
fiegan piecing together a case linking
Osama bin Laden to the worst terrorist
attack in U.S. history, aided by an intercept of communications between his
supporters and harrowing cell phone
calls from victims aboard the jetliners
before they crashed on Tuesday
Authorities were focusing some of
their efforts on possible bin Laden sup
porters in Florida based on the identification of suspected hijacker on one of
the manifests of the four jets that
crashed, law enforcement officials said.
The FBI was preparing to search locations in Broward County in south
Florida and the Daytona Beach area in
central Florida, Florida Department of
Law Enforcement Rick Morera said.
U.S. intelligence intercepted communications between bin Laden supporters discussing the attacks on the
World Trade Center and Pentagon, ac-

cording to Utah Sen. Orrin Hatch, the
top Republican on the Senate Judiciary Committee.
"They have an intercept of some information that included people associated
with bin
Laden who
acknowledged a couple of targets were
hit," Hatch said in an interview with
The Asscxiated Press. He declined to
be more specific.
Hatch also said law enforcement
has data possibly linking one person
on one of the four ill-fated flights to
bin Laden's organization.
Government and industry officials
said at least one flight attendant and
two passengers called from three of
the planes as they were being forced
down in New York and Washington —
each describing similar circumstances.
The callers indicated hijackers
armed with knives, in some cases stabbing flight attendants, took control of
the plane and were forcing them down
toward the ground, officials said.

One of the passengers was Barbara
Olson, the wife of a top Justice Department official who called her husband as the hijacking was occurring.
Olson, the wife of Solicitor Gen
eral Theodore Olson, was aboard
American Airlines Flight 77 that left
Dulles International Airport in Wash
ington and was forced to crash into
the Pentagon.
The officials said Olson told her
husband the attackers had used knifelike instruments to take over the plane,
and forced passengers to the back of
the jet.
Theodore Olson confirmed his wife
made the calls before dying. "She
called from the plane while it was being hijacked. I wish it wasn't so but it
is," he said.
Separately, a businessman aboard a
United flight that left Boston and
crashed into the World Trade Center
twice called his father as his plane was
being hijacked, a law enforcement of-

ficial told The Associated Press.
The official, speaking on condition
of anonymity, said the victim's father
was interviewed by the FBI. The father indicated his son made two calls
— both times the phone cut off. In the
first call, the businessman said a stewardess had been stabbed. In the second
call, the son said his plane was "going
down."
A flight attendant aboard the second
jetliner that struck the World Trade
Center managed to call an emergency
number from the back of the airplane,
an American Airlines source said. The
source, speaking on condition of
anonymity, said the flight attendant
said her fellow attendants had been
stabbed, the cabin had been taken over,
and they were going down in New
York.
U.S. officials said there was early
information tying the attacks to bin
Laden, a wealthy Arab believed to be
living in Afghanistan who previously

Explosions heard north of Kabul airport
By Kathy Ganno
ASSOCIATED PRESS

KABUL. Afghanistan — Explosions resounded north of the Afghan
capital near its airport early Wednesday, hours after devastating terror attacks in the United States.
The United States quickly denied
any involvement in the violence in
Afghanistan, which has been shielding
Osama bin Laden, a suspected terrorism mastermind linked by some U.S.
officials to Tuesday's attacks in New
York and Washington.
A U.S. official, speaking on condition of anonymity, said the fighting in
Kabul appeared to be rocket attacks by
opposition rebels in response to the attack on rebel general Ahmed Shah
Massooda Sunday. The insurgents
blamed the attempt on the ruling Taliban, a hard-line Islamic group.
An opposition spokesman denied
the rebels were responsible for
Wednesday morning's violence and a
Taliban spokesman blamed the explosions on a fire at an ammunition depot.
The explosions,began around 2:30
a.m. and came in rapid succession,
seconds apart, making buildings shudder. There were no sounds of airplanes
or anti-aircraft fire.

Taliban spokesman denies attack, blames
fires on accident at ammuniton depot
Rockets also reportedly landed in
the northern suburb of Khair Khana,
hitting the Taliban depot. Giant plumes
of black smoke billowed skyward. A
Taliban military division is nearby.
Officials at the airport could not be
reached.
In the northern suburb of Khair
Khana. giant plumes of black smoke
billowed skyward from a burning Taliban ammunition depot. The area contains a Taliban military division.
From the Taliban's headquarters in
southern Kandahar Abdul Hai
Muttmain, a spokesman for the Islamic militia, blamed the explosions
on a fire at the ammunition depot. He
did not say how the depot caught fire,
but denied that there was an attack on
the capital.
"There was an explosion in an ammunition depot, and our aircraft were
flown to a safe place, creating a misunderstanding that there had been an
attack. We deny that there was any attack on Kabul." he said.
However, it was unclear from his
statement why it was necessary to

move the aircraft to safety.
White House spokeswoman Claire
Buchan said explosions reported in
Kabul are not retaliatory attacks by the
United States.
"The United States is not responsible," she said.
Her comments were echoed by U.S.
Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld
during a Pentagon briefing in Washington. "I've seen those reports," he
said of the Kabul explosions. "In no
way is the United States government
connected to those explosions."
Taliban soldiers in central Kabul
said the explosions seemed to begin
with a low-flying helicopter that fired
rockets into the area of the airport.
There was some return fire by the Taliban with anti-aircraft weapons, the
soldiers said.
It was impossible to travel in the
streets because of a nighttime curfew,
from 11 p.m. to 4 a.m.
Rebels battling Afghanistan's Taliban religious government denied involvement and indicated the United
States might be responsible.

"We didn't fire any rockets into
Kabul," the spokesman. Bismillah
Khan, told The Associated Press by
satellite telephone from Gulbahar,
several miles behind opposition lines.
"We have been hearing that the United
States of America will attack," he said.
Afghanistan's hard-line Taliban
rulers condemned the attacks in the
United States and rejected suggestions
that Osama bin Laden could be behind
them.
Conflicting reports persisted Tuesday over whether Massood. the leader
of the northern-based opposition to
Taliban rule, survived a suicide bombing attack Sunday.
The
bombing
in
northern
Afghanistan killed Massood's aide as
well as the bombers, two men posing
as television journalists. The Russian
news agency ITAR-Tass reported that
Massood had also died.
An opposition spokesman and Massood's brother in London have said he
was gravely injured in the attack, but
was not killed.
Massood, 48, has led a fractured
collection of groups who fought each
other when they ruled much of
Afghanistan for four years until the
Taliban took control in 19%. .,
now '

has been tied to terrorist attacks
against Americans overseas. But they
cautioned it was too early to definitively assign blame.
Every possible lead was pursued.
Authorities in New York were examining a van based on a lead it may be
connected to the attacks.
The Taliban. Afghanistan's ruling
Islamic militia, said bin Laden lacks
the resources for such a terrorist attack.
Federal law enforcement officials
were studying manifests for passengers, crew or service personnel with
possible links to bin Laden.
The government unleashed legions
of intelligence and law enforcement
experts to begin identifying those who
planned and carried out the attacks.
"Thousands of FBI agents in field offices and international legal offices are
ccxiperating in this investigation," Attorney General John Ashcroft said. He
said numerous federal law enforcement
agencies were aiding the effort.

Investigators face a monumental
task, especially in New York, where
two hijacked planes plowed into the
World Trade Center towers. Sifting
through the rubble, which yielded key
clues in the Oklahoma City bombing,
will be extremely difficult because of
the amount of debris.
Another plane crashed into the Pentagon near Washington, collapsing one
side of the building, and a fourth airliner crashed in a field 80 miles southeast of Pittsburgh.
Security analysts said the crash site
in Pennsylvania could be a source of
quick clues if the plane's black box
can be located.
"Some of the first clues will come
from the plane," said Eugene Poteat, a
retired CIA intelligence officer. The
black box, which captures instrument
readings and recordings from the flight
deck, may have captured voices of
those who crashed the plane.

Military upgraded to
high alert; Navy to NYC
By Sonja Barisic
ASSOCIATED PRESS

NORFOLK, Va. — The Navy dispatched aircraft carriers and guided
missile destroyers to New York and
Washington after Tuesday's terror attacks as the president put the military
on its highest level of alert.
President Bush, in an Oval Office
address, vowed to find those responsible. "We will make no distinction
between the terrorists who committed these acts and those who harbor
them," he said.
Adm. Robert J. Natter, commander of the U.S. Atlantic Fleet,
sent the ships to help with defense
and medical needs.
"We have been attacked like we
haven't since Pearl Harbor," Natter
said at the Norfolk Navy base.
The ships include the carriers USS
John F. Kennedy and Norfolk-based
USS George Washington, which
were headed to New York, an Atlantic Fleet spokesman said. Each
has a crew of 2,500 to 3,000 sailors,
and the JFK's air wing has about
1,500 sailors and airmen.
The USNS Comfort, a hospital

ship in Baltimore harbor, also was
made available.
Also deployed were amphibious
ships, guided missile cruisers and
guided missile destroyers that are capable of responding to threats from
the air and sea. The amphibious ships
were carrying Marines and sailors to
provide security, surgical teams and
limited hospital bed capacity.
Meanwhile, Bush ordered the nation's military to "high-alert status,"
and vowed to "hunt down and punish those responsible" for the attacks,
which were expected to carry a high
death toll.
Natter placed naval installations
under his command on the highest
security condition. He is in charge of
188 ships, 1,223 aircraft, 37 shore
stations and more than 125,000
sailors and Marines and civilian employees. The Atlantic Fleet provides
combat-ready forces to support
American and NATO commanders
in regions of conflict throughout the
world.
The North American Aerospace
Defense Command was also on its
highest alert.
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Athletics put in perspective °Jgj SESAME
Sports seemed insignificant to coaches after terrorist attacks
By Brandon Ortiz
SPORTS EDITOR

Jeff Mittie was driving away
from Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport Tuesday morning
when it happened.
TCU's head women's basketball coach had just returned from
a recruiting trip in Amarillo. Five
minutes down the road, Mittie began hearing sketchy reports on the
radio about an airplane hitting the
World Trade Center in New York
City. As more reports came in, it
became apparent that the crash
was an organized terrorist attack
involving a commercial jet, something Mittie had just existed. Mittie's plane landed safely on the
runway, but a soft chill ran over
him nonetheless.
"It was an eerie feeling," Mittie
said. "As a coach, I travel a lot.
You don't think much about that
stuff."
Sports seemed insignificant to
administrators and coaches Tuesday in the wake of what may be
the worst terrorist attacks in
American history. The majority of
practices were canceled, as
coaches elected to talk with players and attempted to reason the
unreasonable. Women's soccer
and golf teams, which were expected to fly to El Paso and Albuquerque, N.M.,
to compete,
stayed in Fort Worth instead.
Athletics Director Eric Hyman
said he did not know if games . including the football team's game
against Marshall, will be canceled
this weekend. A decision could be
made today or Thursday, he said.
Hyman said coaches are being
discouraged from taking recruiting trips.
"We want them all to stay
here," he said.
The football team canceled its
weekly media luncheon. It just
didn't seem appropriate.
"Obviously, with what is going
on in the world, our thoughts and
prayers go out to everyone,"
sports information director Steve
Fink said. "A football press conference is not important."
The Rickel Building stayed
open and intramural games were
played, but not because officials

wanted to downplay the tragedy,
they said. They just wanted to give
students something to do.
"It is like a snow day, the kids
need a place to go and be with
people and do something," director of recreational sports Steven
Kintigh said. "We are by no means
trying to minimize what happened."
Volleyball, baseball, swimming, women's basketball and
tennis were all scheduled to have
workouts or practices. All of the
events were all canceled.
There was no way anybody
could keep a clear head during a
time like this, assistant baseball
coach Donnie Watson said.
"Those kids don't know anything about terrorism," Watson
said. "Working out a kid with a
great breaking ball isn't going to
help much."
Coaches became counselors.
Instead of working with players
on the mechanics of spiking a volleyball, head volleyball coach
Sandy Troudt just talked with her
team.
"We are a family," Troudt said.
"At a time like this, we just need
to be together as a team and talk.
It puts life in perspective."
Teams attract athletes from all
over the country. For many of
these athletes whose family is
hundreds of miles away, their
teammates are their family. Talking with teammates is a way to
cope, Watson said.
"You have to give them the opportunity to talk," he said. "You
have to have an ear. A lot of the
time, your best therapy is your
teammate."
Hyman said, "That's why we
left (the decision of whether or
not) to hold practice to the discretion to the coaches. We don't want
to take the opportunity to help
away from coaches."
Coaches also had immediate
family to help. Head soccer coach
David Rubinson picked up his
daughter from R.L. Paschal Senior High School. Rubinson said
he could feel the emotions running through both parents and
teen-agers.
"It was a little chaotic, but or-

ganized," Rubinson said. "It was
organized, but a little tense. You
could feel it."
Chaos in New York City and
Washington, D.C., could be felt
all the way in Fort Worth. Everyone, including athletes, are affected, Rubinson said.
"It's the whole university," Rubinson said. "Families, teams — it
affects all of us."
Men's soccer and football
teams both conducted practices
Tuesday. Head football coach
Gary Patterson held a moment
of prayer before the start of
practice.
Assistant soccer coach Blake
Amos said practicing was a way
to get the trauma of the day's
events out of players' heads.
"We are going to have to address it; we will visit it as a team,"
Amos said. "We'll still play the
game. We can't ignore our jobs or
those who attack the (United
States) win. We're not going to
pretend nothing happened. But if
we were sitting separately in our
room, it wouldn't help.
"If we're together it helps us get
out our frustration and get things
off our chest."
The women's soccer team was
supposed to fly to El Paso to play
Texas-El Paso. The flight was
canceled and the team had to call
El Paso and players to inform
them.
"It is very crazy," graduate assistant Dewi Hardman said.
The women's golf team was
supposed to travel to New Mexico
to compete in the UNM Dick
McGuire Invitational. The team
stayed home, searching for answers.
"At this point, the only thing to
do is just pray," head women's
golf coach Angie Ravaioli-Larkin
said. "I don't think you can say
anything (about something that)
happens of such a magnitude. I
don't think anyone can explain it.
It makes our little worries seem
not so important.
"Our tournament doesn't really
matter."
Brandon Ortiz
b.p.ortiz® student, lcu.edu

Texas sporting events postponed
NFL
Dallas Cowboys, canceled practice

TCU
Women's soccer at Texas-El Paso
Women's golf at UNM Dick
McGuire Invitational
Volleyball Wednesday (decision
will be made by gametime)

Texas, cut practice short two hours,
Baylor, cancelled practice

Texas at Oakland

Texas Colleges

Game 3, Texas League Championship, Round Rock Express vs.
Arkansas

Southwest Texas State at Texas-San
Antonio, volleyball
Texas-Arlington at Sam Houston
State, volleyball
Louisana Tech at Stephen F. Austin,
volleyball
Baylor at Iowa State, volleyball

College football
Texas Tech at Texas-El
(Thursday)

Paso

Major League Baseball
San Fransisco at Houston

Minor League Baseball

Major League Soccer
D.C. United at Dallas Bum

Horse Racing
Gulf Greyhound Park
Lone Star Park, closed to simulcasting

Games, American spirit will move
forward despite terrible tragedies
He left. The greatest hitter in
the game, in his prime,
walked out of the ball yard
and into a recruiting office.
In a way, Ted Williams signified
a generation of
Americans.
Commentary
Following the
bombing
of
Pearl rlarbor,
millions
of
Americans
flocked to the
enlist in the
armed forces.
Another did
not have to go,
but insisted on
doing his duty.
A Pro Bowlcaliber offensive lineman refused
his deferments. Bob Kaslu, a
member of ROTC during his time
at the University of Alabama, left
a wife and a son before he left his
life on a hill in Vietnam defending
his country.
When America has shook, sport
has shaken with it. When tragedy
strikes, America must move on. It
always has, and it will again.
Tuesday morning terrorists flew
three hijacked planes into landmarks of American strength: Two
into the World Trade Center Towers
in lower Manhattan and one into the
Pentagon, the nerve-center of the

American military.
The goal of terrorism is to incite fear and take people out of
their routines. It must not achieve
its goal.
The world of sport has helped
America in times of trial. President
Franklin D. Roosevelt decreed that
Major League Baseball should continue with the inferno of World War
II. At the height of the Allied bombing offensive against Iraq in January 1991, the National Football
League held Super Bowl XXV
This proves much, much more
than just that Americans enjoy athletic competition. It proves that terror will never succeed, and that
America will always continue.
TCU football coach Gary Patterson led his team onto the practice
fields Tuesday afternoon, but not
before a team prayer.
"We cannot allow America to
stop," Patterson said. "We have to
take the stand of going on and having a purpose."
Three events have caused baseball to wipe its slate of scheduled
games: The death of President Warren G. Harding in 1923, the Allied
invasion of France in 1944 and
when President Franklin Roosevelt
died in 1945.
Major League Baseball canceled
all 15 games Tuesday. Barry Bonds
stopped his assault on the home mn
record because of the assault on his

country. The Chicago Cubs, at least
for a day, halted their drive to halt
95 years of championship drought.
"In the interest of security and
out of a sense of deep mourning for
the national tragedy that has occurred (Tuesday), all Major League
Baseball games for (Tuesday) have
been canceled," Commissioner Bud
Selig said in a release. "I will continue to monitor the situation on a
daily basis and make ongoing decisions accordingly. My deepest sympathy and prayers go out to the
families and victims of this horrendous series of events."
In many respects, Seiig was right
in his decision. Tuesday's events
mark the deadliest terrorist attacks
in American history, a nightmare
come true. Yet America cannot be
paralyzed. It must move forward.
Terrorism succeeds if it shakes
people, if it brings dread, if it
stops normal life. The terrorists
will win if they take Americans
out of their place.
That America is the greatest,
strongest nation in the history of
the human experience is no accident. The people who built this nation never allowed evil and terror
to triumph.
Matt Stiver is a senior news-editorial
journalism major fmtn Vniontown. Ohio.
He can be contacted at tm.r.stiverQstudtnt.tcu.edu).

Natkir Lo«wan/SKIFF STAH

Freshman biochemistry major Kaveh Nezafati swipes his TCU ID card while entering the Rickel Building Tues
day night. The Rickel Building stayed open Tuesday, even though classes were canceled. Intramural games were
not canceled. Officials said the recreational facility stayed open to give students something to do. The ma|ority
of teams on campus canceled practice in light of the terrorist hijackings.

Sporting events across nation
halted in light of jet crashes
By Ronald Blum
ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK — Major league
baseball postponed its entire schedule of 15 games Tuesday night following terrorist attacks in New
York and Washington, D.C. and
other sports also called off events.
Aside from work stoppages, it
was the first time since D-Day in
1944 that baseball wiped out a
whole day of regular-season play.
"In the interest of security and
out of a sense of deep mourning for
the national tragedy that has occurred (Tuesday), all major league
baseball games for (Tuesday) have
been canceled," baseball commissioner Bud Selig said.
Race tracks around the nation
called off their cards and the NFL,
criticized for playing after President Kennedy's assassination in
1963, said it wasn't sure what it
would do with this weekend's
schedule.
Selig called off the baseball owners' quarterly meeting that was set
to start Tuesday but did not make
any decisions about today's games.
"I will continue to monitor the
situation on a daily basis and make
ongoing decisions accordingly," he
said. "My deepest sympathy and
prayers go out to the families and
victims of this horrendous series of
events."
It was only the third time the major leagues postponed an entire
day's schedule, aside from labor
strife or weather, said Scot Mondore of the National Baseball Hall
of Fame and Museum.
The others were Aug. 2, 1923.
when President Warren G. Harding
died: June 6. 1944. when Allied
forces invaded France in World War
II. Exhibition games were called off
on April 14, 1945. two days after
the death of President Roosevelt.
In 1945. the All-Star game was
canceled because of war-time travel
restrictions. The 191X season ended
a month early on Sept. 2 by order
of the U.S. War Department.
"I was stunned by the JFK assassination and it took me a long
time to get over that. I didn't think
that was possible," Selig said at a
news conference in Milwaukee.
"The (San Francisco) earthquake in
(1989), the World Series, that was
a tragedy. But this is incomprehensible. The greatest country in the
history in the world being attacked.
So all of this doesn't mean very
much today."
Selig said he and his wife were
in New York last week, and "we
went to the World Trade Centers
because I hadn't been there in a
while. Now to believe that they
don't exist anymore."
Yankee Stadium, perhaps the
building that most symbolizes
American sports, was evacuated
within 90 minutes of the first attacks on the World Trade Center.

Security was tightened outside
the 78-year-old ballpark, located in
the South Bronx, more than 10
miles from the World Trade Center.
"The ballpark is ringed with police," Yankees spokesman Rick Cerrone said after leaving his office.
The Chicago White Sox arrived
in New York just hours before the
attacks for the start of their series
against the Yankees.
"I didn't have any immediate
fear for the club because I knew
they were staying in midtown and
this was taking place downtown.
lower Manhattan." White Sox
owner Jerry Reinsdorf said. "So I
figured they were OK. Then I got a
hold of (general manager) Kenny
Williams right away and he said
everyone was OK."
Teams didn't know when they
would play again Braves pitcher
John Burkett was stuck at his suburban Dallas home because of canceled flights.
"Whenever it's deemed safe to
hold large public gatherings again,
we'll resume, but I'm sure we
won't do it until then." Atlanta
Braves president Stan Kasten said.
The NFL was unsure what it
would do.
"Regarding Sunday's games, we
will make no decision (Tuesday),"
league spokesman, Joe Browne
said. "We'll gather information and
speak to several parties within the
next 24 to 48 hours."
The PGA Tour canceled Thursday's starts of the World Golf
Championship and two other tournaments.
Commissioner Tim Finchem said
the American Express Championship in St. Louis, featuring Tiger
Woods and top players from tours
around the world, would begin Friday with 36 holes.
"This is a sad. sad day in America," Woods said after playing a
practice round, which he began
about two hours before the initial
attack.
The Tampa Bay Classic will
open with 18 holes each on Friday
and Saturday and a 36-hole conclusion. The same schedule has been
applied to the Buy com Tour event
in Oregon
The Senior Tour will remain on
schedule, with a 54-hole event that
starts Friday in North Carolina.
With air traffic stopped across
the country, several golfers were
unable to get to St. Louis. Among
those stranded were PGA champion David Toms, Phil Mickelson
and Davis Love HI.
The Thoroughbred Racing Association canceled all its cards Tuesday, shuttering tracks at Delaware
Park in Stanton, Del.; Finger Lakes
in Farmington, N.J.; the Meadowlands in East Rutherford, N.J.;
Philadelphia Park in Bensalem, Pa.;
and Prairie Meadows in Altoona,
Iowa. Cards also were wiped out at
Great Lake Downs in Muskegon.

Mich.: Fairplex in Pomona, Calif.;
and Moulaineer Park in Chester.
W.Va.
Arlington Park is Arlington
Heights. III., ami Turfway Park in
Florence, Ky.. canceled today's
cards.
The Swim-based International
Olympic Committee expressed a
"profound sense of shock and disbelief' at the.' attacks.
IOC president Jacques Rogge expressed "deepest sympathy" to the
families of the \ ictims and sent letters of condolence to President
Bush, the U.S. Olympic Committee
and the Salt Lake City Organizing
Committee.
The 2002 Winter Olympics are to
be held in Salt Lake City in February.
College football commissioners
are considering postponing this
weekend's entire schedule of
games.
The commissioners from all the
Division I-A conferences, including the Atlantic Coast. Big East,
Big Ten. Big 12, Pac-10 and Southeastern, discussed their options for
staging this weekend's games in a
conference call hours after the attacks.
The NCAA said conferences and
schools have the authority to determine whether to play college football games this weekend as well as
hold other events.
"The games themselves are insignificant in the face of what has
happened (Tuesday)." NCAA president Cedric Dempsey said "Our
focus is entirely on the safety of
student athletes, athletics personnel
and fans."
NASCAR also was monitoring
the situation before making any decision on Sunday's New Hampshire
300, spokesman John Griffin said.
The Indy Racing League said it will
decide today on the status of Sunday's Chevy 500 at Texas Motor
Speedway in Fort Worth.
•
Baseball's minor leagues — their
regular seasons over — postponed
postseason games in all nine
leagues that were to play Tuesday.
"Out of respect to the families
and friends of those people who
lost their lives or were injured in
(Tuesday's) tragic events, we have
postponed all playoff games scheduled for (Tuesday) in the United
States," said Mike Moore, president
of the National Association of Professional Baseball Leagues, the
governing body for the minors.
The International, Pacific Coast.
Eastern. Southern. Texas, Califor
nia. Florida State. Midwest and
South Atlantic leagues were affected.
The stadium of one of minor
league baseball team, the independent Newark Bears, has a view
of the lower Manhattan skyline,
where smoke filled the an after the
World Trade Center was destroyed.
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Local mosques, synagogues heighten security
By James Zwilling
STAFF REPORTER

Enn Munger/PHOTO EDITOR

Faculty show their concern at the prayer assembly Tuesday afternoon.

Religious leaders in Fort Worth said
Jews and Muslims heightened security
Tuesday, fearing retaliation against
people of foreign descent in light of recent terrorist attacks in the United
States.
Moujahed Bakhach, chairman of the
Imam's Council of Tarrant County and
Imam of the Islamic Association of
Tarrant County, said that although no
group has claimed responsibility for
Tuesday's attacks on the World Trade
Center, his mosque received a threatening phone call shortly after the attacks took place.
According to a tape heard by the TCU
Daily Skiff, a caller said, "Prepare to die
you bastards. You want a holy war? You
got it."
Bakhach said he is concerned about
the safety of his religious community

and said that assumptions of blame
against foreigners are common in the
wake of terrorist attacks.
"Whether (Muslims) are innocent or
not, we are guilty," he said. "We want
to make it clear that we are against this
terrorist act. We are Americans and we
have to take full responsibility for
helping care for our country in its time
of need. We, as Americans, have to all
organize ourselves and take one step
against this terrorist attack."
Although, Ahavath Sholom Synagogue on Hulen Street had no reported
threats, it heightened security with police surveillance.
Anantha Babbili, TCU professor of
journalism, said tragedies such as
these cause all foreigners to become
acutely aware of themselves and they
tend to fear irrational responses.
"We are in a period of speculation
and finger pointing and allegations, so

we have to wait until the culprits are
caught or the terrorists identified and
then discuss how we should react,"
Babbili said.
Morrison Wong, TCU professor of
sociology, said foreigners should fear
irrational responses based on U.S. history like in the case of the 1995 bombing of the Murrah Federal Building in
Oklahoma City.
"1 think (as a result of the terrorism)
Americans will probably become more
(afraid of foreigners)," Wong said.
Rashid Habib, a sophomore computer science major from United Arab
Emirates, said he has not faced any
prejudices yet, but thinks there will be
some problems with those Americans
who judge people based on stereotypes.
He also said he is not surprised by
some of the reactions from the Middle East.

The Associated Press reported Tuesday that thousands of Palestinians
were dancing in the streets and handing out candy and Iraqi television
played a patriotic song that begins with
"Down with America" as it showed the
World Trade Center towers falling.
"I understand Palestine and Iraq enjoying this," Habib said. "Anyone in alliance with Israel is an enemy to them."
Babbili said these reactions can be
difficult to understand.
"When you see images like that —
people celebrating such tragedies —
it should bring us to a realization that
there has to be a reason or rationale
which we cannot fathom, but it exists," he said. "This (incident) should
give us time to ponder why people react like this."

University
prepared
for crisis,
officials say

Military mulls
involvement,
reaction tactics
in assaults
By Jonathan Sampson
SKIFF STAFF

By Aaron Chimbel
STAFF REPORTER

TCU has a thorough plan in
place to inform students, faculty
and staff in case of an emergency
situation on campus, said Tracy
Syler-Doctson. assistant director of
communications.
"The crisis plan is there to make
sure that we communicate with the
people most directly affected by a
tragedy on campus," she said.
Larry Lauer, vice chancellor for
marketing and communication, said
the communication office's job is to
assess what happened and determine who needs to know what and
deliver that information to them.
He said if an emergency should
arise, Chancellor Michael Ferrari
would assemble a group to handle
the crisis, depending on what happened and where. The members of
the group would vary depending on
the incident, Lauer said.
Assistant Police Chief J. C.
Williams said TCU Police is prepared to handle any situation. He
said the department has a good
working relationship with other
agencies including the Fort Worth
Police Department and FBI.
"There are detinitely plans in
place to respond adequately,"
Williams said.
Pam Frable, assistant professor
of nursing, said the most important
thing is to have an emergency plan
in place and to practice it.
"It is the same to not have one if
(the plan) is not practiced." she said.
Ferrari sent an e-mail to all students, faculty and staff Tuesday
saying classes were canceled,
Syler-Doctson said. He said he anticipates classes returning to normal schedule on Wednesday. A
notice was posted on the TCU Web
site, she said. The information
desk and Tager-TV studio were
asked to let students know classes
were canceled.
Ferrari said his initial reaction
was to continue with classes as
usual, which would give students
an opportunity to discuss what happened with classmates and professors. He said canceling classes
allowed students to express their
grief in their own way.
"It was one of those moments
that none of us will forget," Ferrari
said.
Southern Methodist University,
Texas A&M University, the University of Texas at Austin, the University of Texas at Arlington and
Baylor University all continued
with regularly scheduled classes
Tuesday. The University of North
Texai canceled classes. Tarrant
County College continued with
classes until 4 p.m. Tuesday.
Syler-Doctson said in the event
of a crisis students should check the
university's Web site and watch local news.

James Zwilling

j.H.zwilling@studen1.tcu.edu

(Above) TCU students console one another at the prayer assembly
Tuesday afternoon. (Right) Members of Phi Delta Theta patriotically
hang a sign Tuesday to show moral support for the victims of the
attacks in New York City and Washington.
Photos by Photo editor Erin Munger and Skiff Staff member Caleb Williams

Muslim, Qrristian leaders denounce attacks
By Jacque Petersell
STAFF REPORTER

Islamic and Christian scholars were in agreement Tuesday,
both in their offerings of solace
and condemnation for terrorist
attacks on the New York City
and Washington. Some area
worship centers opened their
doors to show support, while
scholars searched to find a
meaning.
People may turn to religion
for understanding and strength
after a devastating experience,
said Rev. Brian Young, United
Methodist campus minister.
"1 think in any tragedy people
are searching for that which we
have in common," Young said.
"People may be more drawn to
prayer services more than they
would have at other times."
However, not everyone in the
area was allowed to gather in
prayer. Moujahed Bakhach,
chairman of the Imam's Council
of Tarrant County, said an activity involving 600 to 700 people was canceled at the Islamic

Association of Tarrant County
because the mosque received
threatening phone calls. He said
it was not safe for people to attend and suggested they perform
their daily prayers at home.
"We cannot take any risks,"
Bakhach said. "We have to take
all precautions."
Bakhach said the alleged terrorist attack was unacceptable
under Islamic religion.
"If you were a true Muslim,
you would not have committed
this act," Bakhach said.
Ronald Flowers, a professor
of religion, said people tend to
jump to conclusions when there
could be a religious reason for
an act of terrorism. In light of
Tuesday's attack, Flowers said
people may look at the Islamic
religion as one of war, when in
fact it is not.
"Islam would reject an act of
terrorism," Flowers said. "Islam
is a religion of peace. The name
Islam means peace."
Mark Toulouse, dean of the
Brite Divinity School, said peo-

ple with more traditional ideas
may try to connect the act to
prophecy in the book of Revelation in the Bible, which predicts
the end of the world through a
series of catastrophes. He said
people with more mainstream
ideas do not share that view and
believe biblical prophecies were
not made for our time.
Eugene Boring, a professor of
New Testament at Brite, said
faith and religion have a connection with the destruction, but
the connection is not through
prophecy.
"The way to respond to this
religiously is not if it was predicted in Revelation, but how
this causes us to pray and think
through what it means to live as
human beings in this world,"
Boring said.
Young said the goal now is to
reach out to the community
through prayer and to help out
where needed.

Services scheduled ai
local churches
■ Chapel service: 7 p.m. today
at West Berry Church of Christ
■ Memorial service: 7 p.m. today at the Chi Alpha house,
2701 S. University Drive
■ Prayer service: 7 p.m. today
at University Christian Church
■ Prayer service: 7 p.m. today
at Alta Mesa Church of Christ
■ Prayer service: 7:30 p.m. today at Arlington Heights
United Methodist Church
■ Memorial service: 6:30 p.m.
Thursday at the United
Methodist Church's Wesley
Foundation building
■ Memorial Mass: 9 a.m. Saturday at St. Andrews Roman
Catholic Church

Jacque Petersell

Jonathan Kohn, a junior biology
major and a member of the Army Reserves, received a call from his unit
Tuesday saying that they were on a
state of alert, meaning he was one call
away from being mobilized.
The attacks on the Pentagon and
World Trade Center Tuesday shook
many lives, including those involved
with military activities at TCU.
Kohn. a medic with the 4005th
U.S. Army Hospital, said that if he is
called, it will be to serve with other
medics in New York City or Washington.
"In one way, I feel very scared as a
civilian," he said. "But as a soldier, I
have a concern for the welfare of others."
Army and Air Force R0TC students will not be called to assist in a
military capacity because they are
neither enlisted nor commissioned
personnel for the armed forces.
Lt. Col. Jim House, professor of
military science at TCU, said he
could not make any public statements
about the situation, but said ihat the
events have affected the students.
"We experience the same shock as
anyone else that's hearing the news."
he said.
House said the skills cadets leam
prepare them to lead in situations like
this, so instruction in the classroom
will not be altered.
"I think they better understand the
world they will be facing," House
said.
Cadet Battalion Cmdr. Todd Anderson, a senior history major, said he
was shocked to hear the news. He
said he now sees a more definite goal
in his military educalion. a sense of
urgency and a desire to be ready.
He said attacking with commercial
airlines is completely outside the military mindset.
"You'don't attack civilians, you
just don't." Anderson said. "It's unthinkable and atrocious. It's the way
animals fight."
Spencer Tucker, a former TCU professor, said Tuesday's events will have
many implications for the military.
Tucker.
"This is the time for the United
States to roll up its sleeves and say,
'We will not be pushed around in this
way,'" Tucker said.
The government needs to quickly
fix blame, consult with its allies and
take action, he said.
"I regard this as an act of war
against the (United States) and I
would treat it as such," Tucker said.
Kohn said that if he and others are
called to serve, there will be many
ramifications, including postponing
his education at a moment's notice.
"My parents are very supportive,"
he said. "They are proud I'm in the
military and wouldn't have any problem with me being deployed."
Jonathan Sampson

j.tn.sampson@student.tcu.edu

j.s.pelersell@student.tcu.edu

Aaron Chimbel

a.a.ihimbel@ student, tcit.edtt

Student emotions near hysteria, psychologists say
By Emily Wartl
SKIFF STAFF

TCU administration canceled all
classes Tuesday, as did the University of North Texas and Texas Wesleyan University.

Although the terrorist attacks on
New York City and Washington
were about 1,500 miles away, TCU
students are feeling the emotional
impact as if the attacks happened in
their own back yards.
"I think this is significant for
TCU students because they are
Americans," said David Cross, an
associate professor of psychology at
TCU. "It's going to be more difficult if you have somebody with a

personal connection (to the incident), but I still think people are
hurt, angry and scared."
Emotions are the result of physiological empathy, meaning that a
person's emotions reflect his or her
body's natural reactions, Cross said.
Hysteria, as defined in Webster's II
New College Dictionary, is excessive or uncontrollable emotion, like
panic or fear.
"People are experiencing physiological stress, which is the way your
body would react if you walked out

of your house and saw a strange man
standing there," Cross said. "This is
going to traumatize people. It's terrifying to your sense of well-being
and sense of order."
Assisting students who need help
in dealing with these attacks has
now become a substantial concern
on the TCU campus, said John
Schuster, a clinical psychologist at
the TCU Counseling Center. Most
resident assistants and hall directors
will be the front line for those experiencing confusion, anger, depres-

sion or general concern for what has
happened. After talking to an RA or
a hall director, students may be referred to the Counseling Center for
additional support, Schuster said.
Christy Lehew, hall director for
Waits Hall, said her staff will be assisting students in getting the necessary support.
Brachman Hall Director Terry
Baich said group communication
will play a significant role in recovering from this recent tragedy.
"I think a lot of what's going to

happen is a natural community gathering," Baich said.
Schuster said students can also
get help from psychologists at the
Counseling Center.
"The best thing to do is to let the
person talk and express their feelings," Schuster said. "Most students
are just talking out loud. They are
not linking for a real answer, because there is no real answer."
Emily Ward

e.e.ward@student.tcu.edu

f\ TCU Daily
More to life
Amid the mass chaos Tuesday, coaches realized the
spirit of competition is heavily outweighed by the spirit of
humanity and patriotism. See Sports, page 9.
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No way to prepare
One student explains the terror Americans faced Tuesday.
For Melissa Deloach, however, the mayhem was a mere
20 miles away. See Opinion, page 3.
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UNDER ATTACK
Courtesy of KTR Campus and Jason George

(Above) Smoke and people filter out of the damaged Pentagon bulding following a terrorist attack Tuesday
(Left) New York City citizens flee the wreckage of the World Trade Center Towers, which were each attacked
by hijacked commercial jets.

Bush vows to avenge victims
of terrorist hits on Pentagon,
World Trade Center Towers
By Sandra Sobieraj, David Crary and
jerry Schwartz
ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — A grim-faced
President Bush mourned the deaths of
thousands of Americans in Tuesday's
atrocities and vowed to avenge their
killings. 'Today, our nation saw evil,"
he said.
In his first prime-time Oval Office
address. Bush said the United States
would retaliate against "those behind
these evil acts," and any country that
harbors them.
Bush spoke from the Oval Office
just hours after bouncing between
Florida and air bases in Louisiana and
Nebraska for security reasons. Fighter

jets and decoy helicopters accompanied his evening flight to Washington
and the White House.
In the most devastating terrorist onslaught ever waged against the United
States, hijackers crashed two airliners
into the World Trade Center on Tuesday, toppling its twin 110-story towers. The deadly calamity was
witnessed on televisions across the
world as another plane slammed into
the Pentagon, and a fourth crashed
outside Pittsburgh.
Adm. Robert J. Natter, commander
of the U.S. Atlantic Fleet, said, "We
have been attacked like we haven't
since Pearl Hiirbor."
Determining the U.S. death toll

could take weeks, but it was expected
casualties would be in the thousands.
The four airliners alone had 266 people aboard and there were no known
survivors. The dead and the doomed
plummeted from the skyscrapers,
among them a man and woman holding hands.
"Freedom itself was attacked this
morning and I assure you freedom
will be defended.'' said Bush, who
was in Florida at the time of the catastrophe. As a security measure, he
was shuttled to a Strategic Air Command bunker in Nebraska before leaving for Washington.
SEE

ATTACK,

PAGE
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Students react with multitude of emotions
Terrorist attacks lead to shock, fear, disbelief among students
By Sarah McClellan
STAFF REPORTER

Students gathered from all over
campus Tuesday and stared in
shock at the Student Center
Lounge television as events that
will change the world unfolded in
New York City and Washington.
D.C.
At least half of the more than
100 students in the lounge had
tears in their eyes as they watched
hijacked planes destroy the World
Trade Center and The Pentagon in
possible terrorist attacks that
caused numerous American fatalities.
Steve Witt, a sophomore premajor, compared the terrorist attacks
to some other memorable events in
history.
"Last time (something like) this
happened, we had World War II,"
Witt said. "And I don't want to be
a soldier."
Some students projected that the

Inside today
TCU students studying in
Washington and London
explain the effects of Tuesday's
attack on their cities.
See page 5.

United States may go to war as a
result of the incidents. .
"I think war is a good possibility," Kenny Thompson, a junior political science major, said. "I know
we'll retaliate somehow. I'd go (to
war) if I had to."
Some students demonstrate fear.
"1 found out (about the attack) in
my car on the way to school,"
Kelly Cowdery, a senior early
childhood education major, said.
"It was a revisiting of old bombings, like Oklahoma (City). I didn't quite know what happened. I
was a little shocked and frankly, a
little scared."
Tom Sullivan, coordinator of
fraternity and sorority affairs, said
faculty and staff members share in
the students' fear.
"I don't know if I realized the
magnitude of it at the initial onset,"
he said. "By the time I got to work
it was a pretty scary feeling."
Stephen Gose, a junior graphics

design major, said the events
seemed surreal.
"1 can't believe this really happened," Gose said. "You always
hear about terrorism, but you don't
think it'll really happen. I saw the
New York skyline collapse on TV
this morning when 1 was trying to
study for a test."
Jonathan Kohn, a junior biology
major and president of Hillel, a
Jewish student organization, said it
was eerie to hear about Tuesday's
attacks after meeting Morris Dees
Monday night during the Gates of
Chai Lectureship series. Dees, who
spoke on the TCU campus Monday
night, is chief trial counsel for the
Southern Poverty Law Center.
"He spoke about terrorism,"
Kohn said. "He said we've taken
two steps forward and one step
back in tolerance, and I think this
is just another step back. But people are going to come together because of the magnitude of this."

Students did come together at
noon Tuesday on Sadler lawn,
where a prayer vigil was held.
Many students prayed aloud as
hundreds more stood or sal with
heads bowed.
One student prayed to "lift up
President Bush to God. 1 can't
imagine what he's going through."
Several students read Bible
scriptures into a microphone. At
the end of the vigil, Kristin Holt, a
junior political science and Spanish major, led the crowd in "The
Star Spangled Banner." after which
the crowd sang religious hymns.
Another student prayed to "help
each and every one of us to stand
strong in this time of trouble. As
TCU, we need to come together as
one mind, one body and one soul,
because that's the only way we can
get through this."
Sarah McClellan

\.l.mcclellan@\tittlent.tt'u.edtt

Caleb Wilhams/SKIFF STAFF

Chelsea Hudson, an Student Government Association member, prays during
the prayer assembly for the tragedy inflicted on the United States, Tuesday.

This isn't over yet.
In tomorrow's Skiff, learn how professors choose to address their students upon returning
to class. Will the bigger issue be what TCU and Fort Worth police have to deal with involving
copycat crimes in the aftermath of the terrorist attacks on the Eastern seaboard?

v

Inside today
Provost William Koehler is in
stable condition at a local hospital as a result of convulsions
suffered Tuesday.
See page 4.
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WORLD DIGEST
incursion, Israeli Defense Ministry
spokesman Yarden Vatikay said: "I
have no answer because all we care
about is ensuring that terrorists do
not come out of Jenin."
Some of the tanks drove toward
the first line of houses in Jenin,
Palestinian witnesses said. Before
dawn, Israeli tank fire knocked out
power for several hours. The army
confirmed troops were operating in
Palestinian territory and that a tank
shell was fired toward Jenin in response to Palestinian fire.
After daybreak, the streets of
Jenin were deserted, with storefronts
shuttered and residents remaining in
their homes. Small groups of gunmen moved around, sporadically firing at Israeli positions.
Ali Mothqal, a Jenin taxi driver,
said when there were first signs of
Israeli troop movements late Monday, he rushed outside to stock up
on flour, bread and canned goods.
"I haven't left my home since then,"
he said.
The Israeli government said
Tuesday that dozens of suicide and
car bombings as well as shooting attacks on Israelis have been
launched from Jenin.
On Sunday, an Israeli Arab man
blew himself up near a train station
in the northern Israeli town of Nahariya, killing himself and three Israeli Jews. The Islamic militant
group Hamas in Jenin announced
Monday that it had sent the assailant.
Israeli officials have said they
had demanded that the Palestinian
Authority arrest the bomber while
he was still in Jenin, but to no avail.
Since the violence erupted nearly

West Bank town of Jenin
sealed by Israeli tanks
JENIN. West Bank — Israeli
tanks encircled this West Bank town
early Tuesday in an open-ended
foray into Palestinian territory that
came in response to a string of attacks by Palestinian militants. Amid
the rising tensions, high-level truce
talks were postponed once more.
Also Tuesday, two Israeli troops
were killed in a Palestinian shooting attack on their base, and an Israeli man was wounded by
Palestinian fire in the West Bank.
Israel said it sealed Jenin because
the town of 5(),(XX) in the northern
West Bank has turned into a staging
ground for dozens of attacks by
Palestinian militants, including a
weekend suicide bombing that
killed three Israeli civilians.
After midnight Monday, some
two dozen tanks set up positions in
Palestinian territory, on the outskirts of Jenin and an adjacent
refugee camp. Palestinian witnesses
said. Dozens of local gunmen fired
at the Israeli troops, drawing return
fire that wounded seven Palestinians, one seriously.
In nearly a year of fighting, Israeli troops have repeatedly entered
Palestinian territory, but usually
pulled out quickly. The incursion
near Jenin marked the fourth time
that Israeli forces remained in position for more than just a few hours.
Israeli military commentator
Zeev Schiff, writing in the Haaretz
daily, suggested that the incursion
"won't be so quick to end," as Israel is intensifying its response to
attacks by Palestinian militants.
Asked about the duration of the
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Young, healthy, non-smoking women neeeded for
egg donation program.
Excellent compensation
for time.
Call 817-540-1157
Extended Care Teacher
Needed Small private
school. Monday through
Friday. 2:45-6:00p.m. 1215 students, ages 5-12
years. No lesson planning
reuired. Must enjoy playing
and being with children.
Call for interview. 817-5342189. Ask for Dian.
Runner-clerk needed for law
firm. Call 817-924-9000.
Part-time at Aquamassage
in hulen Mall. 20-25 hours
including Sunday.
Call Joe 817-423-3855.
Entry and Executive level
Managment Positions Part
or full time. Flexible
schedule. Excellent opportunity for advancement.
Pay $12-$19/hr. Fulltime
benefits.Call 888-621-7195.
Models Needed. Model
call, go by Bestwestern at I20. Artec Systems Group
needs haircut, color, highlight models. Contact
Walter Miller
806-790-1683.
Applebee's Now Hiring
Servers and Bartenders.
Great pay, benefits, and
flexible schedules available.
6600 W. Freeway Green
Oaks 1-30
Ridgmar Mall.
SPORTS MINDED IS
HIRING 15-20 enthusiastic
individuals. Part-time flexi-

•*>

(HI7) 257-742H
18171257-7133
(8171257-7426
1817) 257-6274
18171 257-6556
rjsiffletlers#«lcu edu
hnp://www skiff.lcu.edu

ble hours. $15-$18/hour.
Near campus. Voted #1
College job across the country. Call John
817-207-0999
UBSki is looking for sales
reps to post flyers for college ski week. Call 1-800SKI-WORLD.

WEB DESIGN
SandoteWebsites.com
"eBusiness solutions that
bring Business" Designl
Strategy + Consultingl
Hostingl Maintenance!
Marketingl Publicityl
Contact Chris Diggs
817-257-3401
www.sandotewebsites.com

CHILDCARE
Part-time church childcare
provider. Sunday mornings
and some evenings.
817-926-2513.
CHILDCARE WORKER NEEDED 2:30-6 p.m.
Monday-Friday. To care for
children ages 2-4. Supervise
and ensure safety. Sign out
children. Must love children, and playing outside.
Call for interview. 817-5342189. Ask for Dian.
Child Care Wanted Live
in or out. Tuesday,
Wednesday off. Weekends
required. Call for details
817-714-4514.
After school Nanny needed
to care for child in home. 34 hours daily. Pick up at
school and help with homework. Call 817-921-3072
Babysitter needed
Thursday 2-6 p.m. for four

a year ago, 783 people have been
killed.
Commenting on the Jenin incursion, Palestinian leader Yasser
Arafat said that "despite the continuous military escalation, the siege,
our people are steadfast ... and we
will not kneel before anyone, except
before God in prayer."
European Union officials have
been trying for the past three weeks
to arrange high-level truce talks.
Peres and Arafat have agreed in
principle to a series of three meetings, but disagreements over the
agenda and the venue, as well as
persistent Mideast violence, have
kept the two men apart.

Baghdad claims it has
downed second spy plane
BAGHDAD, Iraq — A second
unmanned U.S. spy plane has been
downed by Iraq in less than a month,
Baghdad said Tuesday, following
American reports that Iraq was beefing up its ability to strike U.S. and
British aircraft patrolling no-fly
zones over Iraq's north and south.
A U.S. military spokesman said a
plane was missing and its loss was
being investigated.
The official Iraqi News Agency
reported that wreckage of the
downed aircraft — carrying "highly
advanced equipment" — had been
found. It did not mention any pilots.
Maj. Brett Morris, spokesman for
a U.S.-British military task force in
the Gulf, said coalition forces had
lost a Predator aircraft Tuesday similar to the reconnaissance plane lost
last month.
"We have lost contact with our
unmanned observation aircraft,"
Morris told The Associated Press in
Manama, Bahrain.
"There is an investigation going
on ... with regard to the Predator's
disappearance," he said. "We are
working with the assumption that
the plane has gone and are trying to
figure out why it went down and
how it went down."
U.S. officials have noted that Iraq
seems to have been improving its
targeting ability and missile defense
systems, while also adopting a strategy to attack slow-moving Ameri-

can surveillance aircraft rather than
high-performance fighter jets.
Morris said the Predator plane
took off early Tuesday for southeastern Iraq. The unmanned aircraft, which is controlled from land,
disappeared later Tuesday morning
while patrolling in the area, he said.
"The plane was coming from
Kuwaiti territory and it was used to
provide the American enemy with
information concerning our installations, vital sites and our air-defense formations," the news agency
said, quoting an unidentified
spokesman from the Iraqi Air Defense Command.
The Iraqi spokesman said the
plane was "shot down in revenge
for the martyrs of great Iraq and
free Palestine," according to the
agency's report.
Last month, Iraq claimed to have
shot down a Predator reconnaissance plane in the Basra area. The
U.S. Defense Department acknowledged losing a plane in that area,
but said it was unsure whether it had
been hit by hostile fire or had
crashed on its own.
The United States and Britain
have been patrolling Iraqi skies to
protect Shiite Muslim rebels in the
south and Kurdish insurgents in the
north from government forces. The
southern patrols also provide early
warning of potential Iraqi military
moves toward Kuwait.
Iraq considers the no-fly zones
violations of its sovereignty and has
stepped up its efforts to shoot down
allied planes. In 1998, President
Saddam Hussein offered cash rewards to any Iraqi military unit that
shoots down an enemy warplane or
captures a U.S. or British pilot.

OAS adopts charter, Powell returns from Colombia
LIMA, Peru — Secretary of State
Colin Powell cut short his first official visit to South America to return home to deal with devastating
terrorist explosions in New York
City and Washington, D.C.. on
Tuesday.
Before leaving, Powell, urged
foreign ministers from the Organization of American States to

quickly pass a democracy pact as
a clear collective message against
terrorism.
The charter was adopted unanimously, and Powell immediately
left for Lima's military airport to
fly back to Washington.
Peru had been the first stop on a
trip that was to take Powell to
Colombia on Tuesday and today to
show support for President Andres
Pastrana's U.S.-backed counternarcotics initiative, Plan Colombia.
"A terrible, terrible tragedy has
befallen my nation, but it has befallen all those who believe in
democracy," Powell told the OAS
assembly.
"I hope we can move the order of
business to the adoption of the charter, because I very much want to be
here to express the United States'
commitment to democracy in this
hemisphere," he said.
The session opened with a moment of silence before representatives of Venezuela, Colombia, El
Salvador and Canada all made
statements condemning the terrorists who earlier in the day crashed
two planes into the World Trade
Center. Explosions also rocked the
Pentagon and the State Department
and spread fear across the nation.
"I will bring to President Bush
your expressions of sorrow and your
words of support," Powell said.
"You can be sure that America will
deal with this tragedy in a way that
brings those responsible to justice."

Foreign aid workers
select lawyer, see family
KABUL, Afghanistan — Eight
foreign aid workers being tried on
charges of preaching Christianity
chose a lawyer Tuesday to defend
them at their Supreme Court trial,
now in its second week.
"Today was a good day," said
David Donahue, consul-general at
the U.S. Embassy in neighboring
Pakistan.
After weeks of trying to see their
detained nationals, Donahue and
fellow diplomats from Australia
and Germany spent two hours with
them at the school where they have
been held since their arrest in early

children. Reliable transportation a must. Call Kathi
817-922-0823

The eight workers — two Americans, four Germans and two Australians — selected a lawyer.
Donahue wouldn't identify him either by nationality or religion, citing privacy privileges, but said he
was not an Afghan.
The eight agreed to appear before
the Taliban's Supreme Court as a
group defended by the one lawyer.
He could be in Afghanistan within
days, Donahue said.
Meanwhile, Heather Mercer, 24,
was reunited with her mother, Deborah Oddy of Lewiston, N.Y., for
the first time since her arrest. Oddy
arrived in Kabul with her husband,
Delmer, earlier Tuesday.
Mercer's father, John Mercer of
Vienna, Va., has been in the Afghan
capital for more than two weeks.
During his daughter's first court appearance Saturday, he held her hand
through most of the one-hour proceeding and gave her a hug and a
kiss as she was escorted away.
Dayna Curry, 29, the other American being held, was also visited
Tuesday by her mother, Nancy Cassell, of Thompson's Station, Tenn.
The foreign aid workers, employees of Shelter Now International,
a
Christian
aid
organization based in Germany,
were arrested early last month,
along with 16 Afghan workers, on
proselytizing charges.
The Afghan staff are to be tried
separately. No date for their trial
has been set.
The other detained aid workers
are Germans George Taubmann,
Margrit Stebnar, Kati Jelinek and
Silke Duerrkopf, and Australians
Peter Bunch and Diana Thomas.
From The Associated Press
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Brand new in plastic, retail
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FOR RENT
Now Available 2733
Sandage Huge 3000 sq ft.
house for rent for 3-6 people; 4bdr, 2bath, Jacuzzi
tub, all appliances, central
air, alarm, gas grill, deck.
Hurry andCall
817-797-6803.
Arkatents Outdoor Gear
www.arkatents.com
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For Lease Two Terrific
Houses. Visit www.geocities.com/reiventurecorp/rent
als.html For details call
817-926-8943.
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security deposit. Call
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desire to provide caring and quality guidance for head injury
Apply at:
patients. Excellent for
Centre for Neuro Skills
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Post Acute Rehab.
career in the health
3915 Portland
care profession.
Irving. Texas
Training will be proOr, call:
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Starting Rate: $8.50
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FOSTERING FEAR
Political apathy no longer valid
Ladies and gentlemen, the bubble has burst. Our nation's
security and our own security are no longer guaranteed.
Many campus personalities, including the Skiff, often
chastise students for living their lives inside the notorious
"TCU Bubble."
Now, we all must realize that, as a nation, we have been
living inside a much larger bubble. We can no longer hide
beneath the shelter of the world's greatest republic with the
world's most dominant military. In all its glory, the nation
could not prevent the atrocity of Tuesday's terrorist attacks.
Similar to Americans' reactions following the Dec. 7,
1941, Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, the people of this nation are angry, scared and bewildered. World War II created
changes in the national mindset that are still being felt. No
doubt, after the smoke clears and questions are answered,
America will again be drastically changed.
But a large time span separates us from the Greatest Generation. Unlike Pearl Harbor, these attacks are directed toward civilians at a time when peace reigns over the
developed world. Unlike Pearl Harbor, the enemies are unknown, prohibiting us from directing our anger at those responsible for the mayhem. These feelings of uncertainty are
cultivating more and more fear.
For a generation drowning in cynicism toward the federal
government, this attack brings a unique threshold. The only
hope to ease our fears and calm the national panic is to cling
to our government and our military — the very institutions
we have been raised to question, to doubt, to distrust.
Now is the time for those institutions to prove their worth
to this disillusioned generation by taking swift and appropriate actions to identify the offenders and impose the proper
punishments.
Now is the time for this generation to realize the impact
a government's actions have on each citizen. Students can
no longer be apathetic toward political issues.
Our bubble has burst, eliminating the boundaries we once
assumed were firm. But by removing those limits, a new
freedom of awareness has come over the nation. As a nation
we must support our leaders as they search for answers.
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Nothing can prepare people for tragedy
Attack leaves Washington intern feeling like a prisoner in campus dorm room

w

hat started out as a normal
day, Tuesday was tar from

While I rushed to finish drying my
hair
while
drinking
orCommentary
ange juice, my
Melissa
eye caught a
DeLoach
glimpse on the
news of the
worst thing I'think I've ever seen in
my life. A plane crashed into the side
of the World Trade Center in New
York City.
Watching the scenes of Manhattan,
my mouth dropped as 1 teamed what
had just happened. As if 1 was in a
trance, my body froze and my hair
dryer was left blowing my Washington Post through the room.
I couldn't believe il. It looked like
a movie. It's like "Independence
Day" and Will Smith had not yet
made his entrance, or like one of
those A&E documentaries on people
who demolish buildings. But it was
real.
Oblivious to the fact that my roommate was still asleep. I turned up the
volume and didn't blink. From afar,
she asked me what was going on.
I mapped back at her that a plane

just crashed in the World Trade CenSee, I look out my window and Wedgwood.
ter and word is it's a terrorist attack.
it looks like a normal sunny day.
Nothing prepares you for tragedies
"Where at?" she asked, as if from From 8:45 a.m. when the first plane like these.
Mars. I told her New York City, crashed in the World Trade Center
Most, like me. resisted and requickly learning that there is more to 9:43 a.m. when the Pentagon peated that things like thai don't rethan one office.
was hit. the scenery outside my ally happen because they didn't occur
A few minutes later one of my window remained the same. It still in my backyard.
classmates barged in, asking me if 1 does.
Today, though. I am in the midst
wanted to join him at the National
Yet. 1 look on TV and it looks like of a national tragedy.
Mall and see how things were going. a war zone of sorts. I can't leave beI feel like a prisoner
Was he crazy?
cause the school
Since before noon I have been
Of course not.
and the Secret "quarantined." 1 cannot leave. And alWatching the scenes of ManWhy would I go
Servicehave ad- though 1 don't want to leave. I'm
hattan, my mouth dropped as I
out to the Mall
vised us to re- feeling a bil uneasy because I just
learned what had just happened.
when I didn't
main on campus. don't know what is going on and my
As if 1 was in a trance, my body
know what was
We have to window and television are playing
froze and my hair dryer was left
going on at the
show our student mind games with me.
blowing my Washington Post
White House, a
identification
What is scary is that in less than
through the room.
few miles away,
cards whenever a month thousands of people will
nor at the Pentawe enter a differ- gather in Washington, to protest the
gon, where moent building.
International
Monetary
ments before NBC reported the
Security is so highthat my resident Fund/World Bank meeting. With
ground had shook'.'
assistant is continually doing head the feel of uneasiness and fear
We had class in 30 minutes and counts.
across this campus, city and nation,
were scheduled to visit the Newseum
Things of this nature just don't the protest will just heighten the
in Arlington. W.Va., not far from the happen in America. I've listened to current situation.
Pentagon.
my parents tell me through the years
I wasn't scared. The events were what it was like to live through the Melissa DeLoach is a senior news-editorial
just scary.
Vietnam War and in fear of a nuclear major Jrom Waco studying at American UniMy phone was ringing off the hook war. My grandpa has told me about versity as pert "I the Washington Semi tier
and I hadn't a moments peace until Pearl Harbor.
program in journalism. She can be connow to evaluate the days events.
Oklahoma
Citv.
Columbine. tacted at tmd.dcloach(ssludent.Icu.edu).

America's detachment comes to an end America is much more than
Patience and prayers are necessary as government offices search for answers
I remember being little and learning about
history. And I couldn't help but wonder,
with a fearful mix of awe and jealousy,
what life-altering events would occur during
my adult lifetime.
I figured that, given the predictably unpredictable machinations of history, something monumental was bound to happen.
Our parents had the
Cuban Missile Crisis,
Commentary
JFK's assassination,
Vietnam, Watergate —
any number of traumas
in which to situate
themselves in history.
And I wondered
with a great deal of unease and anxiety just
what portentous occurrences I and my generation would have to
Bullion
live through.
It was a strange
thing for a little kid to be worrying about,
but after the terrifying events in New York
and Washington Tuesday, I can't help but
feel as if that worried little kid possessed a
disheartening amount of prescience.
Perhaps a great deal of my childhood fascination with this was fixated upon how I
would react in such a traumatic situation.
And if I could somehow go back in tinte and
talk to that little kid, I could say to him.
truthfully, that I have absolutely no idea how
to react.
I've been flabbergasted ever since I woke
up this morning and turned on the radio to
find that the usual morning show banter had
been replaced by deadly serious news reporting that seemed to become more grave
with each passing minute.
I dragged myself to campus only to find
fellow students comforting their parents and
friends on their cell phones and signs that

read "Yes. class has been canceled."
concentrate our energy into hope and
I have been on the phone with my parents
prayers for those affected by this disaster.
back home in Missouri and with my sister
One last thing has become abundantly
at University of North Texas. I played my clear to me. As jaded and cynical as some
radio and my TV at the same time.
of us can get about what we may perceive
Even if I'd left only one on. it'd all still
as outmoded American ideals (and I readily
make very little sense.
admit that I am guilty of this), we have to
New York and Washington are a long way
admit that we live in a pretty good country,
from this campus, but the effects of the sufwhere we have the freedom to do as we
fering and tragedy are no doubt felt by
wish, to conduct our lives in a manner that
everyone here.
pleases ourselves.
Skyscrapers, which once elicited feelings
More than freedom, though, we have been
of grandeur and commercial excess within
provided with safety and security that have
me, now just seem like helplessly gaudy tarallowed us to cultivate a blissful, unassailgets.
able sense of detachment from the horror
This inexplicably horrifying act is madethat occurs in the rest of the world.
even more sickening when one considers the
This detachment, however, lies crumbled
terrifying clockwork with which the attack
in a heap of rubble.
was executed, and the extent to which it
worked, certainly not flawlessly, but still Jack Bullion is a senior English major from Cowith severe devastation.
liimbui. Mo. He can he contacted at tj.w.bulIt is even more sorrowful to consider that,
lion@sludcnr.tcu.ctlu).
somewhere, crowds were cheering as those
two huge towers crumbled.
We live in a new world, where the parameters of war have become increasingly
ill-defined.
Bereavement begets vengeance, and now
much of the talk on television and radio has
turned to theories about who could've done
it and how they should be punished.
But how do you punish someone who, as
has been proven without a doubt today,
would willingly die for their cause anyway?
Questions outnumber answers. But as
painful as it sounds, we need to be patient.
It's all right to be sick, angry and sad. But
our government, intelligence services and
military are more than well-equipped to get
to the bottom of this and probably have a
much better idea of how to go about it than
an irate radio station caller with a wild theCaleb Williami/SKIFF STAFF
ory.
The TCU community gathers for a prayer
Right now, all we can and should do is vigil just a few hours after the attack.

ft Collection Of material items
Citizens must strive to retain optimism, patriotism
I woke up to the news of the World
Trade Center burning.1 am shocked
and horrified. How can someone
claiming to be an objective optimist hanCommentary
dle this, when the
country she loves
seems to be falling
apart before her
eyes?
It is time to remind myself of what
I know in order to
stay sane.
First of all. optiMorgan
mism and objectivLandry
ity are acts of will.
Believe it or not. I
was not born optimistic and objective.
I chose to stay that way through my
own choice, even when it seems impossible.
Second, as human beings, we have a
choice in how to react in tragedy. We
can shut ourselves in or reach out. We
can hide in fear or step out in courage.
True courage, after all. is being
afraid yet doing what you have to do
anyway. In case you can't tell, I am
very afraid right now.
Finally, I believe that as a nation, we
can get through this crisis if we si.iiul
strong together.
This is a tragedy. As I type this editorial, the World Trade Center, the
Washington Mall, and the Pentagon are
all in flames. The White House has
been evacuated, and no one seems to
know what is going on.
How can someone be objectively optimistic in a time like this?
I still have reason for my optimism.

The United States is more than the most
powerful nation in the world. It is more
than the nation in the world with the
most freedom.
It is the first country whose goals for
every person are life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness. It is a country
where anyone, no matter who they are,
can make dreams come true. People
fleeing oppression in other parts of the
world flock to the United States because of our immense freedoms.
Americans can freely say what they
believe. Americans can choose what religion they practice. Americans have
freedom of the press. Americans can be
whatever they want to be.
Since Americans are free to reach
their highest potential, it is little wonder the most free nation in the world
happens to be the most powerful. These
are a few of the many reasons why 1 am
optimistic we can get through this.
Whoever planned this must have
thought America could be destroyed if
its buildings were destroyed. However,
America is more than a nation of buildings. America truly is more than the
sum of its parts.
As long as freedom exists in the
world, as long as the idea of individual
rights exists, America will exist.
Those that have struck at our buildings have only strengthened our hearts.
Americans will come together as they
have in other tragedies, and they will
come together in tragedies to come.
Our nation will move on.
Morgan Landry is a junior computer information
science and business major from Fort Worth. She
can be contacted at tm.e.landrsUpstudent.teu.edu).
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Provost listed in stable condition at local hospital
By Jaime Walker
SKIFF STAFF

Vice Chancellor for Academic
Affairs William Kciehler was taken
to an area hospital after he began
convulsing while he drove College
of Communications dean candidate
William Slater down Forest Park
Boulevard toward TCU.
Koehler was listed in stable condition Tuesday night at Harris
Methodist Fort Worth Hospital in
the cardiac sub-acute intensive care

unit. The cause of the episode was
unclear, a hospital spokeswoman
said. Slater said he and Koehler
were driving down the road "having
a chat." when Koehler slopped talking, slowed the car and began convulsing. Slater said he put the car in
park and called Koehler's office to
get help.
As soon as faculty and staff heard
Koehler had been hospitalized, they
began arriving at the hospital to
show support.

Rhonda Keen-Payne, dean of the
College of Health and Human Services, said the outpour of support is
to be expected.
"Bill Koehler inspires loyalty,"
she said from the hospital waiting
room. "If the roles were reversed, he
would be here for any of us."
Keen-Payne said Koehler was
awake and alert by the time he arrived at the hospital.
"He wants a (television! something awful." she said.

Donna Johnson, Koehler's executive assistant, said her phone has
been ringing off the hook.
"(Men's Basketball Coach) Billy
Tubbs just called and said, 'I am
heartbroken about what is going on
in this country today but 1 am really
worried about Bill Koehler,'" Johnson said. "He has been here a long
time. Everyone at this university
knows him and they all respect
him."
Chancellor Michael Ferrari said

Igleheart aims to expand concepts of service

Koehler was planning trips to meet
with alumni in a number of cities regarding the University Curriculum
Requirements. Those engagements
have been canceled and not
rescheduled.
Ferrari said all deans have been
mobilized, and the university is prepared for Koehler's absence. TCU is
accustomed to operating without
people around, he said.
"1 do suggest people send cards,
call and pray for him." Ferrari said.

Slater said in light of Tuesday's
events his trip to TCU has been a
memorable one for a number of reasons.
"This is one of the most caring
places I have ever seen," Slater said.
"I think it says a lot that classes
were canceled to allow students the
opportunity to react to this situation
and share in it."
Jaime Walker

j.l.walktr® student.tiu.t'dit

BOOT SCOOTS BOOGIE

New community service director plans to get students excited about volunteering
By Erin LaMourie
STAFF REPORTER

From soup kitchens to paperwork. TCU's new community
service coordinator wants to get
involved in everything inbetween.
Robin Igleheart the new university community service coordinator, said her first goal is to make
students, faculty and staff aware of
community service opportunities
lor students, faculty and staff. Volunteering provides pays dividends
for all members of the community.
she said.
"I feel very strongly about the
role community service plays in
character development for all people, not just college students," she
said. "I think volunteering and
serving others certainly helps peo-

ple develop into better people."
people don't feel comfortable in
Igleheart said she found infor- those roles, there are other things
(nation about the position from the they can do to help, such as enveTCU Web site
lope-stuffing.
People don't aland applied for
ways think of
the
position
"I feel very strongly about
that as commubecause
she
the role community service
wanted to work
nity service, but
plays in character developwith students
the agency you
ment for all people, not just
and organizaare helping cercollege students. 1 think voltainly apprecitions. She said
unteering and serving others
she would like
ates it."
certainly helps people deJohn Butler,
to help stuvelop into better people."
minister to the
dents get con— Robin Igleheart,
university, said
nected
to
community service director
opportunities
Igleheart
has
experience with
they are inter
ested in or may not know about.
community service and student af"Many people think of commu- fairs.
nity service as tutoring kids or goIgleheart previously worked as
ing to a soup kitchen." she said. "If an area and leadership coordinator

GET REAL

Erin LaMourie
e.tn. UunoUTltQ student, ten. edu

TRINITY EPISCOPAL CHURCH

Real People...
Dne Real God...
A Real Experience...
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Chris Ahrens.a junior music education major; Becca Grammar, a senior music education major; and Chris Bohon, a senior music major debut their
band. Unwound, at the Thirsty Armadillo last Thursday.
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Just Across The Street at 3401 Bella.re Dr. South
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from the TCU soccer fields)
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Sunday Services:
and St. Paul Lutheran
Church, 1800 West Freeway

Sunday Morning Worship Services
& 10:50 a.m
Traditional Service in our Sanctuary
11 00 a m
Contemporary Worship in our Fellowship Hall
Sunday Morning College Bible Study
9 30 a m in the DOCK - the Student Ministry Building
Wednesday Night College Bible Study
8 45 p rn in the DOCK (sing, chat, eat homemade cookies)

8:00 AM
9:30 AM
11:30AM
6:00PM

2096 Off ftrry Service
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Suite 67
Tort Worth, IX 76116
(S17) 738-3605
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Trinity Episcopal Church
We're on the Web!
Visit us at www.fortworthtrinity.org
Tel:926-4631 Fax:920-9043
E-mail:fortworthtrinity@msn.com
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"WHAT KXACTLY IS THE MARINE OFFICER PROGRAM?"
• I hi* Marine (MEcGf I'rogram ■■. designed to allow men & women the opportunity
ID attend Officer Camfifhrt School .it Qutnrico. VA and tec it he/she ha> what it
takes MI become an l MtVer ot Marion
• I hi' program i* open to tboM who art either working toward, or have already earned their oCflMC eV iv
open i" .ill ma)ort. I here is IU naming during the school year. & the summer training works ninth like a
[Mid. summer iuUTiiUiip.
• Solaria range Irom $32,000-$37,000 with annual promotions 6i pay increases.
• Guaranteed aviation and law positional
The Marine M.B.A.
"\x hat H*Is [he [Marine Corps] apart from BOB training itwritutiona - and in paniuLl.tr, troin a
M BA program ... is thai il uiukishedly favors breeding generic, high speed, chaos■ proof leadership."
iru. Magazine. Apnl 1999
CHALLENGE
the challenge ol leading in the Marine thorps requires a strong sense ot duty, a dedication to honor and
the courage to face .ulwrsiiy. If you think you have what it takes to try out for our team, you can apply tor
acceptance as t Marine ( )fncei Candidate by contacting Captain Smith via below listed information:
207 S. Houston, Ste 144, Dallas, TX ^5202 (214) 6S-V3471 or 1-800-858-8762, then «t 1307
iinithlull'' HIIKd.IISIIK .mil.
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MODELS NEEDED
For Hair Show in Ft. Worth
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Friday, Sept 28th 6 p.m. - Post Oak Room
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entering it> 29th year, the 21)02 Pulliam Journalism Fellowship helps build a
bridge trom the classroom lo the newsroom. Fellows are assigned to The
Indianapolis Star or The Arizona RtptiMic in Phoenix lor 1(1 weeks each summer
DJ stall reporters. We award 2() Fellowships annually. The stipend is 16,000.
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Iradiiionally mn Fellowships ha\e been open only to graduating college seniors.
In 2001, we expanded eligibility to include college sophomores and juniors as
well u aeniori pursuing I career in new*p;ipei journalism. We will be accepting
applications ten our Summei 2003 program as of September 2001.
Vial mil Web titO at Imp: www.indystar.convpjf or e-mail Fellowship director
Rtiuell II I'ulltam at nissell.pulliam'a indystar.com for an application packet.
You also may request a packet by writing:
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The Pull iam journalism Fellowship
Jump-Mart your KWtjMpOCjownilran career with a solid program that boasts
tout PuUttcr Prize winners MMOg us alumni the Pulliam Journalism
! cllowship. The Fellowship offers myriad career opportunities: in fact, a Pulliam
Fellow from out first clasa of 1°<74, Barbara Henry, now serves as president and
publisher of The litdtanapoHs Star.
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Tuesday 9:30 AM Rite I, Wednesday 7 AM
Rite II followed by breakfast, Thursday 12
Noon followed by 12:30 Bible Study

Go North on University to 1-30 East for 1/2 mile and
take the Summit Exit - left at the light, left onto
frontage road,
(to get to the DOCK, turn right on 11th Street)

%utz & StyCz

Rite I
Family Service Rite II
Comtemporary Music Rite II
Rite II (in the chapel)

Weekday Services:

Find out morel!!
Call Peter Couser at 817-810 9352 or email him at peter.couser@stplctw.org
Directions from TCU:

for Case Western Reserve University in Cleveland, Ohio, and served
as a residence hall director at Marquette University in Milwaukee,
Wis.
Igleheart said she plans to make
newsletters for the campus and
agencies she will be working with
to help be a liaison between them.
Heather Palriacca, a senior religion major and member of the
student interview committee, said
Igleheart could energize other
students.
"She is a big dreamer, and I
knew if she could get me excited
about service, she could get others excited." Palriacca said.
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Russell B. Pulliam, Director
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Terrorist attack will scar American psyche forever
By Jaime Walker
SKIFF STAFF

it is the kind of terrorism you
might see in the movies. But when
two planes crashed into the World
Trade Center and another took an
entire section
out of the PenAnalysis
tagon Tuesday
Jaime
morning, the
Walker
reality of the
attack
was
more horrifying than any movie
script.
The real-life images of what happened to the United States of America on Sept. II, 2001, will be
etched into the international consciousness forever. Tuesday's date

Veterans call
attack 'more
hopeless'

will top the list of America's historically tragic moments.
Our nation will never be the
same.
We will never view terrorism as
something that happens in other,
perhaps less civilized, countries.
From this point forward, it will
be harder to question military
spending, and even easier to doubt
the efforts of the FBI and CIA.
In an instant America went from
being the world's most powerful
and theoretically well-protected
nation, to a country running scared.
The World Trade Center, New
York City's pillar of economicdominance, crumbled before our
eyes.

A wing of the Pentagon, America's symbol of military strength,
was destroyed.
Some of our nation's greatest
icons have been reduced to rubble.
And we didn't see it coming. We're
not even sure we saw it at all.
President George W. Bush, who
was on a trip to Florida when the
attack occurred, did not return to
the White House until late Tuesday
evening. His absence, although
mandated, holds great significance.
As long as Bush could not return to
Washington, it's as if we as a nation admitted we'd been caught off
guard.
Terrorism of this magnitude isn't
supposed to happen in America.

But it has.
And now America is on alert.
During the Cold War, we prided
ourselves on a Department of Defense able to track the evils of
communism around the world and
in our back yard. When the Iron
Curtain fell, we got complacent.
We no longer have that luxury.
Officials don't know who to
blame for the attack. But what they
do know is whoever orchestrated it
must have had access to the most
sophisticated aspects of aviation intelligence. They understood more
about our government than we
want to admit. And they had a really big ax to grind.
At this time the top suspect is

Osama bin Laden, a Saudi millionaire, believed to be the mastermind
behind other terrorist attacks on the
United States. One of bin Laden's
associates was to be sentenced
Tuesday for his role in the 1998
bombing of a U.S. Embassy in Tanzania.
Officials with the government of
Afghanistan have denied bin
Laden's involvement and said they
have nothing to do with it. But The
New York Times reported this week
that officials with bin Laden's organization were ready to declare a
holy war on those who spread lies.
The American people have a
whole lot of questions. Officials
don't have a whole lot of answers.

"It's scary that this is happening right outside about 20 miles away.
The whole experience has been surreal. I can't believe this is happening."
— Melissa DeLoach, TCU student studying in Washington

By Steven Baker

But we need to use caution when
assigning blame.
We should not let our grief, our
shock, our anger or our desire for
revenge cloud our judgment as we
deal with this attack.
We should, however, be swift
and accurate in our assessment of
this tragedy.
We owe it to the dead and the injured. We owe it to ourselves to rebuild America with renewed
passion and a greater sense of the
importance of security.
We are a nation who wants to
feel safe again.

London Centre
removes TCU
identification

SPECIAL TO THE SKIFF

By Kristin Campbell

Second class motor machinist Lee
Brown was sweeping for mines on an
auxiliary ship when he looked a
Japanese pilot in the eye as he flew
over the channel at Pearl Harbor Dec.
7, 1941.
"He was peering out the cockpit,"
said Brown, now a World War II veteran living in Nevada. "I could have
hit him with a slingshot."
The three planes that smashed into
the World Trade Center twin towers
and the Pentagon Tuesday were not as
identifiable as the red circle of attacking planes at Pearl Harbor. TCU
associate journalism professor Jack
Raskopf was 15 years old at the time
of the Pearl Harbor attack. He said
this incident is more of a hopeless situation because of the unknown aggressors.
"Pearl Harbor was a tixable problem," said Raskopf. who joined the
Navy in 1943. "And then the atomic
bomb dropped and we were ecstatically happy. Now we don't have a
clear-cut enemy."
History professor Mark Gilderhus
said he didn't know anything sensible
to say after the attacks Tuesday.
"This is astounding and terrifying."
Gilderhus said. "One thing is obvious
— our world has changed for the
worse. We might have to give up some
of our civil rights for security."
Gilderhus said air travel or even
driving between states could become
much more restrictive.
Just last year 17 people were killed
when the USS Cole was attacked on
Oct. 12 in Yemen. Terrorists also attacked two U.S. embassies in Africa
in 1998.
"When we try to retaliate against
terrorists there is an obvious enemy
but there isn't an obvious country,"
Gilderhus said. "Traditional war
methods become obsolete."
Gilderhus said he remembers
standing outside his childhood home
in Minnesota with his father during
blackouts in World War II. The blackouts were cautionary tactics used by
the United States in case of bombing
raids. They would look up at the sky
for the German air force, the Luftwaffe.
"Today we have a whole array of
weapons," Gilderhus said. "One of the
truly maddening things about terrorism is that all of us are vulnerable."
Copy Desk Chief Krislinu lodice
contributed to this report.
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Steven Baker
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BLOOD WANTED

Munger/PHOTO EDITOR

With a blood shortage in the
New York area, Texas' Carter
BloodCare has set up an emergency
blood center for people who volunteer to donate.
Blood may be donated from I I
a.m. to 8 p.m. today in the East Texas
Room of the Will Rogers Memorial
Center. Donors may also go to
Carter's other donor centers near
campus, located at 5429 S. Hulen St.
and 2473 Forest Park Drive from 8
a.m. to 8 p.m. today.
For more information, contact
Carter BloodCare at (817) 3354935.

Courtesy of KRT Campus

An ambulance burns in the streets of New York City following the collapse of the World Trade Towers Tuesday morning.

TCU interns unhurt in D.C. attack
By Angle Chang
FEATURES EDITOR

Eleven TCU students participating in internship programs in the Washington D.C.
area are safe and accounted for following
Tuesday's attack.
The Skijf confirmed TCU had 10 students
at The Washington Center and one at American University. Officials at Campus Life
would not say whether TCU had more interns in Washington, nor would they confirm
or deny if there were any interns in the New
York City area.
Gene Alpert, senior vice president of The
Washington Center, said all 10 TCU students had returned to their housing in Randolph Towers in Arlington, Va.
At approximately 9:30 EDT, a hijacked
American Airlines 757 crashed into the Pentagon, less than one hour after similar attacks rocked the World Trade Center Towers
in New York City.
Following the attack, Alpert said evacuation notices were sent to interns urging a return to their apartments. Room checks and
head counts were also performed by resident
assistants throughout the day, he said.

Alpert confirmed that TCU Washington
Center students Hemi Ahluwalia, Anita
Boeninger. Brian Casebolt. Kanako
Hayakawa, Laura Hunter, Rebecca Johannsen, Lauren Melhart, Courtney Miller.
Sally Spencer and Emily Wann were accounted for.
Melissa DeLoach, a senior news-editorial
journalism major, contacted the TCU Doily
Skiff' early Tuesday to confirm her safety.
DeLoach. an intent with American University in Washington, said she was in her dorm
room at the time of the attacks. Officials
have told her not to leave campus, she said
Alpert said the Washington Center interns
will return to their internships Wednesday.
If they ch(x>se, they may resume on Monday. DeLoach said American University officials gave her the option of returning today
or Monday.
Ahluwalia, a senior news-editorial journalism major, said after the Pentagon attack
at approximately 9 a.m. she was told not to
evacuate her building near the Capitol even
though surrounding federal buildings had
been cleared.
Both Ahluwalia and DeLoach said they

were unsure when they would return.
"I have to take the Metro to get there, and
right now it just doesn't feel safe."
Ahluwalia said.
Casebolt. a junior political science and
advertising/public relations major, said with
all the crowds on the street, he felt safer to
stay in his office in Lafayette Center, three
blocks from the White House.
"Washington is Icxked down and the
fastest way of getting around is by foot,"
Casebolt said. "People feel safer sitting in
their office for now. We're just hanging Icxise
and watching (the news)."
DeLoach said students at American University initially had trouble contacting their
families as phone lines were busy and the
Internet was not working.
"It's scary that this is happening right outside about 20 miles away." DeLoach said. "1
can't see smoke from my window, and outside it's such a pretty day. The whole experience has been surreal. I can't believe this
is happening."
Angie Chang
aM.dumgQ studcnt.tcu.edu

Tragedy brings together families separated by miles
By Kristin Delorantis
STAFF REPORTER

Brandon Smith's family was
staying at a hotel across from the
White House when they were
forced without explanation to
evacuate and relixate to another
hotel away from Tuesday's terrorist attacks at the the Pentagon.
Smith, a junior pre-major,
said his mother and brother
were accompanying his father,
who is a director of the National
Automobile Dealers Association, on a business trip to meet
with some senators at The White
House.
Although the attacks in New
York City and Washington happened half-way across the nation, the impact is very close to
home for some TCU students
with family ties in the northeast.
Freshman religion and philosophy major Jeff Sebo's family lives in Basking Ridge, N.J.,
and his father commutes into
New York City everyday. The
building his dad works in is not
near the World Trade Center, but
Sebo said his dad walks by the
buildings every day.
"When I woke up this morning and turned on the TV, the
first thing I saw was a picture of
a plane hitting the Trade Center," Sebo said. "At that moment,
it was surreal. I had no idea, at
the time that it was a terrorist attack."
Sebo said that when he finally

pieced together what was happening, he tried to get in touch
with his father in New York City
and mother at home in Basking
Ridge. He was unable to confirm his family's safety until
hours later.
Susan Hutchison, a senior
political science major, said her
family lives 10 minutes from
the Pentagon, and they could
probably see the smoke from
her house.
Hutchison said her mother
works for Delta Air Lines, right
outside of Washington and her
father works for a private company that frequently meets at
The Pentagon.
"I just lost it when my mom
called and woke me up with the
news," she said.
Jared Mapes, a junior fashion
merchandising major, said he
has an uncle in New Jersey who
takes the subway into New York
City every day. Mapes said he is
confident that his uncle is safe.
"New York City is a huge city
and it is not like they can cover
' the whole thing," Mapes said.
"Our government security is
pretty safe, and there are no
planes allowed in the area so
they cannot bomb it like Hiroshima. Unless they bomb the
subway, (my uncle) is pretty
safe."

TCU London Centre students were advised
Tuesday evening to stay home and to not wear
clothing that might identify them as Americans
following the attacks on the United Slates Tuesday morning.
Susan Layne. London Centre coordinator, said
Lisa Atkins, London Centre director, confirmed
that a TCU sign on the London Centre building
was removed. Florida State University, which
shares facilities with TCU has also removed all
American identifications.
Layne said this is not the first time the London
Centre has removed American identifications. She
said it is a standard damage control procedure.
Erica Lindell. a junior psychology major, said
Atkins and Karen Sleele. TCU English professor
and faculty-in-residence. informed the 18 London
Centre students on the attack and instructed them
to keep a low profile and to not advertise that they
are Americans.
Lindell said she was not concerned about her
own safety but said she was more worried about
friends and family at home.
Rickey Smith, father of Shana Smith, a sophomore psychology major, said he was not any more
worried about his daughter now than when she was
at home.
"She did not seem the least bit upset or worried
about her safety," he said after a phone conversation with his daughter.
Holly Carless. a sophomore premajor. said she
noticed a distinct change in British attitudes toward Americans. She said many of the London locals that she found typically unfriendly, were
surprisingly compassionate, outgoing and concerned. However, she said she is homesick and uneasy.
"It sounds silly, but I'm still slightly paranoid,"
Carless said. "I'm trying to slay out of the spotlight."
Reagan Duplisea. a senior news-editorial journalism major, said she and co-workers watched
coverage of the events on BBC while working at
her internship with the Leighton House Museum.
She said the reality of the attack still seemed unbelievable and surreal.
"Everyone said it seems like a movie." Duplisea
said.
As reported by CNN, British Prime Minister
Tony Blair announced a number of precautionary
measures, which included the closing of the London Stock Exchange and other key buildings. All
civilian flights over London were stopped and UK
defense facilities around the world were put on the
highest alert. CNN also reported that U.S. troops
in Europe were put on the highest level security
alert.
Kristin Campbell
k.ti.ctiutl>bell(a' student tcu.edu

ATTACKS ON

america

1993 —At approximately noon on Feb. 26 a massive explosion rocked the World Trade Center
in New York City, causing millions of dollars in
damage. The terrorists who bombed the World
Trade Center murdered six people, injured over
1,000 others and left terrified school children
trapped for hours in a smoke-filled elevator.
1995 — The explosion that ripped through the
Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City shortly after 9 a.m. on April 19 killed
168 people, injured more than 500 and damaged
more than 300 buildings.
1996 — Suspected terrorists exploded a fuel
truck outside an apartment building in Dhahran,
Saudi Arabia, killing 19 and leaving 80 seriously
wounded. The blast destroyed the building that
housed American Air Force personnel.
1998 —The U.S. embassies in Kenya and Tanzania were both bombed on Aug. 7 in attacks
which the United States blamed on Islamic militant Osama bin Laden. More than 220 people,
mostly Kenyans, were killed in the explosions and
more than 5,000 wounded.

irtei/ of KRT Campus

Kristin Delorantis
k.a.deUmmtis®student tctt.edu

Jaime Walker
/ /. walker® student. nu.edu

Emergency vehicles stand by to assist victims who survived the
terrorist attack on Tuesday on the Pentagon in Washington.

2000 — The USS Cole suffered severe damage
Oct. 12 in a terrorist bombing attack when the
ship was in the port of Aden, Yemen, for a routine
fuel stop. Seventeen sailors were killed and 39 others were injured in the blast which blew a hole in
the port side of the destroyer.
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"Make no mistake." he said.
"The United Slates will hunt down
and pursue those responsible for
these cowardly actions "
Roger Cooper, chairman of the
radio-TV-film department at TC'U,
s.ml there are many great parts of
freedom hut it comes with a price.
"I think when you are in an open
society you are somewhat susceptible to these things." Cooper said.
Cooper, an expert in media coverage of crisis and tragedy, said he
thinks it will take days, weeks or
maybe even months before a resolution is reached
"This is going to he a long
process with the damage of the
World Trade Center and the psyche
of American people." Cooper said.
No one took responsibility for
the audacious events that rocked
the seats of finance and government, but federal authorities identified Osama bin Laden
who has
been
given
asylum
by
Afghanistan's Taliban rulers
as
the prime suspect.
At about X:45 a.m.. a hijacked
airliner crashed into the north
lower of the trade center, the 25\eat old. glass-and-steel complex
that was once the world's tallest.
The worse was to come. At 9:50
a.m., one lower collapsed, sending
debris and dust cascading to the
ground. At 10:30 a.m., the other
tower crumbled.
Bridges and tunnels were closed
to all but pedestrians. Subways
were shut down; commuter trains
were not running.

Meanwhile, at about 9:30 a.m.,
an airliner hit the Pentagon - the
five-sided headquarters of the
American military.
"There was screaming and pan
demonium." said Terry Yonkers. an
Air Force civilian employee at
work inside the building.
The military boosted security
across the country to the highest
levels, sending Navy ships to New
York City and Washington. D.C.,
to assist with air defense and medical needs.
A half-hour after the Pentagon
attack, a United Airlines Plight 93,
a Boeing 757 jetliner en route from
Newark. N.J., to San Francisco,
crashed about SO miles southeast
of Pittsburgh. A congressman said
the hijackers intended to send the
plane to crash into Camp David,
the presidential retreat in Maryland.
Minutes before the crash, a passenger told an emergency dispatcher in a cell phone call: "We
are being hijacked, we are being
hijacked!"
Airline officials said the other
three planes that crashed were
American Airlines Flight II. a
Boeing 767 from Boston to Los
Angeles, apparently the first to hit
the trade center: United Airlines
Flight I 75. also a Boeing 767 from
Boston to Los Angeles, which an
eyewitness said was the second to
hit the skyscrapers; and American
Airlines Flight 77, a Boeing 757 en
route from Washington-Dulles to
Los Angeles that a source said hit
the Pentagon.
The Federal Reserve, seeking to
provide assurances that the nation's
banking system would be protected.

said it would provide additional
money to banks if needed.
The Department of Health and
Human Services said 7,000 doctors
and other health professionals
were ready to help if needed.
"We're at war," said Gaillard
Pinckney, an employee at the
Housing and Urban Development
office in Columbia, S.C "We just
don't know with who."
Felix Novelli, who lives in
Southampton,
N.Y.,
was
in
Nashville with his wife for a World
War II reunion. He was trying to
fly home to New York when the attacks occurred.
"I feel like going to war again.
No mercy," he said. "This is Dec.
7th happening all over again. We
have to come together likein 1941
land) go after them."
The attack on Pearl Harbor
claimed the lives of 2,390 Americans, most of them servicemen.
With smoke still pouring out of
rubble in Washington and New
York, Bush said, "These acts shattered steel, but they cannot dent the
steel of American resolve."
Bush spoke for less than five
minutes from the desk that Bill
Clinton and John F Kennedy used
before him. Beside the door, a
TelePromTer operator fed Bush the
words that he and his speechwriters hastened to pen just an hour
earlier. He stumbled a couple of
times even as he strove to maintain
a commanding air.
Bush said the government offices deserted after the bombings
Tuesday would open today.
Bush asked the nation to pray for
the families of the victims and
quoted the Book of Psalms. "And I
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pray they will be comforted by a
power greater than any of us spoken
through the ages in Psalm 23. 'Even
though I walk through Ihe valley of
the shadow of death, I fear no evil
for you are with me.'"
James Mick, senior music education major, said he though! the
scripture was the strongest part of
Bush's speech.
"I think it is very profound in
moments of crisis when you see
leaders of the worlds recognize
(Ihe Bible)," Mick said. "It shows
a sense of spirituality and belief in
God as one nation under God.
Ashley Schwab, junior history
major, said she was also encouraged
by the scripture Bush quoted and by
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him asking the nation to pray.

"The only thing I am worried
about is I hope the investigations
are thorough and we don't just retaliate because we think someone
has done it," Schwab said.
Cooper said he found Bush's
words firm and reassuring.
"It is such an emotional time for
all of us," Cooper said. "I think
such a wide range of emotions
come up but I am confident that the
U.S. government will have they
eyes of a tiger to get Ihis resolved."
The United States received no
warning of the attacks on the Pentagon and New York's World Trade
Center towers. White House press
secretary Ari Fleischer said.

U.S. officials privately said they
suspected terrorism Osama bin
Laden, protected by Afghan government, was behind the tragedies.
The Afghan government has rejected the accusations.
"We will make no distinction between the terrorists who committed these acts and those who harbor
them." Bush said.
"Today, our fellow citizens, our
way of life, our very freedom,
came under attack in a series of deliberate and deadly terrorist acts,"
he said. Thousands of lives were
"suddenly ended by evil, despicable acts of terror," Bush said.
Staff reporter Erin LaMourie
contributed to this report.
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FAA orders planes to ground;
security heightened at airports
By Chrissy Braden
SENIOR REPORTER

Passengers
were
crowded
around airline counters, using their
luggage as chairs and pillows,
while
they
waited
at
the
Dallas/Fort Worth International
Airport after departing nights were
halted as of 10:03 a.m. Tuesday.
The Federal Aviation Administration closed all of the nation's

David DurwSENIOR PHOTOGRAPHER

Cary Utter receives a hug from a
Delta flight attendant for offering
her home to stranded passengers
at D/FW airport Tuesday.

airports for the first time until at Lake City, said she was notified to offer her home to stranded pasleast I I a.m. today after four during her flight that the plane sengers.
planes were hijacked Tuesday. Two would land at D/FW, the nearest
"My husband said he knew what
of the hijacked planes crashed into airport, due to a national incident.
it was like to be stranded out-ofthe World Trade Center towers in
"We were all confused," she state and have all of the hotels fill
New York City and another into said. "I got up and went to the up," she said. "We knew we had to
The Pentagon in Washington.
bathroom in the back of the plane go to the airport and do someTwo of the planes belong to and found a flight attendant who thing."
American Airlines, which is based told me what had happened."
D/FW had 150 planes on the
in Fort Worth. American Airlines
Airlines
ground Tuesday
officials declined to comment.
rescheduled
afternoon, Cox
David Arnold, a Delta passenger flights
"We were all confused. I got
and
said. D/FW has
from Jackson. Miss., flying to Las made
up
and
went
to
the
bathroom
hotel
about
2,300
Vegas, said he knew airport secu- reservations for
in the back of the plane and
flight
operarity was diligent, but he still does- stranded pasfound a flight attendant who
tions each day
n't understand how the hijacking sengers,
told me what had happened."
like
and
grosses
took place.
O'Mara.
about $11 mil"It worries me," he said. "It
—
Anne
O'Mara.
Kevin Cox,
lion a year.
seems like the FBI or some intelli- senior executive
a Delta passenger MM at DallasCrites
said
gence agency should have known." vice president
Fort Worth International Airport
taxis and buses
James Crites, executive vice of D/FW, said
can continue to
president of operations of D/FW. passengers will
operate at the
said contingency plans for security be assisted as long as they need to airport. Legally parked cars at the
and safety will remain in effect un- be. He didn't have an estimate of airport will not be ticketed, but no
til further notice, even though there the total number of passengers the unattended vehicles can be parked
is no information about threats to airport relocated.
at the terminal curbs.
D/FW.
In another effort to help, two
Cox said airports will resume
"Due to the sensitive nature of regulated American Airlines planes business when the FAA, airlines
these plans. 1 won't discuss any of departed D/FW Tuesday carrying and the airport agree to reopen.
the specifics related to security and only airline personnel to assist in
"We at D/FW are working
safety," he said in a press confer- the tragedy, according to ABC closely w
ence Tuesday.
World News.
He said security teams will conThe airlines have also been conith those partners and will be
tinue to sweep terminal areas, but tacted from numerous individuals ready to go when they're ready to
gate and concession areas will re- interested in doing whatever they fly." he said.
main closed indefinitely.
can to help those in need.
Anne O'Mara, a Delta passenger
Carry Utter, a resident of Valley
Chrissy Braden
from Houston on her way to Salt Ranch, waited by the Delta counter
/.<■.braden0snulviu.it u. edu

David Duna. SENIOR PHOTOGRAPHER

Delta ticket counter workers strive to reschedule those passengers delayed
by the mass hault of air traffic.

Fort Worth, TCU prepared to deal with crisis, officials say
By Jordan Blum
SKIFF REPORTER

Following terrorist attacks in New York
City and Washington, Fort Worth and TCU
officials said they feel confident in their
abilities to deal with a crisis situation.
Both Fort Worth and TCU Police Departments have contingency plans for reacting to a potential attack and stress the
quality of its personnel.
The city of Fort Worth is on full alert
and every member of the Fort Worth Police Department and Fire Department is on
standby, said Fort Worth Mayor Kenneth
Barr at a press conference Tuesday morning at City Hall.
"Every call is being taken very seriously.

but the city will continue to operate and
keep everyone on ready to respond." Ban
said. "I think that our community is prepared to respond when disaster strikes. It
hasn't hit our city, but it has hit the nation."
Fort Worth Police Chief Ralph Mendoza
said the city must send a message to prevent potential threats the city could face.
"We want to project a physical appearance across the city, with a full police presence throughout the area." Mendoza said.
TCU Police also have an emergency re
sponse plan set in place to curb any potential threat to students and faculty, TCU
Police Chief Steve McGee said.
McGee said the terrorist attacks in New
York and Washington have made them

more cautious but won't affect their protocol plans because they already have plans
in place.
"TCU has two police command centers on
opposite ends of the campus," McGee said.
"So, even if something happens (on one side
of campus), we can still fully operate."
Marsha Anderson, spokeswoman for the
city of Fort Worth, said the city is as prepared as possible for any potential substantiated attack.
'The city has an incident Command team
composed of a variety of city employees
across the city who are trained yearly," Anderson said. "Plus, we've had experience
with emergencies in the past when you
consider the tornado and the shooting at

Wedgewood (Baptist Church)."
Ronald Burns, criminal justice professor,
said there is not any way to prevent terrorism.
"There are many things that we could do
in the city, but people may see these options as invasions of privacy." Burns said.
"We can put metal detectors in movie theaters, but do people actually want that? If
someone is willing to give up their life to
hijack a plane, they can't always be
stopped."
Following the attack several buildings
and schools in For! Worth were voluntarily evacuated.
Jeff Tucker. TCU police officer and a
trained bomb technician, said the campus

Media organizations plan ahead to
provide accurate crisis coverage
By Piper Huddleston
STAFF REPORTER

Gordon Keith normally serves
as comic relief during the his
morning sports show on 1310 AM
The Ticket, and all-sports radio
station. Tuesday he was reporting
the news. When disaster strikes.
the public has come to expect
around-the-clock coverage. To coordinate this coverage, it takes
quick planning and natural curiosity, said Paul Harral, vice president and editorial director for the
Fort Worth Star-Telegram.
"Generally it's not rocket science." Harral said. "The most important thing is to figure out what
you would want to know if you
were a reader and then answer
those questions."
The Star-Telegram has a special
crisis team that is experienced in
handling emergency situations,
Harral said. He said the team is
prepared to fly to New York City
as soon as airports reopen.
When disasters break, Harral
said editors generally get together
to brainstorm general story topics.
From there, reporters are broken
up into teams to cover these topics.
Newspapers across the country,
including the Fort Worth StarTelegram and The Dallas Morning
News put out special editions.
Information during a catastrophe comes from wire services.
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Several online media outlets contiually updated their Web sites as
information became available.

people calling in information, reporters calling contacts and live
coverage, Harral said. The challenge of a reporter is to sort
through that information for what

is reliable.
The Star-Telegram has a fact
board, where they list everything
they know to be true and all reporters verify their information
with the board. Harral said.
"You get real cautious," Harral
said. "You try not to overstep anything."
John Miller, adjunct journalism
professor and former news director at WFAA Channel X, said reporters frequently make mistakes
when covering an event with speculation flying around.
When the Oklahoma City bombing occurred, reporters assumed
Middle East terrorists were responsible, although it was actually
Timothy McVeigh. Credibility is
lost when reporters speculate.
Miller said.
Miller said stakes can be big
when covering events like those on
Tuesday.
"This is the first time in history
that people have actually witnessed an airplane crash into the
second largest building in the
United States," he said. "This is
the biggest event to be on TV since
the assassination of (President
John F. Kennedy), and it may be
bigger."
Sports editor Brandon Ortiz
contributed to this report
Piper Huddleston
C.p.huddUslOH9studeHt.tcu.edu

Jordan Blum
J.d.blitmCa'student.U it fdu

Officials ask U.S.citizens
not to make assumptions
By John-Mark Day

culprits are never caught." he said.
"In this case, they're dead."
Although television news netJim Wright, former speaker of
works pointed to the attacks Tues- the U.S. House of Representaday as terrorist-related, political tives, compared the attack to forscience professor Manochehr Dor- mer attacks on the World Trade
raj said Americans must be care- Center and in Oklahoma City, but
ful to not jump to conclusions.
on a larger scale.
"It could take years to find out
"(This is) the largest act of ter(who is responsible)." Dorraj said. rorism that has been inflicted on
"Or it could take days."
the United States, or possibly anyThe World Trade Center twin where." Wright said. "It was extowers collapsed after two hi- tremely well planned."
jacked
airDorraj said
planes crashed
the
attacks
This is not the work of a
into them Tueslooked highly
deranged
madman.
(It
looks
day. The Pentaorchestrated
like) an extensive terrorist
gon was also
and not like the
network with domestic
heavily . damact of an indioperatives. This is going to
aged by another
vidual.
have profound political
hijacked
air"This is not
fallout."
craft.
the work of a
—
Manochehr
Dorraj.
CNN and The
deranged madpolitical science professor
Associated
man."
Dorraj
Press
reports
said. "(It looks
attributed the
like) an extenattacks to terrorist Osama bin sive terrorist network with domesLaden Tuesday.
tic operatives. This is going to
"There are good indications that have profound political fallout."
persons linked to Osama bin
Any terrorist attack is a call for
Laden may be responsible for attention. Rohan Gunaratna of the
these attacks." U.S. intelligence Center for the Study of Terrorism
officials told CNN.
and Political Violence told the AP.
Today was the scheduled day
"The whole idea — the only
for the sentencing of a bin Laden idea, in some sense — is to bring
associate for his role in the attention to the cause." Gunaratna
l99Sbombing of the U.S. embassy said.
in Tanzania that killed 213 people.
Wright said when dealing with
AP reported. The sentencing was terrorists it is important for the nato be held at the federal court- tion to resume daily activities.
house near the World Trade Cen"There can be no disruption in
ter.
daily business." he said. "To do
Dorraj said even if the attacks that would be to let the terrorists
are terrorist-related, it may be im- have their way."
possible to ever know the reasons
for them.
John-Mark Day
"In some terrorist instances, the
/m.dit\2(?' student, ti u.fdu
STAFF REPORTER

David Dunji/SENIOR PHOTOGRAPHER

Flags lowered to half-staff in honor
of the fallen victims provide a
backdrop for Dallas residents
standing in line to donate blood.

TEXAN

reflections

"I urge all Texans to pray for our
country, to pray for our president in this most unprecedented
time in our country's history. I
also want to urge calm among
citizens in this state."
— Gov. Rick Perry

"These despicable acts of terrorism will be avenged. The primary
duty of ou>- government is the
defense of our nation and we
will do our duty. America is the
shining light of freedom in the
world. That light cannot be extinguished by acts of cowardice."
— Sen. Kay bailey Hutchison

For continuous local coverage of the terrorist
attacks, check out www.skiff.tcu.edu.

is as secure as possible, but it is impossible to prevent everything when people have
enough determination and resources.
"When I worked with the bomb squad in
Fort Worth we had about five to eight
(bomb) devices reported a month." Tucker
said. "It's best if these situations aren't always reported, because if there was a public alert with every device or bomb threat
that would create pandemonium and hinder us. We've got some very good professionals on this campus that are highly
trained police officers who aren't just
ticket writers." Tucker said.

"We are horrified by these
tragic events. Our thoughts and
prayers go out to the families of
all involved."
— American Airlines chief executive
Don Carry

T-

"It looks like a country at war, like a country being bombed.You expect these kinds of things, these
pictures, to come from another country, not from a country like this.This is scary. It's very scary."
— Texas state Rep. Solomon Ortiz, D-San Antonio.
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Communication intercept leads government to bin Laden
By Karen Gullo and John Solomon
ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — U.S. officials
began piecing together a case linking
Osama bin Laden to the worst terrorist
attack in U.S. history, aided by an intercept of communications between his
supporters aid harrowing cell phone
calls from victims aboard the jetliners
before they crashed on Tuesday.
Authorities were focusing some of
their efforts on possible bin Laden supporters in Florida based on the identification of suspected hijacker on one of
the manifests ol the four jets that
crashed, law enforcement officials said.
The FBI was preparing to search locations in Broward County in south
Florida and the Daytona Beach area in
central Florida, Florida Department of
Law Enforcement Rick Morera said.
U.S. intelligence intercepted communications between bin Laden supporters discussing the attacks on the
World Trade Center and Pentagon, ac-

cording to Utah Sen. Orrin Hatch, the
top Republican on the Senate Judiciary Committee.
"They have an intercept of some information that included people associated
with
bin Laden
who
acknowledged a couple of targets were
hit." Hatch said in an interview with
The Associated Press, He declined to
be more specific.
Hatch also said law enforcement
has data possibly linking one person
on one of the four ill-fated flights to
bin Laden's organization.
Government and industry officials
said at least one flight attendant and
two passengers called from three of
the planes as they were being forced
down in New York and Washington —
each describing similar circumstances.
The callers indicated hijackers
iinned with knives, in some cases stabbing flight attendants, took control of
the plane and were forcing them down
toward the ground, officials said.

One of the passengers was Barbara
Olson, the wife of a top Justice Department official who called her husband as the hijacking was occurring.
Olson, the wife of Solicitor General Theodore Olson, was aboard
American Airlines Flight 77 that left
Dulles International Airport in Washington and was forced to crash into
the Pentagon.
The officials said Olson told her
husband the attackers had used knifelike instruments to take over the plane,
and forced passengers to the back of
the jet.
Theodore Olson confirmed his wife
made the calls before dying. "She
called from the plane while it was being hijacked. I wish it wasn't so but it
is," he said.
Separately, a businessman aboard a
United flight that left Boston and
crashed into the World Trade Center
twice called his father as his plane was
being hijacked, a law enforcement of-

ficial told The Associated Press.
The official, speaking on condition
of anonymity, said the victim's father
was interviewed by the FBI. The father indicated his son made two calls
— both times the phone cut off. In the
first call, the businessman said a stewardess had been stabbed. In the second
call, the son said his plane was "going
down."
A flight attendant aboard the second
jetliner that struck the World Trade
Center managed to call an emergency
nuniber from the back of the airplane,
an American Airlines soute said. The
source, speaking on condition of
anonymity, said the flight attendant
said her fellow attendants had been
stabbed, the cabin had been taken over,
and they were going down in New
York.
U.S. officials said there was early
information tying the attacks to bin
Laden, a wealthy Arab believed to be
living in Afghanistan who previously

Explosions heard north of Kabul airport
By Kathy Ganno
ASSOCIATED PflESS

KABUL, Afghanistan
Explosions resounded north of the Afghan
capital near its airport early Wednesday, hours after devastating terror attacks in the United States.
The United States quickly denied
any involvement in the violence in
Afghanistan, which has been shielding
Osama bin Laden, a suspected terrorism mastermind linked by some U.S.
officials to Tuesday's attacks in New
York and Washington
A U.S. official, speaking on condition of anonymity, said the fighting in
Kabul appeared to be rocket attacks by
opposition rebels in response to the attack on rebel general Ahmed Shah
Massooda Sunday. The insurgents
blamed the attempt on the ruling Taliban, a hard-line Islamic group.
An opposition spokesman denied
the rebels were responsible for
Wednesday morning's violence and a
Taliban spokesman blamed the explosions on a fire at an ammunition depot.
The explosions began around 2:30
a.m. and came in rapid succession,
seconds apart, making buildings shudder. There were no sounds of airplanes
or anti-aircraft fire.

Taliban spokesman denies attack, blames
fires on accident at ammuniton depot
Rockets also reportedly landed in
the northern suburb of Khair Khana,
hitting the Taliban depot. Giant plumes
of black smoke billowed skyward. A
Taliban military division is nearby.
Officials at the airport could not be
reached.
In the northern suburb of Khair
Khana. giant plumes of black smoke
billowed skyward from a burning Taliban ammunition depot. The area contains a Taliban military division.
From the Taliban's headquarters in
southern Kandahar Abdul Hai
Muttmain, a spokesman for the Islamic militia, blamed the explosions
on a fire at the ammunition depot. He
did not say how the depot caught fire,
but dented that there was an attack on
the capital.
"There was an explosion in an ammunition depot, and our aircraft were
flown to a safe place, creating a misunderstanding that there had been an
attack. We deny that there was any attack on Kabul." he said.
However, it was unclear from his
statement why it was necessary to

move the aircraft to safety.
White House spokeswoman Claire
Buchan said explosions reported in
Kabul are not retaliatory attacks by the
United States.
"The United States is not responsible," she said.
Her comments were echoed by U.S.
Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld
during a Pentagon briefing in Washington. "I've seen those reports," he
said of the Kabul explosions. "In no
way is the United States government
connected to those explosions."
Taliban soldiers in central Kabul
said the explosions seemed to begin
with a low-flying helicopter that fired
rockets into the area of the airport.
There was some return fire by the Taliban with anti-aircraft weapons, the
soldiers said.
It was impossible to travel in the
streets because of a nighttime curfew,
from 11 p.m. to 4 a.m.
Rebels battling Afghanistan's Taliban religious government denied involvement and indicated the United
States might be responsible.

"We didn't tire any rockets into
Kabul." the spokesman. Bismillah
Khan, told The Associated Press by
satellite telephone from Gulbahar,
several miles behind opposition lines.
"We have been hearing that the United
States of America will attack," he said.
Afghanistan's hard-line Taliban
rulers condemned the attacks in the
United States and rejected suggestions
that Osama bin Laden could be behind
them.
Conflicting reports persisted Tuesday over whether Massood. the leader
of the northern-based opposition to
Taliban rule, survived a suicide bombing attack Sunday.
The bombing in
northern
Afghanistan killed Massood's aide as
well as the bombers, two men posing
as television journalists. The Russian
news agency ITAR-Tass reported that
Massood had also died.
An opposition spokesman and Massood's brother in London have said he
was gravely injured in the attack, but
was not killed.
Massood, 48, has led a fractured
collection of groups who fought each
other when they ruled much of
Afghanistan for four years until the
Taliban took control in IW6.

has been tied to terrorist attacks
against Americans overseas. But they
cautioned it was too early to definitively assign blame.
Every possible lead was pursued.
Authorities in New York were examining a van based on a lead it may be
connected to the attacks.
The Taliban, Afghanistan's ruling
Islamic militia, said bin Laden lacks
the resources for such a terrorist attack.
Federal law enforcement officials
were studying manifests for passengers, crew or service personnel with
possible links to bin Laden.
The government unleashed legions
of intelligence and law enforcement
experts to begin identifying those who
planned and carried out the attacks.
"Thousands of FBI agents in field offices and international legal offices are
ctxiperating in this investigation," Attorney General John Ashcroft said. He
said numerous federal law enforcement
agencies were aiding the effort.

Investigators face a monumental
task, especially in New York, where
two hijacked planes plowed into the
World Trade Center towers. Sifting
through the rubble, which yielded key
clues in the Oklahoma City bombing,
will be extremely difficult because of
the amount of debris.
Another plane crashed into the Pentagon near Washington, collapsing one
side of the building, and a fourth airliner crashed in a field 80 miles southeast of Pittsburgh.
Security analysts said the crash site
in Pennsylvania could be a source of
quick clues if the plane's black box
can be located.
"Some of the first clues will come
from the plane," said Eugene Poteat, a
retired CIA intelligence officer. The
black box, which captures instrument
readings and recordings from the flight
deck, may have captured voices of
those who crashed the plane.

Military upgraded to
high alert; Navy to NYC
By Sonja Barisic
ASSOCIATED PRESS

NORFOLK, Va. —The Navy dispatched aircraft carriers and guided
missile destroyers to New York and
Washington after Tuesday's terror attacks as the president put the military
on its highest level of alert.
President Bush, in an Oval Office
address, vowed to find those responsible. "We will make no distinction
between the terrorists who committed these acts and those who harbor
them," he said.
Adm. Robert J. Natter, commander of the U.S. Atlantic Fleet,
sent the ships to help with defense
and medical needs.
"We have been attacked like we
haven't since Pearl Harbor," Natter
said at the Norfolk Navy base.
The ships include the carriers USS
John F. Kennedy and Norfolk-based
USS George Washington, which
were headed to New York, an Atlantic Fleet spokesman said. Each
has a crew of 2,500 to 3,000 sailors,
and the JFK's air wing has about
1,500 sailors and airmen.
The USNS Comfort, a hospital

■

ship in Baltimore harbor, also was
made available.
Also deployed were amphibious
ships, guided missile cruisers and
guided missile destroyers that are capable of responding to threats from
the air and sea. The amphibious ships
were carrying Marines and sailors to
provide security, surgical teams and
limited hospital bed capacity.
Meanwhile, Bush ordered the nation's military to "high-alert status."
and vowed to "hunt down and punish those responsible" for the attacks,
which were expected to carry a high
death toll.
Natter placed naval installations
under his command on the highest
security condition. He is in charge of
188 ships, 1,223 aircraft. 37 shore
stations and more than 125,000
sailors and Marines and civilian employees. The Atlantic Fleet provides
combat-ready forces to support
American and NATO commanders
in regions of conflict throughout the
world.
The North American Aerospace
Defense Command was also on its
highest alert.

■■
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Sports seemed insignificant to coaches after terrorist attacks
By Brandon Ortiz
SPORTS EDITOR

Jeff Mittie was driving away
from Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport Tuesday morning
when it happened.
TCU's head women's basketball coach had just returned from
a recruiting trip in Amarillo. Five
minutes down the road, Mittie began hearing sketchy reports on the
radio about an airplane hitting the
World Trade Center in New York
City. As more reports came in, it
became apparent that the crash
was an organized terrorist attack
involving a commercial jet, something Mittie had just existed. Mittie's plane landed safely on the
runway, but a soft chill ran over
him nonetheless.
"It was an eerie feeling," Mittie
said. "As a coach, I travel a lot.
You don't think much about that
stuff."
Sports seemed insignificant to
administrators and coaches Tuesday in the wake of what may be
the worst terrorist attacks in
American history. The majority of
practices were canceled, as
coaches elected to talk with players and attempted to reason the
unreasonable. Women's soccer
and golf teams, which were expected to fly to El Paso and Albuquerque, N.M.,
to compete,
stayed in Fort Worth instead.
Athletics Director Eric Hyman
said he did not know if games , including the football team's game
against Marshall, will be canceled
this weekend. A decision could be
made today or Thursday, he said.
Hyman said coaches are being
discouraged from taking recruiting trips.
"We want them all to stay
here," he said.
The football team canceled its
weekly media luncheon. It just
didn't seem appropriate.
"Obviously, with what is going
on in the world, our thoughts and
prayers go out to everyone,"
sports information director Steve
Fink said. "A football press conference is not important."
The Rickel Building stayed
open and intramural games were
played, but not because officials

wanted to downplay the tragedy,
they said. They just wanted to give
students something to do.
"It is like a snow day, the kids
need a place to go and be with
people and do something," director of recreational sports Steven
Kintigh said. "We are by no means
trying to minimize what happened."
Volleyball, baseball, swimming, women's basketball and
tennis were all scheduled to have
workouts or practices. All of the
events were all canceled.
There was no way anybody
could keep a clear head during a
time like this, assistant baseball
coach Donnie Watson said.
"Those kids don't know anything about terrorism," Watson
said. "Working out a kid with a
great breaking ball isn't going to
help much."
Coaches became counselors.
Instead of working with players
on the mechanics of spiking a volleyball, head volleyball coach
Sandy Troudt just talked with her
team.
"We are a family," Troudt said.
"At a time like this, we just need
to be together as a team and talk.
It puts life in perspective."
Teams attract athletes from all
over the country. For many of
these athletes whose family is
hundreds of miles away, their
teammates are their family. Talking with teammates is a way to
cope, Watson said.
"You have to give them the opportunity to talk," he said. "You
have to have an ear. A lot of the
time, your best therapy is your
teammate."
Hyman said, "That's why we
left (the decision of whether or
not) to hold practice to the discretion to the coaches. We don't want
to take the opportunity to help
away from coaches."
Coaches also had immediate
family to help. Head soccer coach
David Rubinson picked up his
daughter from R.L. Paschal Senior High School. Rubinson said
he could feel the emotions running through both parents and
teen-agers.
"It was a little chaotic, but or-

ganized," Rubinson said. "It was
organized, but a little tense. You
could feel it."
Chaos in New York City and
Washington, D.C., could be felt
all the way in Fort Worth. Everyone, including athletes, are affected, Rubinson said.
"It's the whole university," Rubinson said. "Families, teams — it
affects all of us."
Men's soccer and football
teams both conducted practices
Tuesday. Head football coach
Gary Patterson held a moment
of prayer before the start of
practice.
Assistant soccer coach Blake
Amos said practicing was a way
to get the trauma of the day's
events out of players' heads.
"We are going to have to address it; we will visit it as a team,"
Amos said. "We'll still play the
game. We can't ignore our jobs or
those who attack the (United
States) win. We're not going to
pretend nothing happened. But if
we were sitting separately in our
room, it wouldn't help.
"If we're together it helps us get
out our frustration and get things
off our chest."
The women's soccer team was
supposed to fly to El Paso to play
Texas-El Paso. The flight was
canceled and the team had to call
El Paso and players to inform
them.
"It is very crazy," graduate assistant Dewi Hardman said.
The women's golf team was
supposed to travel to New Mexico
to compete in the UNM Dick
McGuire Invitational. The team
stayed home, searching for answers.
"At this point, the only thing to
do is just pray," head women's
golf coach Angie Ravaioli-Larkin
said. "I don't think you can say
anything (about something that)
happens of such a magnitude. I
don't think anyone can explain it.
It makes our little worries seem
not so important.
"Our tournament doesn't really
matter."
Brandon Ortiz
b.p.ortiz@student.tcu.edu

Texas sporting events postponed
NFL
Dallas Cowboys, canceled practice

TCU
Women's soccer at Texas-El Paso
Women's golf at UNM Dick
McGuire Invitational
Volleyball Wednesday (decision
will be made by gametime)

Texas, cut practice short two hours,
Baylor, cancelled practice

Texas at Oakland

Texas Colleges

Game 3, Texas League Championship, Round Rock Express vs.
Arkansas

Southwest Texas State at Texas-San
Antonio, volleyball
Texas-Arlington at Sam Houston
State, volleyball
Louisana Tech at Stephen F. Austin,
volleyball
Baylor at Iowa State, volleyball

College football
Texas Tech at
(Thursday)

Texas-El

Paso

Major League Baseball
San Fransisco at Houston

Minor League Baseball

Major League Soccer
D.C. United at Dallas Bum

Horse Racing
Gulf Greyhound Park
Lone Star Park, closed to simulcasting

Games, American spirit will move
forward despite terrible tragedies
He left. The greatest hitter in
the game, in his prime,
walked out of the ball yard
and into a recruiting office.
In a way, Ted Williams signified
a generation of
Americans.
Commentary
Following the
bombing
of
Pearl Harbor,
millions
of
Americans
flocked to the
enlist in the
armed forces.
Another did
not have to go,
Matt
but insisted on
Stiver
doing his duty.
A Pro Bowlcaliber offensive lineman refused
his deferments. Bob Kaslu, a
member of ROTC during his time
at the University of Alabama, left
a wife and a son before he left his
life on a hill in Vietnam defending
his country.
When America has shook, sport
has shaken with it. When tragedy
strikes, America must move on. It
always has, and it will again.
Tuesday morning terrorists flew
three hijacked planes into landmarks of American strength: Two
into the World Trade Center Towers
in lower Manhattan and one into the
Pentagon, the nerve-center of the

American military.
The goal of terrorism is to incite fear and take people out of
their routines. It must-not achieve
its goal.
The world of sport has helped
America in times of trial. President
Franklin D. Roosevelt decreed that
Major League Baseball should continue with the inferno of World War
II. At the height of the Allied bombing offensive against Iraq in January 1991, the National Football
League held Super Bowl XXV.
This proves much, much more
than just that Americans enjoy athletic competition. It proves that terror will never succeed, and that
America will always continue.
TCU football coach Gary Patterson led his team onto the practice
fields Tuesday afternoon, but not
before a team prayer.
"We cannot allow America to
stop," Patterson said. "We have to
take the stand of going on and having a purpose."
Three events have caused baseball to wipe its slate of scheduled
games: The death of President Warren G. Harding in 1923, the Allied
invasion of France in 1944 and
when President Franklin Roosevelt
died in 1945.
Major League Baseball canceled
all 15 games Tuesday. Barry Bonds
stopped his assault on the -home run
record because of the assault on his

country. The Chicago Cubs, at least
for a day, halted their drive to halt
95 years of championship drought.
"In the interest of security and
out of a sense of deep mourning for
the national tragedy that has occurred (Tuesday), all Major League
Baseball games for (Tuesday) have
been canceled," Commissioner Bud
Selig said in a release. "I will continue to monitor the situation on a
daily basis and make ongoing decisions accordingly. My deepest sympathy and prayers go out to the
families and victims of this horrendous series of events."
In many respects, Selig was right
in his decision. Tuesday's events
mark the deadliest terrorist attacks
in American history, a nightmare
come true. Yet America cannot be
paralyzed. It must move forward.
Terrorism succeeds if it shakes
people, if it brings dread, if it
stops normal life. The terrorists
will win if they take Americans
out of their place.
That America is the greatest,
strongest nation in the history of
the human experience is no accident. The people who built this nation never allowed evil and terror
to triumph.
Matt Stiver is a senior news-editorial
journalism major from Uniontown. Ohio.
He can be contacted at (m.r.stiver®student.tcu.edu).
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Freshman biochemistry major Kaveh Nezafati swipes his TCU ID card while entering the Rickel Building Tuesday night. The Rickel Building stayed open Tuesday, even though classes were canceled. Intramural games were
not canceled. Officials said the recreational facility stayed open to give students something to do The majority
of teams on campus canceled practice in light of the terrorist hijackings.

Sporting events across nation
halted in light of jet crashes
By Ronald Blum
ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK — Major league
baseball postponed its entire schedule of 15 games Tuesday night following terrorist attacks in New
York and Washington, D.C, and
other sports also called off events.
Aside from work stoppages, it
was the first time since D-Day in
1944 that baseball wiped out a
whole day of regular-season play.
"In the interest of security and
out of a sense of deep mourning for
the national tragedy that has occurred (Tuesday), all major league
baseball games for (Tuesday) have
been canceled," baseball commissioner Bud Selig said.
Race tracks around the nation
called off their cards and the NFL,
criticized for playing after President Kennedy's assassination in
1963, said it wasn't sure what it
would do with this weekend's
schedule.
Selig called off the baseball owners' quarterly meeting that was set
to start Tuesday but did not make
any decisions about today's games.
"I will continue to monitor the
situation on a daily basis and make
ongoing decisions accordingly." he
said. "My deepest sympathy and
prayers go out to the families and
victims of this horrendous series of
events."
It was only the third time the major leagues postponed an entire
day's schedule, aside from labor
strife or weather, said Scot Mondore of the National Baseball Hall
of Fame and Museum.
The others were Aug. 2, 1923.
when President Warren G. Harding
died; June 6, 1944, when Allied
forces invaded France in World War
II. Exhibition games were called off
on April 14, 1945. two days after
the death of President Roosevelt.
In 1945. the All-Star game was
canceled because of war-time travel
restrictions. The 1918 season ended
a month early on Sept. 2 by order
of the U.S. War Department.
"I was stunned by the JFK assassination and it took me a long
time to get over that. I didn't think
that was possible," Selig said at a
news conference in Milwaukee.
"The (San Francisco) earthquake in
(1989). the World Series, that was
a tragedy. But this is incomprehensible. The greatest country in the
history in the world being attacked.
So all of this doesn't mean very
much today."
Selig said he and his wife were
in New York last week, and "we
went to the World Trade Centers
because I hadn't been there in a
while. Now to believe that they
don't exist anymore."
Yankee Stadium, perhaps the
building that most symbolizes
American sports, was evacuated
within 90 minutes of the first attacks on the World Trade Center.

Security was tightened outside
the 78-year-old ballpark, located in
the South Bronx, more than 10
miles from the World Trade Center.
"The ballpark is ringed with police," Yankees spokesman Rick Cerrone said after leaving his office.
The Chicago White Sox arrived
in New York just hours before the
attacks for the start of their series
against the Yankees.
"I didn't have any immediate
fear for the club because I knew
they were staying in midtown and
this was taking place downtown,
lower Manhattan." White Sox
owner Jerry Reinsdorf said. "So I
figured they were OK. Then I got a
hold of (general manager) Kenny
Williams right away and he said
everyone was OK."
Teams didn't know when they
would play again. Braves pitcher
John Burkelt was stuck at his suburban Dallas home because of canceled flights.
"Whenever it's deemed safe to
hold large public gatherings again,
we'll resume, but I'm sure we
won't do it until then." Atlanta
Braves president Stan Kasten said.
The NFL was unsure what it
would do.
"Regarding Sunday's games, we
will make no decision (Tuesday)."
league spokesman, Joe Browne
said. "We'll gather information and
speak to several parties within the
next 24 to 48 hours."
The PGA Tour canceled Thursday's starts of the World Golf
Championship and two other tournaments.
Commissioner Tim Finchem said
the American Express Championship in St. Louis, featuring Tiger
Woods and lop players from tours
around the world, would begin Friday with 36 holes.
"This is a sad. sad day in America," Woods said after playing a
practice round, which he began
about two hours before the initial
attack.
The Tampa Bay Classic will
open with 18 holes each on Friday
and Saturday and a 36-hole conclusion. The same schedule has been
applied to the Buy.com Tour event
in Oregon.
The Senior Tour will remain on
schedule, with a 54-hole event that
starts Friday in North Carolina.
With air traffic stopped across
the country, several golfers were
unable to get to St. Louis. Among
those stranded were PGA champion David Toms. Phil Mickelson
and Davis Love III.
The Thoroughbred Racing Association canceled all its cards Tuesday, shuttering tracks at Delaware
Park in Stanton. Del.; Finger Lakes
in Farmington, N.J.; the Meadowlands in East Rutherford, N.J.;
Philadelphia Park in Bensalem, Pa.;
and Prairie Meadows in Altoona.
Iowa. Cards also were wiped out at
Great Lake Downs in Muskegon,

Mich.; Fairplex in Pomona. Calif.;
and Moutaineer Park in Chester.
W.Va.
Arlington Park is Arlington
Heights. III., and Turfway Park in
Florence, Ky.. canceled today's
cards.
The Swiss-based International
Olympic Committee expressed a
"profound sense nl shock and disbelief" at the attacks,
IOC president Jacques Rogge expressed "deepest sympathy" to the
families of the victims and sent letters of condolence to President
Bush, the U.S. Olympic Committee
and the Salt Lake City Organizing
Committee.
The 2002 Winter Olympics are to
be held in Salt Lake City in February.
College football commissioners
are considering postponing this
weekend's entire schedule of
games.
The commissioners from all the
Division 1-A conferences, including the Atlantic Coast. Big East.
Big Ten. Big 12. Pac-K) and Southeastern, discussed their options for
staging this weekend's games in a
conference call hours after the attacks.
The NCAA said conferences and
schools have the authority to determine whether to play college football games this weekend as well as
hold other events.
"The games themselves are insignificant in the face of what has
happened (Tuesday)," NCAA president Cedric Dempsey said. "Our
focus is entirely on the safety of
student athletes, athletics personnel
and fans."
NASCAR also was monitoring
the situation before making any decision on Sunday's New Hampshire
300. spokesman John Griffin said.
The Indy Racing League said it will
decide today on the status of Sunday's Chevy 500 at Texas Motor
Speedway in Fort Worth,
•
Baseball's minor leagues — their
regular seasons over — postponed
postseason games in all nine
leagues that were to play Tuesday.
"Out of respect to the families
and friends of those people who
lost their lives or were injured in
(Tuesday's) tragic events, we have
postponed all playoff games scheduled for (Tuesday) in the United
States." said Mike Moore, president
of the National Association of Professional Baseball Leagues, the
governing body for the minors.
The International. Pacific Coast,
Eastern, Southern. Texas, California, Florida State. Midwest and
South Atlantic leagues were affected.
The stadium of one of minor
league baseball team, the independent Newark Bears, has a view
of the lower Manhattan skyline,
where smoke filled the air after the
World Trade Center was destroyed.
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Local mosques, synagogues heighten security
By James Zwllling
STAFF REPORTER

Erin Munger/PHOTO EDITOR

Faculty show their concern at the prayer assembly Tuesday afternoon.

Religious leaders in Fort Worth said
Jews and Muslims heightened security
Tuesday, fearing retaliation against
people of foreign descent in light of recent terrorist attacks in the United
States.
Moujahed Bakhach, chairman of the
Imam's Council of Tarrant County and
Imam of the Islamic Association of
Tarrant County, said that although no
group has claimed responsibility for
Tuesday's attacks on the World Trade
Center, his mosque received a threatening phone call shortly after the attacks took place.
According to a tape heard by the TCU
Daily Skiff, a caller said, "Prepare to die
you bastards. You want a holy war? You
got it."
Bakhach said he is concerned about
the safety of his religious community

and said that assumptions of blame
against foreigners are common in the
wake of terrorist attacks.
"Whether (Muslims) are innocent or
not, we are guilty," he said. "We want
to make it clear that we are against this
terrorist act. We are Americans and we
have to take full responsibility for
helping care for our country in its time
of need. We, as Americans, have to all
organize ourselves and take one step
against this terrorist attack."
Although, Ahavath Sholom Synagogue on Hulen Street had no reported
threats, it heightened security with police surveillance.
Anantha Babbili, TCU professor of
journalism, said tragedies such as
these cause all foreigners to become
acutely aware of themselves and they
tend to fear irrational responses.
"We are in a period of speculation
and finger pointing and allegations, so

we have to wait until the culprits are
caught or the terrorists identified and
then discuss how we should react,"
Babbili said.
Morrison Wong, TCU professor of
sociology, said foreigners should fear
irrational responses based on U.S. history like in the case of the 1995 bombing of the Murrah Federal Building in
Oklahoma City.
"I think (as a result of the terrorism)
Americans will probably become more
(afraid of foreigners)," Wong said.
Rashid Habib, a sophomore computer science major from United Arab
Emirates, said he has not faced any
prejudices yet, but thinks there will be
some problems with those Americans
who judge people based on stereotypes.
He also said he is not surprised by
some of the reactions from the Middle East.

The Associated Press reported Tuesday that thousands of Palestinians
were dancing in the streets and handing out candy and Iraqi television
played a patriotic song that begins with
"Down with America" as it showed the
World Trade Center towers falling.
"I understand Palestine and Iraq enjoying this," Habib said. "Anyone in alliance with Israel is an enemy to them."
Babbili said these reactions can be
difficult to understand.
"When you see images like that —
people celebrating such tragedies —
it should bring us to a realization that
there has to be a reason or rationale
which we cannot fathom, but it exists," he said. "This (incident) should
give us time to ponder why people react like this."

University
prepared
for crisis,
officials say

Military mulls
involvement,
reaction tactics
in assaults
By Jonathan Sampson
SKIFF STAFF

By Aaron Chimbel
STAFF REPORTER

TCU has a thorough plan in
place to inform students, faculty
and staff in case of an emergency
situation on campus, said Tracy
Syler-Doctson, assistant director of
communications.
"The crisis plan is there to make
sure that we communicate with the
people most directly affected by a
tragedy on campus," she said.
Larry Lauer. vice chancellor for
marketing and communication, said
the communication office's job is to
assess what happened and determine who needs to know what and
deliver that information to them.
He said if an emergency should
arise. Chancellor Michael Ferrari
would assemble a group to handle
the crisis, depending on what happened and where. The members of
the group would vary depending on
the incident. Lauer said.
Assistant Police Chief J. C.
Williams said TCU Police is prepared to handle any situation. He
said the department has a good
working relationship with other
agencies including the Fort Worth
Police Department and FBI.
"There are definitely plans in
place to respond adequately,"
Williams said.
Pam Frable, assistant professor
of nursing, said the most important
thing is to have an emergency plan
in place and to practice it.
"It is the same to not have one if
(the plan) is not practiced," she said.
Ferrari sent an e-mail to all students, faculty and staff Tuesday
saying classes were canceled.
Syler-Doctson said. He said he anticipates classes returning to normal schedule on Wednesday. A
notice was posted on the TCU Web
site, she said. The information
desk and Tager-TV studio were
asked to let students know classes
were canceled.
Ferrari said his initial reaction
was to continue with classes as
usual, which would give students
an opportunity to discuss what happened with classmates and professors. He said canceling classes
allowed students to express their
grief in their own way.
"It was one of those moments
that none of us will forget." Ferrari
said.
Southern Methodist University,
Texas A&M University, the University of Texas at Austin, the University of Texas at Arlington and
Baylor University all continued
with regularly scheduled classes
Tuesday. The University of North
Texal canceled classes. Tarrant
County College continued with
classes until 4 p.m. Tuesday.
Syler-Doctson said in the event
of a crisis students should check the
university's Web site and watch local news.
Aaron Chimbel
u.it.chimbel@ student.ten.edit

(Above) TCU students console one another at the prayer assembly
Tuesday afternoon. (Right) Members of Phi Delta Theta patriotically
hang a sign Tuesday to show moral support for the victims of the
attacks in New York City and Washington.
Photos by Photo editor Erin Munger and Skiff Staff member Caleb Williams

Muslim, Christian leaders denounce attacks
By Jacque PeterseM
STAFF REPORTER

Islamic and Christian scholars were in agreement Tuesday,
both in their offerings of solace
and condemnation for terrorist
attacks on the New York City
and Washington.
Some area
worship centers opened their
doors to show support, while
scholars searched to find a
meaning.
People may turn to religion
for understanding and strength
after a devastating experience,
said Rev. Brian Young, United
Methodist campus minister.
"I think in any tragedy people
are searching for that which we
have in common," Young said.
"People may be more drawn to
prayer services more than they
would have at other times."
However, not everyone in the
area was allowed to gather in
prayer. Moujahed Bakhach,
chairman of the Imam's Council
of Tarrant County, said an activity involving 600 to 700 people was canceled at the Islamic

By Emily Ward
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Association of Tarrant County
because the mosque received
threatening phone calls. He said
it was not safe for people to attend and suggested they perform
their daily prayers at home.
"We cannot take any risks,"
Bakhach said. "We have to take
all precautions."
Bakhach said the alleged terrorist attack was unacceptable
under Islamic religion.
"If you were a true Muslim,
you would not have committed
this act," Bakhach said.
Ronald Flowers, a professor
of religion, said people tend to
jump to conclusions when there
could be a religious reason for
an act of terrorism. In light of
Tuesday's attack. Flowers said
people may look at the Islamic
religion as one of war, when in
fact it is not.
"Islam would reject an act of
terrorism," Flowers said. "Islam
is a religion of peace. The name
Islam means peace."
Mark Toulouse, dean of the
Brite Divinity School, said peo-

ple with more traditional ideas
may try to connect the act to
prophecy in the book of Revelation in the Bible, which predicts
the end of the world through a
series of catastrophes. He said
people with more mainstream
ideas do not share that view and
believe biblical prophecies were
not made for our time.
Eugene Boring, a professor of
New Testament at Brite, said
faith and religion have a connection with the destruction, but
the connection is not through
prophecy.
"The way to respond to this
religiously is not if it was predicted in Revelation, but how
this causes us to pray and think
through what it means to live as
human beings in this world,"
Boring said.
Young said the goal now is to
reach out to the community
through prayer and to help out
where needed.
Jacque Petersell
j.s.petersell@student.tcu.edu

Services scheduled ai
local churches
■ Chapel service: 7 p.m. today
at West Berry Church of Christ
■ Memorial service: 7 p.m. today at the Chi Alpha house,
2701 S. University Drive
■ Prayer service: 7 p.m. today
at University Christian Church
■ Prayer service: 7 p.m. today
at Alta Mesa Church of Christ
■ Prayer service: 7:30 p.m. today at Arlington Heights
United Methodist Church
■ Memorial service: 6:30 p.m.
Thursday at the United
Methodist Church's Wesley
Foundation building
■ Memorial Mass: 9 a.m. Saturday at St. Andrews Roman
Catholic Church

Jonathan Kohn, a junior biology
major and a member of the Army Reserves, received a call from his unit
Tuesday saying that they were on a
state of alert, meaning he was one call
away from being mobilized.
The attacks on the Pentagon and
World Trade Center Tuesday shook
many lives, including those involved
with military activities at TCU.
Kohn, a medic with the 4005th
U.S. Army Hospital, said that if he is
called, it will be to serve with other
medics in New York City or Washington.
"In one way, I feel very scared as a
civilian," he said. "But as a soldier, I
have a concern for the welfare of others."
Army and Air Force ROTC students will not be called to assist in a
military capacity because they are
neither enlisted nor commissioned
personnel for the armed forces.
Lt. Col. Jim House, professor of
military science at TCU, said he
could not make any public statements
about the situation, but said that the
events have affected the students.
"We experience the same shock as
anyone else that's hearing the news,"
he said.
House said the skills cadets learn
prepare them to lead in situations like
this, so instruction in the classroom
will not be altered.
"I think they better understand the
world they will be facing," House
said.
Cadet Battalion Cmdr. Todd Anderson, a senior history major, said he
was shocked to hear the news. He
said he now sees a more definite goal
in his military education, a sense of
urgency and a desire to be ready.
He said attacking with commercial
airlines is completely outside the military mindset.
"You'don't attack civilians, you
just don't," Anderson said. "It's unthinkable and atrocious. It's the way
animals fight."
Spencer Tucker, a former TCU professor, said Tuesday's events will have
many implications for the military.
Tucker.
"This is the time for the United
States to roll up its sleeves and say,
'We will not be pushed around in this
way,'" Tucker said.
The government needs to quickly
fix blame, consult with its allies and
take action, he said.
"I regard this as an act of war
against the (United States) and I
would treat it as such," Tucker said.
Kohn said that if he and others are
called to serve, there will be many
ramifications, including postponing
his education at a moment's notice.
"My parents are very supportive,"
he said. "They are proud I'm in the
military and wouldn't have any problem with me being deployed."
Jonathan Sampson
j.m.sampstm@studenl.tctt.edu

Student emotions near hysteria, psychologists say
SKIFF STAFF

TCU administration canceled all
classes Tuesday, as did the University of North Texas and Texas Wesleyan University.

James Zwilling
j.g.zwillinf>@ student, tftt.edu

Although the terrorist attacks on
New York City and Washington
were about 1,500 miles away, TCU
students are feeling the emotional
impact as if the attacks Happened in
their own back yards.
"I think this is significant for
TCU students because they are
Americans," said David Cross, an
associate professor of psychology at
TCU. "It's going to be more difficult if you have somebody with a

personal connection (to the incident), but 1 still think people are
hurt, angry and scared."
Emotions are the result of physiological empathy, meaning that a
person's emotions reflect his or her
body's natural reactions, Cross said.
Hysteria, as defined in Webster's II
New College Dictionary, is excessive or uncontrollable emotion, like
panic or fear.
"People are experiencing physiological stress, which is the way your
body would react if you walked out

of your house and saw a strange man
standing there," Cross said. "This is
going to traumatize people. It's terrifying to your sense of well-being
and sense of order."
Assisting students who need help
in dealing with these attacks has
now become a substantial concern
on the TCU campus, said John
Schuster, a clinical psychologist at
the TCU Counseling Center. Most
resident assistants and hall directors
will be the front line for those experiencing confusion, anger, depres-

sion or general concern for what has
happened. After talking to an RA or
a hall director, students may be referred to the Counseling Center for
additional support, Schuster said.
Christy Lehew, hall director for
Waits Hall, said her staff will be assisting students in getting the necessary support.
Brachman Hall Director Terry
Baich said group communication
will play a significant role in recovering from this recent tragedy.
"I think a lot of what's going to

happen is a natural community gathering," Baich said.
Schuster said students can also
get help from psychologists at the
Counseling Center.
"The best thing to do is to let the
person talk and express their feelings," Schuster said. "Most students
are just talking out loud. They are
not looking for a real answer, because there is no real answer."
Emily Ward
e.e.ward@ stttdenl.tcu.edu

